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FOREWORD

In the statutes of tl1e ~rate ,rill be found the follO\\·ing :
The day in each year known as Arbor Day shall be suitably observed in
the public schools:- The Commissioner of Education shall from time to
time p r epare and i ssue to schools such circulars of information, advice
and instruction with r eference to the day as he may deem necessar y.
For the purpose of encouraging the planting of shade and forest trees,
t he second Friday of April i n each year is hereby designated as a day for
th e general obserrnnce of such purpose, and to be known as Arbor Day.
On said day appropriate exercises shall be introd uced in a ll the schools
of the State, and it shal l be th~ duty of the several cou nty a nd city superintendents to prepare a program of exercises for that day i n all the
schools under their respective ju risdiction.
In all public schoois there shall be held on the last sch ool day preceding
the following holidays, namely, Lincoln's Birthday, Washington's Birthday, Decoration or Memorial Day and Thanlrngiving Day, and on such
other pat riotic holidays as shall be established by Jaw, appr opriate exercises for the de,·elopment of a h igher spirit of patriotism.
It shall be the duty of the principals and teachers in the public schools
of this State to mal,e suitable anangements for the celebration, by appropriate exer cises among the pupils in said schools, on the fourteenth
day of June. in each year, _as the day of the adoption of the American flag
by the ContineTital Congrefs.

The proYisions of theBe statute~ have l.;een carried out in the
schools of the state. They are believed in and snpportecl heartily by
the public opinion of the state.
In order that greater assistance may be r endered to teachers and
school officers in preparing for these ~pecial days, this pa mph let on
Bvecud Days and th eir ObseiTance hai- heen prepared by the Department. chieAy through lhe efforts of :Hr. 7,_ E. Scott, .\.ssishrnt Commis,ioner in charge of Elementary Edu<:ation.
TJ1e pamphlet also contains ~uggestions concerning the opening
exercises oi ~choob.
:\Ir. Scott has been as,;istec1 in this work by the following persons,
the school officers haYing in turn bt>en aided by their teachers. To
all tlie!:e gr.1teful aeknou·leclgment is hereby made.
'George C. Baker, Supervising Principal, Moorestown
Louis H. Burch, Principal Bangs A Yenue School, Asbury Park
Hannah Chew, Pri ncipal Culver School, Cumberland County
K. C. Davis, (ormer:y of State Agricu ltural College, Kew Brunswick
(7)
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Floren ce Farber, H elping Teach er, Sussex County
Henry ·w . Foster, Supervising Principal, South Orange
Alfred Gaskill, State F orest er
Jennie Haver, Helping Tea ch er , Hunterdon County
J. Cayce :i\iorrison, Supervising Princi pal, Leonia
Charles A. P hilhower. Supe rvising Principal, Westfield
Katharine B. Rogers, R eference Librarian, State Library
Roy L. Shaffer , Supervi sor of Practice, Newark State Normal
School

It has been t he aim 0£ ~Ir. Scott an d h is aswciatcs to sugge3t exercises "·hich \\"Onld be appr opriate for the ob('ervance 0£ these several
day~, wh ich \rould be 0£ intern.•t to pupil a, an d wh ich at the rnme
time \l"Ould be 0£ a ch ar acter worthy of the dignity 0£ the p ulJlic
~c·hools 0£ the state.
:N". K F.XDALL
Commissioner of Education

C'.1 T.\"I\"
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OPENING EXERCISES

This above all : to thine own ~elf be true,
And it must follow, as the night the day,
Thou canst not then be fal~e to any man.

Shakespeare

OPENING EXERCISES
11COBXIXG EXERCISES
JEKNIE HA\"J,;R. lLELPIXG TJ::ACLlER, IIC:STERDON COt:.t>'T\'

The ll!Oruing exercise is a common meeting ground; it is the family
altar of the school to which each brings his offerings-the fruits of his
observations and studies, or the music. literature, and art that delight
him; a place where all cooperate for the pleasure and well-being of the
whole; where all contribute to and share the intellectual and spiritual
life of the whole; where all bring th'3ir best and choicest experi ences in
the most effective form at their command.

'fhis quotation from the Second Year Book of the Frances W.
Parker School mar well be an inspiration, a guide, and finally, a goa l
for us to use in preparation for the morning exercises.
The period given to the opening exercise~ may be mac1e the most
important period of the day. '!'he pupils. whether they be in a one
room rural school or a larger town school, need a more receptiYe
attitude toward the work before them. A short time given to interesting, uplifting exercises 1rill do much to control and lead the restless children, encourage the downhearted ones, inspire the indifferent,
and give to teacher~ and pupils a like higher ideals for effecfo·e work
and right li1·ing.
A part of the time giren to opening exercises should be of a dcrntional naturc--consisting of the reading of ~hort selections from the
Bible, without comment-and of prayer and singing. Very careful
plans must be made for the cle,·otional exercises if they are to function
as the_y Rhould. 'l'oo often the selection of song and Bible reading is
made after the pupils 11re in their seats. A mcseagc that is truly
in~piring i~ usuall.Y the result of comiclerable time !"pent in preparati011. The thoughtful teacher ,rill plan her opening exercises as
carefully a~ any other rart of her regular school 11·ork.
rrhc morning exercise affords an opportunity to train pupils for
leacler;:hip. Hecently an interesting morning program of rnnsical
appreciation was carried out in a two room country school. When
(13)
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the hell rang the tweh·e yc,lr old pupil leader went to the front of the
room and placed a march record on the phonograph. ,\fter the pupils
were seated .she conducte<l the following program with a great deal
of poi,e and self confidence:
America. by the School
Psalm XXIII
Bacarolle from "Tales of Hoffman" (phonograph)
Traumerel-Schumann (phonograph)
Spring Song-Mendelssohn (phonograph)
Flag salttt'l, by the School

Following each record on the phonograph ~he asked for the name
of the ;:election and the composer's name. It was surprising to see
how famil iar e,·en the little one.- were ,rith the classical selections.
, ome one has ~aid that the only ,U'}fluence greater than that of a
good book is per;:onal contact with a .great man or woman. Once in
a while an intere;,ting talk may be giYen by a Yisitor, but the morning exercise period should not be regarded a;:, a leetme period. Occ-asionall~· it is well to have leader;:; of different occupations in the
neighborhood give short, pertin ent talks on their work.
All too often children arc blind to the beauty, deaf to the music, and
almoH insensible to the wonder and mystery of the great world of
narure. One d11y a litlle c·ountry girl found a large, silky, brown
cocoon and ca rried it to :<chool. , 'he didn't know what it was;
neither <lid her teacher. The coeoon was taken home and kept as an
object of curio"ity to he sho,rn to the neighbors when they called.
One ll"arm spring morning a beirntiful C'ecropia moth, measuring
-ix inc·hes from tip to tip of wing. emerged from the cocoon. That
girl will ne,er forget her wonder and awe 11s ,;he watched Xature
~tage one of her mo5t bc11utiful miracles. .\ ny teacher wou Id find
it an inspiratio11 and a delight to bring such a <:harming bit of nature
into her morning exerci,et'. E,ery <lay Xature is unfolding ju. t as
wonderful srorie~. Our eyes muH he open to ~ee them.
'l'hc opening exercises. conductecl a>< they ,-hould be. may be a source
of inFpiration and a mean, of training for moral and ~ocial behavior,
for patriotism. for health. for ,·ocational u~efnlnes::;_ for the right u~e
of lei,ure-in other word,, for usefnl, patriotic citizcn"hip.
Ther<' is an abundance of material on e,·ery hand thul can be used
in morning exerci,es. Following are a few ::nggestion~ that may be
of help.

I .
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Profiting by the experience of French and English troops, instructors taught our sailors and soldiers to sing in unison. It has been
found that singing does much to irnprore the morale of the company.
fiinging in the morning exercises does much to socialize the gr01;ip and
dcrclop school spirit.
There is such a wealth of suitable songs for morning exercises that
it seems hardly necessary to suggest rna11y. 'l'he hymns selected
sl1ould be inspiring and uplifting; the patriotic songs should be
thorougl1ly learned and sung in an enthusiastic manner.
Patriotic Songs

Ameri ca
Battle Hymn of the Repu blic
Columbia, t he Gem of t he Ocean
Dixie
F lag of the F ree
God Speed the Right
March ing through Georgia
Marseillaise Hymn
J er seyland
Na tiona l H ymn
Old Glory
Th e American Hymn
The Battle Cr y of F r eedom
The Star Spa ngled Banner

Polk Songs

Anni e Lau r ie
Aulcl La ng Syne
F low Gen t ly, Sweet Afton
Home, Sweet Home
Juanita
My Old Kentucky H ome
Oft in th e Stilly Night
Ole! Black J oe
Old l.<'olks at H ome
Robin Ada ir
Santa Lucia
The Blue Bells of Scotland
The Mille r of Dee

Lullabies

Cradle Song
Lullaby and Good-ni gh t
Oh, H ush Thee, my Baby
Sweet :m d Low
Silent Nigh t
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Sacred

How Gentle God's Command
Holy, Holy, Holy
In Heavenly Love Abiding
Italian Hymn
Love Divine, All Love Excelling
Nearer, My God, to Thee
Oh, Worship the King
The King of Love
There's a Wideness in God's Mercy
Vesper Hymn
MCSTCAL .\PPHECL\TlOX

The introduction of the phonograph into the public school and the
multitude of records which reproduce the great masterpieces now
make it possible for ernr,r child to haYe an opportunity to hear and
to be taught to appreciate good music. Frequently part of the morning exercise period should he devoted to an appreciation of good vocal
and instrumental musical eelections. In one rural school the pupils
readi]~, associate the name of the composition and composer with each
of the following records, which they helped to purcha~c:
Anvil Chorus from "II Trovatore"-Verdi
Barcarolle from "Tales of Hoffman"-Offenbach
Hearts and Flowers-Tobain
Humoresque-Dvorak
Intermezzo from "Cavalleria Rusticana"-Mascagni
Lo, Hear the Gent.le Lark- Bishop
Melody in F-Rubinstein
Miser ere from "Il Trovatore"-Verdi
Pilgrim's Chorus from "Tannhauser"-Wagner
Sextette from "Lucia di Lammermoor"-Donizetti
Spring Song-Mendelssohn
T r aumerei-Sch umann

Literature on mn,:ical appreciation will be mailed free to all teachers \rho request it from the educational depar tment~ of the phono~
graph manufacturers.
Teachers who are really interested in g iving their pupils the hest
music will find that a number of their patrons are willing to lend
records to the school for special exercises.
Follo\ring arc suggestire musical programg:
A Morning with Beethoven

Bible Reading and Lord's Prayer
Minuet in G, No. 2 (phonograph)
"The Moonlight Sonata," R\lading by pupil
'l'he Moonlight Sonata (phonograph)
The Flag Salute. Pupils
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A Morning with Mendelssohn
Hark! the Herald Angel s Sing, Song by School
Bible Reading and Lord's Prayer
Spring Song (phonograph)
Oh, For the Wings of a Dove (phonograph)
The Flag Salute, School ·
Indian Songs
Bible Reading and Lord's Prayer
The Story of the Indians, Pupil
Navajo Indian Song (phonograph)
Medicine Song (phonograph)
Flag Salute, School
Negro Songs
Old Black Joe, School
Bible Reading nnd Prayer
Good News (phonograph)
Live a-Humble (phonograph)
The Flag Salute, School
(The r ecords given are by the 'l'uskegee Institute Singers)
Irish Songs
Wearin' of the Green, School
Bible Reading and Prayer
Come Back to Erin (phonograph)
Macushla (phonograph)
The Flag Salute, School
Scotch 8ongs
My Laddie (phonograph)
Bib!e Readi ng and Prayer
Annie Laurie, School
My Ain Countrie (phonograph)
Flag_ Salute, School
LITERARY EXERCTSES

To instil in the hearts of boys and girls a love for good literature
is to give them a ne, er ending source of happine~s throughout life.
Children can be interested· in books by heaTing stories read, by retelling them, and by Teading them. The ston • of the author's life
may add interest to the author's work. Much can he done in morning cxercirns to start childTen on the road to good reading. The mwe
work children do themselves the more interested the:v will be. F ollowing are suggestive literary programs :
7

2
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Robert Louis Stevenson

Bible Read ing by pupils-Philippians IV, 4-8
Stevenson's Pr2y~r for Day's Work, Recitation by pupil
She·,t story of Steve,non's life, Pupil
i\~y Shadow, P u!)il
'fhe l..a,1d of Story Books, Pupil
God Speed the Rig~t. Sung by School
The Flag Salute, Schcol

Ha0s Christian Andersen

Psalm HJO, Pupil
Lord's Prayer, School
A Poor Boy Who Became Famous, Retold by pupil
The Steadfast Tin Soldier, Retold by pupil
The Little Tin Soldier, Song by School
The Flag Salute, School

Henry·w . Lougfellow

The Arrow au.d the Song, Song by School
Bible Rea<;'ing and Lord's Prayer
Scenes from Hiawatha, Dramatization by pupils
The Village Blacksmith, Recitation by pupil
Dfl.\.M.l:TIC EXERCISES

,Yhen cJQildrcn arc truly inte-:·ested in reading, the natural outlet
for the emotions aroused is dramatic -action. Let different classes
be respomible for dramatizing stories from their history or reading
le~sons and pre$ent the results in the morning exercises. The educative and socializing Yalue to the dass pre:enting the exercise is almost
invaluable. Dramati7.ing the story makes an interesting incentive for
a number 0£ language lessons; rehearsing fhe play proYiues for mu~h
practice in oral expression; and producing the play before an audience
gives valuable training in leadership, self confidence and poise.
ART APPTIECIA'.1.' IOX

We do not expect many of the ;;chool children to become artists,
but all can lenm to appreciate and tastefully select the beautiful in
pictures, personal dress, l1ome furnishing ::>nd decoration, and architecture.· It has been truly said, "Though rre travel the world oYer
to find the beautiful, we must cany it with us or we find it not."
Frequcnlh· a fow minutes of the morning exercises may be ver~'
profitabi_y spent in the study of the beautiful. Artistic material to
use as illustrations for the talks is on ever:v hand. Inexpensive reJ:-roc'iuclions of the world's great pictures; illustrations in magaz.ines;
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beautifully colored papers for color combinations in neckties, dress
designing and hat trimming; magazine and catalog pictures of well
designed furniture and home utensils can be easily obtained.
A suggestiYe list of morning talks is given below :
Famous Pictures
The First Step-Millet
Landscape with Windmill-Ruysdael
The Horse Fair- Bonheu r
Sistine Madonna-Raphael
Morning-Corot
How Can We Get Good Pictures for Our Schoolroom
Color· Harmony in Dress
Good Taste in Furniture
Home Decoration
Beautifying the School Ground
Washington, the City Beautiful
References
How to Enjoy Pictures- Emery
A Child's Guide to Pictures-Coffin
The Mentor
The School Arts Magazine
Ladies' Home Journal
The Perry Pictures
National Geographic Magazine
HEALTH TALKS FOR MORNING EXERCISES

Truly, "A people's health's a nation's wealth," and every encouragement should be given in school to further, the doctrine of healthful
living. The medical examiner, the school nurse, the pupils and the
teachers, all may do their part to make the health talks practical and
of much ,alue to the school.
Suggestive Health 'l'alks
Why we should exercise
Care of the Teeth
Care of the Eyes
Prevention of Colds
How to prevent Tuberculosis
Swat the FlyHow to destroy mosquitoes
Cleanliness
Safety First
Cigarette Smoking
Self Control and Good Manners
Emergencies
School Sanitation

20
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Re fere nces
Teaching of Hygiene and Safety Pamphlets of Health, from the
National Department of Health, Washington, D. C.
State Department of Health, Trenton, N. J.
Russell Sage Foundation, New York City
Health-Education League, Boston, Mass.
Farmer's Bulletins from U. S. Department of Agricultu re
Modern Hygiene textbooks
Newspaper and Magazine Articles
NATURE TALKS

The study of the wonderful things of the world, their beautiful fitness
for their existence and function, the remarkable progressive te:, dency of
all organic life, and the uni ty that prevails in i t create admiration in the
beholder and tend to his spiritual uplifting.

Suggestivo topics for mornlng exercises
How can we attract the birds?
How I Built A Bird House
Does it Pay the Farmer to Protect the Bi rds?
The Travel of Bir ds
The Life History of a Frog
The Life History of a Bu tterfly
How I made my H ome Garden
How I raised an Acre of Corn
The .Trees on our School Ground
THE LOC.~L HISTORY OF THE COi\pWNITY

A series of morning exercises may be devoted to the local history
of a community. The material may be planned by the pupils with the
assistance of some of the older people in the neighborhood . This
idea was carried out very successfully in a small town and did much
to interest the parents in the school. Many were willing to send
family heirlooms to the classroom to use as illustrations for the talks.
One charming old lady sent a written account of the history of her
old home.
Following are some topics that might be developed:
F ormer Location of Indian Tri bes i n the Community
Evidences of Indian Occu pation ( old trails, i mplemeats, mounds,
etc.)
T h e First Whi te Settler s
R evolu tionar y Landma rks
Colonia l R elics
Historic H omes in the Comm unity
Famous P eople of th e Commun ity
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A program for one morning might be conducted by the pupils as
follows:
Proverbs 27: 1-2, P upil
Italia n Hymn, School
Famous People of tbe Community
The Grandfather who fought in the Civil War, pupil
Th e Man·who was Governor of the State, pupil
The Woman who was a Nurse in the World War, pupil
The Mau who wrote a Book, pupil
The Soldier _boy in France, pupil
America
THE USE OF PUPIL ORGANLZATION IN TIIE

uonxnrn

EXERCISES

Much interesting and instructive material can be secured for opening exercises by making use of members of recognized organizations
for boys and girls. There are members of the Boy Scouts of America
in almost e,ery community. The Camp Fire Girls are getting to be
almost as well known. Let each group prepare occasional programs
for morning exercises.

•

Boy Scouts

Bible R eadi ng and Lord's Prayer
The Origin and Growth of Scouting
The Three Classes of Scouts
The Scout Motto
The Scout Law
"America" and Flag Salute

Cnmp Fire Girl s
Bible Reading and Lord's Prayer
The Seven Laws of the· Order
The Wood Gatherer
The Fire Maker
The Torch Bearer
Song by School
The Flag Salute
PATRIOTIC EXERCISES

The patriotic 'note shoulcl be found in every morning exercise and
some periods should be devoted entirely to patriotic selections. The
national .hymns should be learned from the first stanza to the last.
It is hard to get the patriotic note in our singing when we do not know
the words.
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Sugg~stive Programs

America, School
Bible Reading and Lord's Prayer
Patrick Henry's Speech (phonograph)
Lincoln's Gettysburg Address (phonograph)
Flag Salute

-Bible Reading and Prayer
Army Bugle Call No. 1 (phonograph)
The Junior Red Cross
Sewing for the R ed Cross, A girl
Earning Money for the Red Crosf., A boy
How the Work of the Junior Red Cross develops Patriotism
in a school, Pupil
Come, Thou Almighty King, School
"Patriotism consists not in waving a flag but in striving that our
country shall be righteous as well as strong."- James Bryce
"One cannot always be a h ero, but one can always be a man."-Goethe.
"Go back to the simple life, be contented with simple food, simple pleasures, simple clothes. Work hard, play hard, p,ray hard. Work, eat.
recreate and sleep. Do it all cour ageously. We have a victory to win."-

•

Hoover
ME'.MORY GE MS

For life is the mirror of king and slave;
Tis just what we are and do.
Then give to the world the best you have
And the best will come back to you.
Madeline S. Bridges

Somebody did a golden deed;
Somebody proved a friend in need;
Somebody sang a beautiful song;
Somebody served the whole day long.
Was that "somebody" you?
Courtesy is to do and say
The kindest thing in the kindest way.
Truth i s honest, truth is sure;
Truth is strong and must endure.

Baile11

Hang on! Cling on! No matter what they say.
Push on! Sing on! Things will com e your way.
Sitting d9wn and whining never helps a bit;
Best way to get there is by keeping up your gi•it.
Louis E. Thayer
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The day returns and brings us the petty round of irritating concen:,s
'1nd duties. He!,.:, u.:. to play the m-:-,n, help us to perform tbc,m with
la ughter and kind faces, let cheerfulness abound with industry. Give us
to go c:lthely on our ~usiness -:-.11 this <lay, bring us to our resting beds
weary and content and undishonored, and grant us in the end the gift of
sleep.
Robert Loui.s Stevenson
Be strong!
We are not here to play, to dream, to drift.
We have bard work to do and loads to lift.
Shun not the struggle; face it; 'tis God's gift.
Be strong!
It matters not how deep intrenched the wrong,
How hard the battle goes, the day how long;
Faint not-fight on! Tomorrow comes th e song.
Smile a smile;
While you smile,
A·~other smiles,
And soon there's miles a!'!cl miles
Of smiles. And life's worth while
If you but smile.

Maltbie D. Babcock.

Jane Th01nvson

You cannot dream yourself into a character; you must hammer and
forge yourself one.--James A11tho11y Froude
Small service Is true service while it lasts;
Of friends, however b~imble, scorn not one;
The daisy, by the shadow that it casts,
Prot(;'cts the lingering dewdrop from the sun.
Wordsworth

There's so much bad in the best of us
And so much good In the worst of us,
That it hardly behooves any of us
To talk about the rest of us.
A wise old owl lived in an oak.
The more he saw the less he spoke;
The Jess he spoke the mor e he hear d.
Why can't we be llke that old bird?
Kindness is catching, and If yoa go around with a thoroughly developed
case your neighbor will be sure to get it.
The th ing to do is hope, not mope:
The thing to do is work, not shirk.
If you have faith, preach it; if you have doubts, bury them; if you
have joy, share It; if you have sorrow, bear It. Find the bright sicle or
things a,.d help othPrs to gPt sight of It also. This is the only and surest
way l? be cheerful and happy.
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UORKIXG EXERCI ES
FLORENCE L. l'.\l!.HER, HELPlNO TEACHER, SUSSEX COUNTY

The short period known as the opening exercise period belong$ to
all the children of the school. '!'his period should furnish especially
favorable opportunitie for the development of initiative on the part
of pupils, group cooperation, development of the play ~pirit. intcrc!'.t
in community life, interest in and love for our great men nnd women,
au<l devotion to our Hepublic.
'I'he first problem of the teacher, then, is to understirnd full,v that
,-he is to a great degree responsible for furnishing aim;; and purpo~es
in this beginning period of the day, or rather in prO\·iclin:r the i;itm\tions through which thc~e aims and purposes mar develop. 'IYhen bhe
feels the importance of this period in the general sc·hemc of the day's
work she will plan for it as definitely and a C'arefully a!, she will any
other part of her program. The working out of a detailed program
is of seconcla1·y importance. The thing of first imporl,rncc is that
she become folly co~nizant of the general aims and ideals \\'hich she
hopes to aehie,·e. With these firmly fixed in her mind ,-he is ready
then to eoopcrate with the pupils of her room in planning detailed
programs.
'I'he following projed~ are in keeping with lhe principlC'i- presen ted
and ha\·e hccn found stimulating in one and two room ~rhools:

Project 1. The teacher divides her children into g roups on the
basis of age and ability. For example, in a one room school a teacl1cr
might have two groups. Each group is to work out with the tcac-hcr
a program whirh it i~ to gi\·e and for which it is respon~ible. T his
program may comi!'t of a short i-tory to be dramatized, the story to
contain not more than (wo or three important scenes. The c·ostuming.
if any is needed. is to be done by pupils and teacher. Brhear~ing is
to he direc-ted by the teacher. When the program is pre,entecl it
.-11ould be a~ 11 new production to all the school except tho~e who are
engaged in presenting it. It is to be given, therefore, ,\~ a real play
to a real audience. Each pupil should invite a member of the familv
or a friend.
,
The rnlu(> of such work will soon be noticed in a better soc:ial spirit
among the children. The drnmatizations given mny furnish the
material for both or11I and wri tten langu11ge lessons. Dramatization
itself will provide exC'ellent practice in oral expression and also t rain-
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iag in initiative, leadership and cooperation. The story presented may
furnish many funny settings which tho pupils may enjoy with abandon .
.\nd what children do not need real merriment in school ! Opportunity ought to be afforded all children of our public schools to enjoy
a real laugh at lea~l once cac·h da~•.
Teachers need h,we no fear that the different groups will be overcritical or cl iscoul'lcous to one another. 'I'hey will understand that
i.hcy are being entertained and they will cooperate lo make the play
given worth while.
')'he following stories lend themselves very readily to dramatization.
First and Second Grades

The Three Billy Goats Gruff
Spry Mouse and Mr. Frog
The Three Dears
Thf> Camel and The J ackal
The Tale of Peter Rabbit
Our First Flag

Third and FourtlJ Grades

The Sleeping Beauty
Snow White and Rose Red
Broth('r Fox's Tar Baby
How the Cave }fan Made Fire
Scenes from Hiawatha
Early Settlers In New Jersey

}'ifth and Sixlh Grades

I

The Pied Piper of Hamelin
Joseph and H is Brethr en
Abou Ben Aclhem
Paul Revere's Ride
Scenes from Life o! Daniel Boone
Franklin's Aniva\ in Philailelphia
Scenes from Alfred the GJat
The Battle of Hastings
How Cedric Became a !tight

I

Seventh and Ei~htJ1 Gradets

The Vision of Sir Lau al
Rip Van Winkle
The King of the Gold n River
Scenes from Evangete
L'.'.nding or the Pilg ms
Conquest or the No hwest T erritory
The Man Without a Country
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Project 2. A special problem in history or geography, for example, may be taken up, such ::,,,s the life of the people in Japan, or
the life of the people on a cattle ranch. In either case the class that
presents the work as an opening exercise should be gi,·en opportunity
to 1rork out certain scenes ·which it wants to give. These scenes should
be presented either by sand-table, by charts, by posters, b,r pictures
from magazines, or by dramatization on the part of the children.
Preparation of such work is decidedly worth while, and ought to be
a regular part of the day's program. The important scenes should be
rehearsed before the final presentation.
Project 3. Poster exhibit. 'fhis project could be arranged for
all the children of a given school, in which ca;;e the best work would
be selected and the children presenting it would discuss each poster
in one or two minute talk~. A still better way to handle the project
would be to have the best posters from different schools. In this case
at least one pupil from each school should be invited to present the
posters from his school.
Project 4. War programs. A war opening exercise program
could be worked out by the children of a given school. This could be
done by having children collect war posters and wai· pictures made
during the recent world war and anange them in such a way that
the_y tell a connected st~ry. A group should be held responsible for
presenting each story or part of a story. A sand-table should be provided if necessary.
An excellent war program coul\l be provided by having the emphasis
placed upon the various men who have led or are leading in our own
national life. Pictures of these 11\en should be secured ancl children
called upon to tell what importa~t work each man has done or is
doing. This same device could be Cjlrried a step further and a special
program arranged, centering aroumNhe pictures of the different men
1Yho led the allied forces. The older \pupils of any school ought to be
able to do this work.
An additional way by which our sc ools may help in the work of
patriotism is to have an opening exerc e by the children whose immediate relatives were at the front. S ch a program ought to have
for its purpose the idea. of service to one country.
Another helpful device would be to ve at an appropriate time
former soldiers come to the school and tal to the children concerning
the meaning of the war.
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The teacher who pla"ns her opening exercise periods in keeping with

tke fot·egoing presentation will make these periods inspiring and help-

ful to herself and her children. She will be putting across the gospel
of good chee~:, and cooperation in the new kind of school which offers
opportunities for participation in life's present day activities, not
preparation for future actiYities.
OPENING EXERCISES
LOUIS H. BORCH, PRINCIPAL BANGS AVE~UE SCHOOL, ASBUilY PARK

Play is one of the first manifestations of the child in self expression.
As the child grows older this play is made up in part of the imitation
of the doings and sayings of the older persons and playmates with
whom be is associated. The child reflects the life of his parents
wherever it comes under his comprehension. The stick horse girns as
much pleasure to the boy as the well trained saddle horse gives to the
father.
When the child enters school much of the play element of his life
is left behind, and teachers have often failed to use to advantage the
experience and knowledge the child has in "living over" the actions
and sayings of others. The ordinary child has observed the animals
and birds around him and can imitate them. He can personify the
tree, the flower; or the brook, and gain a clearer knowledge of the
purpose and function of the thing personified by so doing. Under
the proper direction of the teacher nearly all the common occurrences
of life may be dramatized by t~e children in the ordinary schoolroom and with few so~called stage properties.
the simple dramatizations of the
Older children are interested
little folks and should have oppprtunity to see them often, not alone
to be entertained, but to be reIIfnded of the simple and easy ways of
"playing you are someone else.f A grammar grade class may learn
many things from watching a 1fimary class dramatize " Three Bears,"
"Little Red Hen," or "Little ed Ridinghood."
·
The simple dramatization in the schoolroom furnish excellent
material for general assemblie or morning exerci~es. Simple costumes
and stage settings satisfy the children, and the setting of the stage or
pl::i.tform for the scene shou , in most cases, be done before the children. Children who see th bble set, the chairs placed, and the beds
prepared for the "Three B rs" know how to get ready for their play
when they are called upon o contribute their part for the assembly.

fn
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Children will bring matel'ial for their costume~ and stage furnishings
from home and should be encouraged to do so. Parents will come to
see child rcn take part in a program when nothing else would attract
them to the school, and if the home is to be called upon to help the
,;chool there must be a closer relationship between parents and teacher.
In preparing dramatizations for elementary school pupils but few
::-cenes ~hould be chosen, and in those selected the language and ac-tion
should I e simple and within the capabilities of the children.
The followiug dramatizations were worked out by teachel'S and
pupil:- of our building as class projects. They were presented in the
opening exercises as worth-while classroom projects which would be
entertaining and helpful lo all pupils of the school, Lo teachers and
to parents. In presenting these scenes the pupils secured excellent
practice in oral English ,1·ork, in dramatic action, and in community
and group cooperation. '!'he pupil~ and teachers who made up the
audience enjoyed opening exercises in which there was purpose. All
entered into tho spirit of the play; all enjoyed the oxcrciEes without
ha,·ing to think why. The results have been l>etter team work between
teacher and pupils, better school spirit, more pupil participation in
lcader~h ip activities.
The History of Cotton
Prepared by Bessie O'Ifagen, Teacher of Fourth Grade, Bangs Avenue
School, Asbury Park
Characters: Spirit of Cotton, Little Girl, Malden from India, Malden
from Egypt, Malden from America, Spirit of Eli Whitney.
Uttle Girl (coming into the room i1i bad humor). I hate this old cotton
dress. I wish I had a silk one. I d~n't see why we have to use cotton
anyway. We have to have cotton dres~es, cotton sheets, cotton stoclclngs,
cotton everything. I just hate cotton! I'm not going out to play or anything. ( Finally sits down.) I am so tired. I wish I bad a silk dress. I
hate this cotton dress. (Falls asleev.)
Spirit of Cotton (skipping into the ro\m>. Heigh ho! Ho heigh! Here
am I. the Spirit of Cotton. I heard wha.t you said, little girl. Did you
e\·er see cotton grow?
Little Girl (frightened). Why, no.
Spirit of Cotton. How do you know w ether it is interesting or not?
I will tell you the story of my life. In t1'1 early spring the planter gets
the ground ready for me. As soon as the rost Is out of the ground, he
plants me.
Little Girl. What happens then?
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•spirit of Cotton. The good earth gives me food. The sun and rain
make me grow, and· soonHeigh ho! Ho heigh!
There am I,
A tall plant of cotton.
Litt le Girl. How do you look?
Spirit of Cotton. My leaves are green like the maple. I have lovely
blossoms. They are white the first day and pi nk the next.
Little Girl. I thought you said that you were a cotton plant.
Spirit of Cotton. So I did. My blossoms fall off, and thenHeigh ho! Ho heigh!
There am I,
A nice bunch of cotton.
Little Gi.rl. Is that all?
Spirit of Cotton. No, I have some friends who will tell you more about
my life. (Goes o·u t and returns leading a little girl by the hand.) T his
is my friend from India. ( Goes out again.)
Little Git·l. How did you get here?
Maiden fro11i I ndia. I beard the Spirit of Cotton calling and I obeyed.

Little Girl (pointing t o a 1n<i-p of Asia which is pinned on Maiden from
India). Is t his your country?
Maiden fro1n I ndia. Yes, I have come to tell you something about cot-

ton in my count ry. Cotton was first raised in my country. That was
long, long, long ago.
Little Girl. A hundred years ago?
Maiden fro1n I ndia. We knew how to weave cotton thousands of years
ago.
Little Girl. Did you know bow to weave well?
Maiden from Indi a. We made such fine dresses that you could draw a
whole one through your ring.
Little Girl. I don't believe I could draw my dress through my ring.
Maiclen from Inclia. I know you couldn't.
Spirit of Cotton ( outsicle ). Heigh ho! Ho heigh!
Maiclen from I ndia. I must return.' The Spirit of Cotton is calling.
( Goes out.)
Spirit of Cotton (comes in, l eading a little girl by the hancl). This is
my friend from Egypt. She bas something to t ell you too. ( Goes out.)
Little G-irl. Do you know about cotton?
Maiclen f ro1n E_qypt. Yes, we knew how to use cotton long before your

country was even heard of.
Little Girl. Is this your country (pointing to a 1nap )?
Maiden from Egypt. Yes.
Little Girl. Did your people like cotton dresses?
Maiden from Egypt. Yes; just think how warm those woolen ones
were.
Little Girl. I guess every one who ever lived mu.st have liked cotton.
Maiden from Egypt. All good children do now.
Spi rit of Cotton (outside) . Heigh ho! Ho heigh!
Maiden from Egypt. I must go. I hear the Spirit of Cotton calling.
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Spirit of Cotton (bringing a little girl into the room). This i s my
friend from America. ( Goes out again. )
Little Girl. I know you. We studi ed that map in school. You are from
the United States. What did America have to do with cotton?
Maiden from, America. When Columbus first landed on the Bahama
Islands the natives came out to his ships in canoes, bringing cotton
thread and yarn to trade.
LittJe Girl. That was in 1492, wasn't it?
Maiden from America. Yes, it was -127 years ago.
Little Girl. Why did you put all this cotton here (points to cotton
pasted on different states) ?
Maiden from America. They are the cotton states.
Little Girl. I know which ones they are-North Carolina, South Caro-

lina, Louisiana, Arkansas and Texas. Did America do anything wond&·
ful with cotton?
Maiden from America. Yes; we raise more cotton than any .other place
in the world. It is the best cotton too.
Dittle Girl. I am so glad of that. We won't let India and Egypt get
ahead of us, will we?
Maiden from America. Of course not. All good little girls must help
too.
Little Girl. I shall always like cotton after this.
Spfr-it of Cotton (outside). Heigh ho! Ho heigh!
Maiclen from America. I hear the Spirit of Cotton calling; I must go.

<Goes

01it.)

Spirit of Cotton (leading a boy into the room).
Whitney. ( Goes out.)
Eli Whitney. I am the Spirit of Eli Whitney.

This is my friend Eli

I was born. in Massaehusetts in 1765. One day when my father went to· church, I took his
watch to pieces and put it together again. Then I thought I would go to
Yale College. When I finished Yale College I went to Georgia. I heard
everyone there talking about cotton. They were trying to find out how to
get_ the seeds out of it .more easily, I invented the cotton gin.
Little Girl. What happened then?
Eli Whitney. One man could now clean fifty times as much cotton as
he could before.
Spirit of Cotton (outside). Heigh ho! Ho heigh!
Eli Whitney. I bear the Spirit of Cotton calling; I must go. ( Goes
-out.)
Little Girl ( wal;ing 11p).

Where is lhe spirit of Cotton? Where is the
Maiden from India? Where is the Spirit of Eli Whitney? It must have
been a dream! I guess I got up on the wrong side of the bed this morning. I will always like cotton after this. I am going out to play now.
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The Cat and His Servant
Prepared by Alice Lewis, Teachet· of Second (Jrade, Bar.gs School.
Asbury Park
Dramatized from story of same name
Characters : Farmer. Cat, Fox. Wolf.. Bear. Rabbi t. Gow . ST!eep.
Materials 1ised: Small branches of tree, box for house, cards with

printed names of animals.
Scene. The Forest.

E n ter the Farmer an<l the Cat

lt'armer. -I have a cat. He is ve ry wild so I will take him to the forest.
( Puts cat in bag and takes him to tree.) I will leave him h ere. (Takes
off bag and l eaves the cat.)
Cat. I will build a I.ouse for myself and be the owner of this forest.
(Brings in box and nails boards.) No~,- my house is done.
Enter the Fox

Good morning. What Jkc fur you have! What long whiskers
you have! Who are you?
Oat. T am Ivan, the owner of this forest.
Fox. May I be your servant?
Cat. Yes; you may. Come into my house. (Both go in house.) I am
hungry. Go out and get me something to eat.
Fox. I will go. ( Goes into forest ancl 1neets Wolf.)
Wolf. Good morning.
Fox. Good m_orning.
Wolf. I have not seen you for a long time. Wh ere are you Jivi ng now?
Fox. I am Jiving with Ivan. I am bis servant.
Wolf. Who is Ivan?
Fox. He is the owner of this forest.
Wolf. May I come with you and sell Ivan?
Fox. Yes; if you will promise to bring a sheep with you. If you do
not Ivan will eat you.
Wolf. I will go and get one. (Leaves the fo x an<l hmits for a sheep. )
Fox.

Enter the Bear
Bear.
F'ox.
Bear.
Fox.
Bear.
Fox.
Bear.
Fox.

eat you.
Bear.

Good morning, Mr. Fox.
Good morni ng, Mr. Bear.
I have not seen you for a long time. Where are you living?
I am living with Ivan. I am his servant.
Who is Ivan?
He is the owner of this forest.
May I go with you and see him?
Yes, but you must promise to bring a cow with you or Ivan will
I will go and get one.

(Leaves the fox and hunts for a cow. )
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The Fox returns to the hottse ar.d enters
Cat. Did you bring me something to eat?
Fox. No; but I have sent for something and It will be here soon.
Cat. All right; we will wait.
Enter Wolf with a sheep and Bear with a cow

Good morning, Mr. Wolf. Where are you going?
Wolf. Good morning. I am going to see Ivan, the owner of this forest.
Bear. So am I. Let us go together.

Bear.

Bear and Wolf walk to Cat's house and place sheep a;id cow near door
Wolf. You lcnock on the door.
Bear. No; you knock on the door. I am afraid.
Wolf. So am I. Shall we ask Mr. Rabbit to do it?
Bear. Yes; you ask him.
Wolf (calling to a rabbit who is passing). Hello, Mr. Rabbit: will you

knock at the Cat's door for us?
Rabbit. Yes, 1 will. (Knocks.)

Bear an<I Wolf hide behind the trees and bushes
Cat (coming out of his house with the Fox and noticing the cow a .. d
shee1, lyin(J by the door). Look! hel'C is what you got tor my dinner.

There is only enough for two bites.
Bear (to himself). How hungry he is. A cow would be enough to ~at
!or four bears and ~e says it is only enough tor two bites. What a terrible animal h e is.
Cat (seeing Wolf behin<L the bushes). Look'! there is a mouse. I must
catch h:m and eat him. ( Chases Wolf away.) I think· I bear another
mouse. (Sees Bear and tlies to catch him but fails.) I am so tired that
I cannot run at all. Let us sit by the door and eat our dinner. ( Cat ana

Jt'ox sit down mul eat the sheep ana cow.)
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COLUMBUS DAY
October 12
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Columbus, seeking the back dooi· of Asia, found himself knocking
at the front door of America.
James Russell Lowell

COLU MBUS DA Y
J . CAYCE MORRISON, SUPERVISING PRINCIPAL, LEONIA

October 12, 1492 ! What a date in the world's history-the linking
of the new world with the old- the dreams of a dreamer come truethe opening of the gates to a newer and better home for man-the
promise of- America !
The story of Columbus is a story of Tomance, of patient perseverance, of high endearor, of noble resolve-a story that grips and thrill~.
Every boy and eYery girl who feels the story wants to discover a new
world; and out of that desire may well come t he discovery of America
- its aims, ideals, opportunities. The Columbus Day program is an
opportunity to discovei· the new world into which we are merging.
Even childhood in the school may come to glimpse that which lies
beyond and feel the exultation of the sailor who cried, "Land! Land!"
The materials of this program are largely suggestive. It is hoped
that they may be of service in program making from kindergarten to
high school.
The school program of most Yalue is that ,rhich results from the
creative genius of the children themsel ms. Let children live the life
of Columbus in imagination and they will create their own program
and express it in co!:'tnme, tabkanx, mn~ic, composition, acting, and
dialog. The merit of the Columbus Day program will lie in its leading
children, through their own expression, to a better understanding of
their country, to a broader conception of patriotism.
SUBJ ECTS FOR CO)CPOSJTIOX OR Oful.L REPORTS

Marco Polo
A flat world
Th e new idea-sailing west to reach the east
T he dangers of the western sea
The attempted mutiny (See Irving's "Life of Columbus")
The signs of land
Columbus in chains
San Salvador
October 12, 1492
The Columbian Exposition, 1892
The discovery of Am erica, 1919
W hat Columbus would do today
(35)
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LITTLT<: PnOGRAM FOR COLUMBUS DAY

R ecitation
( By three boys bearing the American flag, the Spanish flag, and a drum)

1st-We are jolly little sailors;

J oin us as we come;
We'll bear the flag of proud old Spain,
And we will beat a drum!

2ct-We are jolly little sailors,
And we pause to say,
We raise the bonny flag of Spain
Upon Columbus Day.

sa-we are jolly little sailors;

Raise the red, the white, the blue;
Though we honor brave Columbus,
To our own flag we are true.

All- (Beat drum and wave flag)
Salute the banners, one and all,
0 raise them once again;
Salute the red, the white, the blue,
Salute the flag of Spain!
For countries old and countries new,
We will wave the red, the white, the blue!

Recitation
(By eight girls carrying banners that bear letters spelling "Columbus")
C
0
L
U
M
B
U
S
All

Columbus sailed o'er waters blue,
On and on to countries new.
Long the ships sailed day and night,
Until at last land came in sight.
Many hearts were filled with fear,
But the land was drawing near.
Upon the ground they knelt at last
So their dangers all were past.
Wave the banners bright and gay,
We meet to keep Colum bus Day.
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Crowning Columbus
(Recitation by four children. Picture of Columbus on easel. Children
place on it evergreen and flower wreaths and flags)
1st-Crown him with a wreath of evergreen,
The very fairest ever seenOur brave Columbus.
2d-Crown him with flowers fresh and fair;
We'll place them by his picture thereOur brave Columbus.
Sd-Crown him with the flag of Spain;
Columbus day has come againOur br«ve Columbus.
4th-Crown him with red, and white, and blue;
Bring out the drum and banners tooOur brave Columbus.
All-As we stand by his picture h ere,
Columbus' name we all revereOur brave Columbus.
WJ1at We Can Do

(Recitation by two small boys, carrying flag)
1.

I wish I could do some great deedJust find a world or two,
So that the flag might wave for me
As for Columbus true.
It makes a small child very sad
To think all great deeds done.
What is then left for us to do?
What's to be tried and won?

2. My father says-and he knows too,
For he's a grown up manThai heroes leave some things for us
To carry out their plan.
He says that if we do our best,
Just where we are, you see,
We too shall serve our country's flag;
True patriots we shall be.

·,
Both.

We'll love our flag, we'll k eep its pledge;
We'll honor and obey;
We'll Jove our fellow brothers all;
And serve our land tbis way.
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Recitation
(By a very small child, carrying a flag)
My beautiful flag,
You are waving today,
To honor a hero true;
Columbus who gave us
Our dear native land,
Our land of the Red, White and Blue.

Recitation
(By a very small child, carrying a flag)
I'll wave my flag for Discovery Day,
And before I get frightened
I'll scamper away.

Columbn6 Ganie
The cllildren stand in a circle. They choose one to represent Columbus.
The children all sing the song (given below). As they sing the fifth line
Columbus points to three childr~n, who become the Nina (baby), the
Pinta, and the Santa Maria. These three children come inside the circle,
and wave arms up and down as though sailing. The children now all re•
peat the song, marching round in the circle, waving arms up and down,
and the children inside the circle skip round also.
The song is then repeated, children standing in a circle, and the three
chosen as Nina, Pinta and Santa Maria choose three children to take their
p laces by pointing at any three children in the circle.
Game may continue as long as desired or until all have had a chance
to go inside the ci rcle.1
Song
Columbus was a sailor boy,
Many years ago.
A great sbip was the sailor's joy,
Many years ago.
The Nina, the P inta, the Santa Maria,
Little vessels three,
The Nina, the Pinta, the Santa Maria,
Sailed out across the sea.
Laura Rountree Smith
My Little Ship
Once I made a little ship,
Down beside the sea;
And I said, "Come now, dear winds,
And blow it back to me!"
0 little ship that sails the sea.
O wind that blows it back to me!
1

Thc story of Columbus may be dramnlized In connection with this game.
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Song

Tu~ie, Lightly Row
Wave the flags, wave the flags;
We are sailor boys at play;
Wave the flags, wave the flags,
On Columbus Day.
O'er the waters we will go,
Singing, singing, as we row;
Wave the flags to and fro,
On ColumbuR Day.
( Children wave flags)
CroEs the flags, cross the flags,
With their pretty colors gay;
Cross the flags, cross the flags.
On Columbus Day.
We would like to sail, 'tis true,
O'er the waters bright and blue,
So we cross the flags for you
On Columbus Day.
( Children cross flags)
Lau ra

Hedtation for Very Little Boys
lst-Columbu~ was a sailor boJ.d,
At least that's what I have been told.
2cl-I would also like to sail the sea.
If not too far from mother's knee.
lM-He had three ships to sail the sea,
One ship would be enough for m e.
4th-In t he Nina I would go;
But what if stormy winds should blow?
5th- In the Pinta I'll set sail;
'I'hat ship bas weathered many a gale.
Gth-The Santa Maria waits for me;
0 bow I Jove to sail the sea.
?'th-At n ight we'll glide across the foam.
But wi sh ourselves quite safe at home.
8th-Kind friends, I hope you understand,
We a r e r eally happier far on land.
(.4.ll join hands and run

to seats)

Then come, dear sailors, hand in hand,
We'll run to seek the nearest land'

Rountree Srni th
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Play
(Ferdinand and Isabella on their thrones, chairs with a red drapery concealing them.)
Enter Columbus and followers, bowing lo1c
Oolumbus
0 most gracious majesties!
Ferdinand

My wise men
So your plan
It as you say
No one could

say your scheme Is vain,
I must disdain;
this earth is round
stay upon the ground.

(Bows his head and looks v ery wise. Columbus looks sadly around and
sighs. Queen Isabella stretches forth her hand.)
Queen

I have talked to the Abbot kind,
And lie has made me change my mind.
Take these and these (dropping her brcu·elets and necklaces into Oolu,nbus' hat) and may you be,
Successful In your quest at sea.

Colm11b11s and follotccrs

Long live, long live Isabella the queen!
Such gene-rous faith has seldom been seen.
Long live, long live Isabella the queen!

All (except Oolwmb11s. who bows as he listens)

Here"s to Columbus, so brave and so true.
Who w-ill soon sail west 0n the ocean blue
To-find-the-land- of-India.
Headed by king a111l queen all 1narch around and off

One returns

Columbus safely made his voyage
And now, though he never knew it,
He discovered this land, the fair land of our birth.
The greatest nation on all the earth.
(Displays flag)
All except Colmnbtts return and sing America
Mary R. Campbell

COLli:\lBliS DAY

Recitation
(By three boys)
1st-Columbus dared to cross the sea
Where none had gone before;
And sailing west from Palos, Spain,
He came to our front door.
2d-His men were only prisoners
Queen Isabel set free;
For other men, they did not dare
To cross the unknown sea.
sci-He had no friend to share his hope;

No one could understand;
Now all men honor his great name,
Who first sa,~ our dear land.

All-If we can only be as true

To our best selves as he,
Speak truth, keep faith, be brave and pure,
True heroes we shall be.

Discovery Day
I wonder what Columbus
Would think of us today,
Just stepping out from '92,
Four centuries on, we'll say.
With aeroplanes and warships,
And submarine affairs,
,
He'd surely think the mighty sea
Was putting on some a irs.
Discovery Day, we greet you;
You're only just begun;
Industry, art, and science now,
Begin their race to run.
But brighter than these wonders,
More beautiful to see,
Democracy's fair smile begins
To dawn o'er land and sea.
Discovery Day! When Freedom
Shall reign in every land,
When nations know their brotherhood,
And naught but good is grand.
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America, thy mission
Be this: discover now
A icorld safe for Democracy.
'Tis ours to teach it how.

'l'be Flag of Spain
'l'une-Long, Long Ago
There was a flag that waved all over Spain
Long, long ago; long, long ago.
And many sailors had gone forth in vain,
Long, long ago, long ago.
Then came the ships and Columbus set sail;
Proudly the vessels withstood every gale.
Then came the cry, "Blessed land, land we hail,"
Long, long ago, Jong ago.
Columbus

A dreamer they called him,
And mocked him to scorn,
But 0, through this dreamer
A new world was born.
A new land whose watchword
Is ringing afar"Democracy! Freedom!"
That none shall dare mar.
A nation whose vision
Is making it be
Humanity's champion
On land and on sea.
America, my land,
A dream gave thee birth;
Through vision thou'st conquered
In all realms of worth.
Thy spirit shall beckon
Till all nations heed,
And follow in wisdom
The path thou dost lead.
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CLASS EXERCISE F OR COLUMBUS DAY
The foundation for these exercises should be laid in previous class
recitations and specially prepared class compositions which relate
developing incidents in the life of Columbus. Several periods used
in the preparation of these oral and written exercises will be time well
spent. Select the composition which portrays the life pictures most
clearly and effectiYcly; and as the writer reads his story, let other
members of the class give tableaux or act scenes apropos. The children should be encouraged to initiate their own ideas and execute their
own mental pictures in costume, arrangement, facial expression, etc.
The following are mentioned S'llggestively :
.Acts J>orfraying tl,e life of Columbus
1. Columbus, the bOy
Boy of nine to e leven years, seated, intently studying a geography,
or
Boy whittling a wooden toy ship.

2. Columb us, tJie man

Larger boy. posing as a dreamer , gazing at and studying the
stars, or
Larger boy drawing maps, appearing wise and thoughtful.
(Let others stand aside, smiling and mockingly pointing.)

3. Columbus' a1>pea.rance before King Ferdinand an<l Queen I sabella

King and Queen, dressed in royal style, on improvised throne; Columbus kneeling before them; the queen offering him her
jewels.

4. On shlpboard

Boys r epresenting mutinous sailors, their faces depicting fear,
anger, dejection- dressed sailor fashion.
Columbus displaying confidence, courage and patience-dressed in
short full trousers, cape over bis shoulders thrown back on one
side. L et facial expressions and actions change to show land
has been sighted.

5. The landing
Columbus planting the flag of Spain in the New World. Sailors
(all with uncovered heads) kneeling. Indians (let the boyi.
wear Indian suits) watching from the outskirts, one falling
down in worship.
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G. 'l'J1e return reception
King Ferdinand and Queen Isabella on throne, dressed as before,
with guards on either side. Ladles--in-waitlng, noblemen, etc.,
dressed in 15th century style, grouped about. Columbus enters
(to music). All bow low except king and queen, who rise to
meet him. Columbus kneels before them, klsses the queen's
hand and rises.
Indians enter (with bow and arrow) and gaze In wonder about.
One Indian plucks Columbus by sleeve and gruntingly interrogates him concerning some wonder In the room-a picture of
the king and queen, decorated with Spanish flags. The king
takes the band of the Indian, places it in Columbus' hand and,
covering them with his own left band, raises the right to signify his blessing upon the newly found_ land.
:\fusic gives the signal for the recessional. All fall into line and
march out-guards, king, queen, Columbus, ladies, and courtiers. The Indians follow irregularly.

THE BOY COLU)IB GS
"'Tis a wonderful story," T hear you say,
"How he struggled and worked and plead and prayed,
And faced every danger undismayed,
With a will that would neither break nor bend.
And discovered a new world in the endBut what does It teach to a boy of today?
All the worlds are discovered, you know, of course,
All the rivers are traced to their utmost source;
There ls nothing left for a boy to find,
If he had ever so much a mind
To become a discoverer famous;
And if we'd much rather read a book
About some one else, and the risks he took,
"Why nobody, surely, can blame us."
So you think all the-worlds are discovered now:
All the lands have been charted and sailed about,
Their mountains cl!mbed, their secrets found out;
All the seas have been sailed and their currents knownTo the uttermost Isles the winds have blown
They have carried a venturing prow?
Yet there lie all about us new worlds, everywhere,
That await their discoverer's footfall; spread fair
Are electrical worlds that no eye has yet seen.
And mechanical worlds that lie bidden serene
And await their Columbus securely.
There are new worlds in Science and new worlds in Art,
And the boy who will work with his head and his heart
Will discover his new world surely.
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COLU:;\IBUS AND 'l'HE EGG
One day Columbus was at a dinner which a Spanish gentleman had
given in his honor, and several persons were present who were jealous of
the great Admiral's success. They were proud, conceited fellows, and they
very soon began to try to make Columbus uncomfortable.
"You have discovered strange lands beyond the seas," they said, "but
what of that? We do not see why there should be so much said about it.
Anybody can sail across the ocean; and anybody can coast along the
islands on the other side, just as you have done. It is the simplest thing
in the world."
Columbus made no answer; but after a while he took an egg from a
dish and said to the company:
"Who among you, gentlemen, can make this egg stand on end?"
One by one those at the table tried the experiment. When the egg had
gone entirely around and none had succeeded, all said that it could not
be done.
Then Columbus took the egg and struck its small end gently upon th~
table so as to break the shell a little. After that there was no trouble in
making it stand upright.
"Gentlemen," said he, "what is easi er than to do this which you said
was impossible? It is the simplest thing in the world. Anybody can do
it-after be bas been shown how!"

COLU.111:BUS DAY
( Fitchbitrg. Massachusetts, 'NorrnaZ School)

This entertainment is simply an attempt to give a few of the most
dramatic i ncidents in the life of Columbus as connected with his discovery
of th e New World. Other scenes could be readily added, although it would
r equir e some care to avoid an anti-climax.

A. In Spain at tlte Council of Salanulllca
Before t his scene is presented give a brief explanation and description
of the early life of Columbus and bis attempts to obtain aid.
Characters: Churchmen and counselors at the court of Spain (seven
to ten) and Columbus.
Costumes: The churchmen are dressed In long black garments, except
two, who h ave black capes with white underneath. Columbus wears a
long, black garment or coat, which plainly shows the poverty of its
owner.
Tableau 1- Cohimbus before the Co1mciZ at Salamanca

The cha racters are arranged somewhat as in a picture of this scene
found in the Perry pictures. A picture of this scene is also found i n
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Lossing's History of the United States, vol ume I. Only the chief characters are shown in this tableau. Three churchmen or counselors are In
center near Columbus; two at left, one pointing mockingly, or making
fun of Columbus; two stand haughtily in the back, and there may also
be two or three at r i ght. Columbus has a partly open roll of parchment
in one hand and is pointing with the other. One of the churchmen in the
center has an open Bible in his hand, and another has a book which be is
holding out to Columbus.

B. On Shipboard
Characte1·s: Columbus, the mate, other sailors.
Costumes: Col~1mbus, red cape; sailors, sweaters and sailor caps.
1'cibleau II-Nearing Land; Columbus an<l the Mate

The conversation in Joaquin Miller's "Columbus" takes place between
Columbus and mate. Tbe sailors are in the background, one holding a
lantern. Between the different parts of his conversation with Columbus,
the mate goes to consult with the sailors. The last stanza of the poem is
given by some one from the wings. When the reader reaches the line,
"A light! A light!" Columbus and the mate change their position. Columbus points and the mate raises his arm, peering forward. (Pic:ture in
"Leading Facts of American H istory," by Montgomery, revised edition.
Also in "Stepping Stones of American History.")

C. In tlie new world
Characters: Columbus, three nobleillen, eight sailors, six Indians.
Costumes: Columbus and the noblemen wear the Spanish costume of

the fifteenth century ( described later). Sailors wear sweaters and sailor
caps made from blue, red or grey cambric. Indians wear Indian suits
(nearly all boys have or may obtain them from any clothing store) .
'l' bey carry bows nnd arrows or tomahawks. The spears and swords for
this and the following scene are made from wood, bronzed to look like
silver. The tall cross is made of wood and stained with shellac. The
banner of the expedition is white, with a green cross. Over the initials
F and Y (Ferdinand and Ysabella) are two gilt crowns.
Tableau III-The lan<l-ing of 0ol1mibus

The characters are posed from Vanderlyn's painting of the scene in
the Capitol at Washington. Reproductions are found in many histories
and among the Perry pictures. Columbus holds the banner of the expedi•
tion in one hand, and a drawn sword in the other. One of the men has a
tall stall' with the top in form of a cross; two others ho_ld tall spears.
Tbe Indians are peering out at the white men from the sides of the stage;
one of them is down on the stage with his head bowed on his hands. worshipping the strangers; the others seem to be full of fear and curiosity.
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D. At Barcelona in Spain
Before this scene is presented a description of the reception of Columbus by the king and queen upon his return to Spain is given. This scene
is more elaborate than any of the others.
Characters an<L costumes .- Queen, r ed robe, purple figured front; collar
and trimmings of ermine. She wears a crown. Ermine is made of cotton
with little pieces of black cloth sewed on it, crown of cardboard covered
with gilt paper. Dress cheesecloth with a front of silkoline.
King wears purple full, short trousers (trunks), purple doublet, purple
<!ape a nd gilt crown. The trousers and cape are trimmed with ermine.
The two gu_ards have black trousers (trunks) and red capes, collars, and
knee pieces made from silver paper; they wear storm hats covered with
silver paper, and carry spears.
The two ladies-in-waiting wear dresses fixed to resemble the dress of the
period. They have high headpieces shaped like cornucopias, made from
<!ardboard covered with gilt paper, and with long veils draped over them;
this was one style of headpiece worn in the fifteenth century.
'fhe eight churchmen, eight sailors and six Indians are dressed as in
previous scenes.
The little page of Columbus is dressed in hi s own wbite suit.
Columbus wears grey and red clothing. The ten noblemen wear combinations of bright colors.
The genera l plan in regard to the dress of the Spanish nobility in the
time of Columbus is to have the full, short trousers (trunks) made of one
<!olor and sl::tshed with another; the upper garment or doublet made of
figured silkoline; the cape of one color lined with another, worn turned
back over one shoulder; pointed collars and cuffs of white glazed or silver
paper; and soft felt hats with plumes. Each nobleman carries a sword.
The gold brought by the sailors may be made by gilding stones.
Tableau JV-Reception of coiumbtis by King and Queen

In center of stage is raised platform or throne with two or th ree steps
leading up to it; i his throne is covered with figured raw silk (yellow and
brown). Chairs are placed on throne for king and queen.
'l'be scene is an attempt to represent the r eception of Columbus on his
return to Spain after his first voyage. (See painting by R icardo Balaca,
the Spanish artist, of Columbus before Ferdinand and Isabella at Barcelona.)
A march may be played on the piano while the different characters in
the tableau come on the stage·and take their proper positions. F irst the
two royal guards march to the throne, taking .p ositions one on each side,
so that the king and queen may pass between tbero in mounting the p latform. They are followed by the king and queen, and then the ladies-inwaiting. The k ing and queen mount the platform and take seats; the
ladies wait in front of the platform until the king and queen are seated,
then they take positions on each side of the throne. The guards, after the
king and queen are seated, take positions on the platform in the rear.
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All these come as one group in the procession, with only a little space
between them.
Next come tbe churchmen. One of them carries the tall cross. They
take their places at the right of the queen.
The Indians come, shuffling across tho stage to the extreme left of the
king and queen. Of course they know nothing of keeping time to the
music or paying homage to royalty.
The sailors march upon the stage, each bring.fog something from the
New World-gold, a stuffed bird, or some product. Each in turn approaches the king and queen, kneels, and then places whatever he carries
at the side of the platform, and takes his place on the left.
The noblemen, one by one, come in with great dignity, go to the front
of the throne, kneel and salute with their swords. Then lhey go to th e
right of the stage.
Finally the music sounds a more triumphal note, anr.ouncing the ap.
proach of the hero of the occaEion. Columbus is preceded by his page,
carrying the banner of the expedition. The page kneels to the king and
queen, then goes to the left, where he is to stand jui,t back of the place reserved for Columbus.
As Columbus approaches the throne, the king and queen rise and come
forward to do him honor. Columbus kneels, kisses the queen's hand, then
rises and points out to the king and queen the treasures which his sailors
have brought. He also brings forward one of the Indians. The king and
queen regard everything with interest. After this, at a signal given on
the piano, all kneel to give thanks for the discovery of the New World.
The Te Deum Laudamus is chanted or the Doxology Is sung.
This Is the end of the reception.
This scene may be simplified, If desired, and given In the form of two
tableaux. Columbus kneeling before the queen and king and Columbus
telling his story may be giYen sepamtely. There need not be as many
characters in the scene. See the picture, "Reception of Columbus" •
(adapted from the picture by Ricardo Balaca) In "America's Story for
American Children," by Mara L. Pratt.
It would be easy to give the substance of this entertainment in any
schoolroom and without costumes. Even with these limitations the story
of Columbus would become more real to the children In this way than it
could be made by any description.
A goou description of the reception of Columbus in Spain after his first
voyage is given in the "Life of Columbus," by Washington Irving.
A description and picture of the banner of the expedition may be found
in L'osslng's "History of the United States," volume I.
Music that may be used: "Columbus Song," taken from "1492"; the
"New Rail Columbia."
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THE DISCOVERY OF A1rERIOA
It was on the morning of Friday, 12th of October, 1492, that Columbus
first beheld the New World.
No sooner did he land than be threw himself upon bis knees, kissed the
earth, and returned thanks to God with tears of joy. His example was
tollowed by the rest, whose hearts indeed overflowed with the same feelings of gratitude.
Columbus then rising drew his sword, displayed the royal standard, and
took so)emn possession in the name of the Castilian sovereigns,
giving the island the name of San Salvador. Having complied with the
requisite forms and ceremonies, he now called upon all present to take the
oath of obedience to him, as admiral and viceroy, r epresenting the persons
of the sovereigns.
The feelings of the crew now burst forth in the most extravagant transports.
. They thronged around the Admiral in their overflowing
zeal. Some embraced him, others kissed his hands. Those who had been
most mutinous and turbulent during the voyage, were now most devoted
and enthusiastic. Some begged favors of him, as of a man who had already wealth and honors in his gift. Many abject spirits, who bad outraged h im by their insolence, now crouched as It were at his feet, beg.
ging pardon for a ll the trouble they had caused him, and offering for the
future the blindest obedience to his commands.
Washington Irving

L\IMORTAL )fORN
Immortal morn, a ll hail!
That saw Columbus sail
By Faith alone!
The skies before him bowed,
Back rolled the ocean proud,
And every lifting cloud
vV i th glor y shone.
Fair science then was born,
On that celestial morn,
Faith dared the sea;
Triumphant over foes
Then Truth immortal rose,
New hea;;ens to disclose,
And ~ rth to free.
Strong Freedom then came forth,
To liberate the earth
_And crown the right;
So walked the pilot bold
Upon the sea of gold,
And darkness backward rolled,
And there was light.
4

Hezekiah Bittterworth
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All hall, C-Olumbus, discoverer, dreamer, hero, and apostle! We here,
of every race and country, recognize the horizon which bounded his
vision, and th e Infinite scope of his genius. The voice of gratitude and
praise for all lhe blessings whkh have been showered upon mankind by
his adventure Is limited to no language; but Is uttered in every tongue.
Neither marble nor brass can fitly form his statue. Continents are his
monument, and unnumbered millions, past, present, and to come, who
enjoy In their liberties and lheir happiness the fruits of his faith, will
reverently guard and preserve, from century to century, his name and
tame.
Chauncey Mitchell Depew

Little wonder that the whole world takes from the lite of Columbus one
of Its best-beloved illustrations of the absolute power of fa_ith. To a faith•
less world he made a proposal, and the world did not hear It. To that
faithless world be made It again and again, and at last roused the world
to ridicule it and to contradict it. To the same faithless world he still
made it year after year; and at last the world said that, when It was
ready, it would try it he were right; to which his only reply ls that he is
ready now, that the world must send him now on the expedition which
shall show whether he Is right or wrong. 'l'he world, tired of his Importunity, consents, unwillingly enough, that he shall try the experiment.
He tries It; he succeeds; ar.d the world turns round and welcomes him
with a welcome which it cannot give to a conqueror. In a moment the
grandeur of his plans is admitted, their success is acknowledged, and his
place is fixed as one of the great men of history.
Give me white paper!
The sheet you use i s black and rough with smears
Of sweat and grime and fraud and blood and tears,
Crossed with the story of men's Eins and fears.
Of battle and of famine all thoee years
When all God's children have forgot their birth
And drudged and fought and died like beasts of earth.
Give me white paper!
One storm-trained seaman listened to the word;
What no man saw he saw, and heard what no man heard.
For answer be compelled the sea
To eager man to tell
The secret she nad kept so well;
Left blood and woe and tyranny behind,
Sailing still West that land newborn to find,
For all mankind the unstained page unfurled,
Where God might write anew the story of the world.
Edward Everett Hale

eou::mn:s
"Admiral at the Helm"
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The fame of Co,umbus is not local or limited. It does not belong to
any single country or people. It is the proud possession of the whole
civilized world. In all the transactions of history there is no act which
. for vastness and performance can be compared with the discovery of the
continent of America, "the like of which was never done by any man in
ancient or in later times."
James Gra1it Wilson
With boldness unmatched, with faith in the teachings of science and of
revelation immovable, with patience and perseverance that knew no weariness, with superior skill as a navigator unquestioned, and with a lofty
courage unrivaled in the history of the race, Columbus sailed from Palos
on the 3d of August, with three vessels, the largest (his flagship) of only
ninety feet keel, and provided with four masts, eight anchors, and sixtysix seamen. Passing the Canaries and the blazing peak of Teneriffe, he
pushed westward into the "sea of darkness," in defiance of the fierce
dragons with which superstition had peopled it, and the prayers and
threats of his mutinous seamen, and on the 12th of October landed on one
of the Bahama Islands.
Benson J. Lossing

COLT.:-}IB(JS l .
Behind him Jay the gray Azores,
Behind the Gates of Hercules;
Before him not the ghost 01 shores,
Before h im only shoreless seas.
The good mate said: "Now must we pra~•,
For Jo! the very stars are gone.
Brave Admiral, speak; what shall I say?"
"Why, say 'Sail on! sail on! and on!· "
"My men grow mutinous day by day;
My men grow ghastly wan and weak."
The stout mate thought of home; a spray
Of salt wave washed his swarthy cheek.
"What shall I say, brave Admi ral, say,
If we sight naught but seas at dawn?"
"Why, you shall say at breal, of day,
'Sail on! sail on! sail on! and on!'"
They sailed and sailed, as winds might blow,
Until at last the blanched mate said:
"Why, now not even God would know
Should I and all my men fall dead.
These very winds forget their way,
For God from these dread seas is gone.
Now speak, brave Admiral, speak and say-"
He i,aid: "Sail on! sail on! and on!"
1 From complete works of J oaquin )liller. published by tt,e IIarr Wagner Publishlnft Company of Sao Francisco.
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They sailed. They sailed. Then spake the mate:
"This mad sea shows his teeth to-night.
He curls his lip, he lies in wait,
He lifts his teeth, as if to bite!
Brave Admiral, say but one good word;
What shall we do when hope is gone?"
The words leapt like a leaping sword:
"Sail on! sail on! sail on! and on!"
Then pale and worn, he paced his deck,
And peered through darkness. Ah, that night,
Of all dark nights! And then a speckA light! A light! At last a light!
rt grew, a starlit flag unfurled!
It grew to be Time's burst of dawn.
He gained a world; he gave that world
Its grandest lesson : "Oh! sail on!"
Joaquin llfiller

He failed. He reached to grasp Hesperides,
To t rack the foot-course of the sun, that flies
Toward some far western couch, and watch its riseBut fell on unknown sand-reefs, chains, disease.
He won. With splendid daring, from the sea's
Hard, niggard fist he plucked the glittei·ing prize,
And gave a virgin world to Europe' s eyes,
Where gold dust chol,ed the streams, and fpice the breeze.
He failed fulfillment of the task he planned,
And drooped a weary head on empty hand,
Unconscio us of the vaste r deed he'd done;
But royal legacy to Ferdinand
He left-a k ey to doorways gilt with sunAnd proudest title of "Wo'rld-fath er" won!
Geor ge W. W. Honghton

With all lhe visionary fervor of his imagination, its fondest dreams fell
short of the reality. He died in ignorance of the r eal grandeur of his discovery. l:ntil his last breath, he entertained the idea that he had m erely
opened a new way to the old r esorts of opulent commerce, and bad disWhat visions of
covered some of the wild regions of the East.
glory would have broke upon hh mind, could he have known that he had
indeed discovered a new continent, equal to the whole of the old world
in magnitude, and separated by two vast oceans from all of the earth
hitherto known by civilized man; and how would his magnanimous spi rit
have been consoled, amidst the chills of age and cares of penury, the
neglect of a fickle public, and the injust ice of an ungrateful king, could
he have anticipated the spiendid ~mpires which were to spread over thE'
beautiful world he had discovered, and the nations, and tongues, and languages. which were to fill its lands with his renown, and to revere and
bless his name to the latest posterity!
Washington Irving
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OX .\. PORTRAIT OF COLl"lIBC'
Was this his tace: and the£e the finding eyes
•That plucked a new world from the rolling seas?
Who, serving Christ, whom most be sought to p!ease,
Willed the great vision till be saw arise
)1a n's other home and earthly paradiseHis early thought since first with stalwart knees
He pushed the boat from his young olive trees,
And sailed to wrest the secret of the skies.
He on the waters (lared to set his feet.
And th rough believing p'.anted earth's last race.
Wbat faith in man must In our new world beat,
Thinking bow once he saw before his face
The west and all the host of stars retreat
Into the silent i nfinite of space!
George Edward Woodberry

Of no use are the men who study to do exactly as was done before, who
cnn nevfr understand that today i s a new day. There never was such a
combination as this of ours. and the rules to meet it are not aet down in
any history. W e wa nt men of original pereeption and original action,
who can open their eyes wider than to a nationah ty-n,,mely, to considerations of benefit to the human race-c:a n act In the Interest of civilization: men of elastic, men of moral mind. who can Ii ve in the moment and
take a step forward. Columbus was no backward-creeping crab, nor was
Martin Luther, nor John Adams, r.or Patrick Henry, nor Thomas J etterson: and the Geri us or Destiny o! America is no Jog or sluggard, but a
man incessantly advancing. as the s hadow on the dial's face, or the
heavenly body by whose light lt is marked.
Ralph Waldo Emerson

ADDHE,'S 1'0 A}IEHICA
<From a Commencement Poem. Dartmouth College. 1872)
As a strong bird on pinions free.
Joyous, the amplest spaces h eavenward cleaving,
One song, Ame rica, btfore I go.
I 'd sing, o'er all the r est, with trumpet sound,
For thee, the Future.
Sail-sail thy best. Ship of 0 Pmocracy!
Of value is thy freight-'tis not the Present only,
The Past i s also stored in thee!
Thou boldest uot the venture of thyself aloneNot of thy western continent alone;
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E arth's resume entire floats on thy keel, 0 ShipIs steadied by tby spars.
With thee 'rime voyages in trust,
The antecedent nations sink or swim w ith thee;
With all their ancient struggles, martyrs, he;·oes, epics, wars,
Thou bears't tbe other continents;
Theirs, theirs as much as thine, the destination-port triumphant,
Steer, steer with good strong hand and wary eye0 h elmsman- thou carryest great companions,
Venerable, priestly Asia sails this day with thee,
And r oyal, feudal Europe sails with thee.
Walt Whitman

A1IERIC.-\.
O m other of a mighty race,
Yet lovely in thy youthful grace!
The elder dames, thy haughty peers,
Arlmire and hate thy blooming years;
With words of shame
And taunts of scoi-n they join thy name.
They know not, in their hate and pride,
What virtues with thy children bide;
How true, how good, thy graceful maids
Mak e bright, like flowers, the valley shades;
What generous men
Spring, like thine oaks, by bill and glen.
Wha t cordial welcomes greet the guest
By thy lone rivers of the West;
How faith is kept, and truth revered,
And man is loved and God is feared,
In woodland homes,
And where the ocean border foams.
There's freedom at thy gates, and rest
For ear t h's down-trodden and opprest;
A shelt er for t be bunted head;
For the starved laborer toil and br ead.
Power, at thy bounds,
Stops, and .calls back his baffled hounds.
0 fair young mother! on thy brow
Shall sit a nobler grace than now.
Deep in the brightness of thy skies
The thron ging yeal's in glory rise,
And, as they fleet,
Drop strength and ri ches at thy feet.
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Thine eye, with every coming hour,
Shall brighten, and thy torm shall tower;
Ana when thy sisters, elder born,
Would brand thy name with words of scorn,
Before thy eye
Upon their lips the taunt shall die.
William Cullen Bryant

THE WES'l'ERX L\ XD
Great Western land, whose mighty breast
Between two oceans finds its rest,
Begirt by storms on either side,
And washed by strong Pacific tide.
The knowledge of thy wondrous birth
Gave balance to the rounded earth;
In sea of darkness thou didst stand,
Now first In light, great Western land.
In thee the olive· and the \"lne
Unite with hemlock and with pine;
In purest white the southern rose
Repeats the spotless northern snows.
Around thy zone a belt of maize
Rejoices In the sun's hot rays;
And all that ·ature could command
She heaped on thee, great Western land.
Great Western land. whose touch makes free,
AdYance to perfect liberty,
Till right shall make thy rnv'reign might,
And every wrong be crushed from sight.
Behold thy clay, thy time is here;
•
Thy people great, with naught to fear.
God hold thee in His strong right hand.
My well beloved Western land.
Caroline Hazard

OUB X..iTTOX.\.L IDE.U.

l

Foremost among the ideals which have characterized our national llfo
is the spirit o! self-reliance. The very first chapter of our national his•
tory records the story of a man who urose from among the toilers ot his
time. and whom eighteen years or disappointed hopes could not dismay.
It tells how this man, holding out the promise of a new dominion, at last
overcam,J the opposition of royal courtiers, and secured the tardy support
1

l'~d by p~rml•sion or. nnd by sp~clal nrrangemrnt with. Hou!l'hto n )Ilfflh:. ('om-

pnoy. the nuthorlzed puhll•lwrs.
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of rtlluctant rulers. And when, at Palos, Columbus flung to the breeze the
•sails of his frail craft, a nd ventured upon that unknown ocean from
which, according to the belief of his age, there was no hope of return, he
displayed the chief characteristic of the American people-the spirit of
~elf-reliance.
What is this spirit? Emerson has expressed it in a sentence: "We
will walk on ou1· own feet; we will work with our own hands; we will
speak our own minds." This was the spirit which animated that little
group of colonists who preferred the unknown hardships of the new
world to the certain tyranny of the old; who chose to break old ties, to
braYe the sea, to face the loneliness and perils of life in a strange land·a land of difficulties and dangers, but a land of liberty and opportunity.
In order that our country may continue this proud record of self-r eliance, each one of us has a special obligation. Every citizen in his individual life should live up to the same ideal of self-r eliance. The young
citizen who re lies on himself, who does honest work in school, never
cheating or shirking, who is always ready to do a little more than is
actually l'equired of him. who thinks for himself, acts rightly because be
loves right actions-such a citizen is doing his part in helping to achieve
our i:ational i deaf of self-reliance.
William B ackus Guitteait
I belieYe in my country. I believe in it because it is made up of my
fellow-men-and myself. I can't go back on either of us and be true to
my creed. If it isn't the best country in the world it is partly because I
am i:ot the kind of a man that I should be.
Charles Stelzle
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THANKSGIVING DAY
L1~t Thursday in XoYembcr

For
For
For
For

flowers that bloom about our feet;
tender grass, so fresh, so s1reet;
song of bird, and hum of bee;
all things fair we hear or see,
Father in heaven, we thank 'rhee !

For
For
For
For

blue of stream and blue of sky;
pleasant shade of branches high;
fragrant air and cooling breeze; •
beauty of the blooming trees,
Fa.ther in heaYen, we thank 'l'hee !
Ralph lValclo Em erson

THANKSGIVING DAY
ROY L. SHAFFER, STATE NORMAL SCHOOL, NEW.ARK

.\ mong our national holidays Thanksgiving should be a red letter
(hn·. We need these days so that the modern tendency of reducing all
cla~·s to the same mediocre level may be overcome. Such days, when
eo~itrasted with common school days, show a wonderful stimulation.
Hence it is urged that the celebration of Thanksgiving take on the
a~pect of the play-festival. The play-festival will have a potent effect
011 the audience and the actors. The audience will be composed for
the most part of the school body and on this body the festival program will have a unifying effect. For this reason it is further urged
that an entire grade, or perhaps a group of grades, be employed to
render the program. Such a rendition will be treated as a contribution from a part to the whole.
The festival to be effective must bind the entire school into one
;:ocial group. The response of the audience will be complementary
and the spirit and the pride of the school will give forth inspiration
to the actor and the audience. The performer must make others feel
what he knows, and thus his learning becomes intensified. The result
i~ that the play-festival ha& two high values, the social and the educational.
The essential problem which arises, and which must be answered by
every teacher, is, "What shall be done to provide a good program, and
how shall it be done?" The answer will come from a careful survey of
the needs, capacities, and make-up of each individual or group of
pupils. The answer includes the utilization of the dramatic instinct,
i. e., the play instinct, which finds expression through singing, speaking and dancing. The successful festival must be well organized, and
rhis organization must be effected according to a suitable program.
( 1) The history of the day must be clearly brought to the attention
of the pupils. ( 2) There should be a committee appointed to 'have
~upen·ision of the arranging of the festival. (3) A program full of
content ~hould be arranged. ( 4) What constitutes the proper program
for a Thanksgiving festival should have the careful thought of those
in charge. The children should be actual factors in planning the
JJrogram, as well as in presenting it.
In onler that Thanksgiving Day may be celebrated in an appro1
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priate manner it is necessary that its history be fully comprehended
by the entire school. Teachers of all grades should use the historic
material that will meet the needs and capacities of their pupils. This
material should be conelated with as much of the regular school work
as may seem advisable. It is essential that the entire school fully
appreciate the historic foundations of the day, so that they may comprehend the setting which has so much to do with this holiday.
Furthermore, a f ull comprehension of the history as a background £or
this festival will stimulate the school audience, so that they will receive from the program those things which we believe they ought to
recei,,e from the celebration.
HISTORY

The following extracts relative to the history of Thanksgiving have
been selected because they are exceptionally interesting; they show
that traditionally the celebration of this holiday is truly American;
they also give hints as to the wealth of material that may be woven
into a program for the play-festival.
The .first year of the Pilgrim settlement, in spite of that awful
winter when nearly half of their number perished, had been comparatively successful. 'l'he Pilgrims had planted themselves well, and it
is easy to understand why this fact should have appealed to the mind
of their governor, William Bra<lford, as an especial reason for proclaiming a season of thanksgiving. The exact date is not certain, but
from the records we learn tliat it was an open air feast. It is evident
that it must have occurred in that lovely period of balmy, calm, cool
air and soft sunshine which is called Indian Summer, and which may
be considered to range between the latter week of October and the
latter week of November. It came at t he end of the year's harvest.
In confirmation, let us quote from the writing of Edward- Winslow,
thrice governor of the Pilgrims :
"Our corn did prove well; and, God be praised, we had a good increase
of Indian corn, and our barley indifferent good. Our harvest being gotten
in, our governor sent four m en on fowling that so we might after a
special manner rejoice together after we had gathered the fruit of our
labors."

We learn that as a result of this hunting expedition they had many
wild turkeys, which the women probably stuffed with beechnuts, and
they brought home wood pigeons and partridges in abundance. But.
it seems, they must have lacked deer, since the I ndians, with their
king. Massasoit, volunteered to go out and bring in the venison.
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• One noteworthy fact is the relations that existed behrncn the Pilgrims and the I ndians. At this first Thanksgiving feast King 1Iassasoit and ninety of his warriors were present. They entered heartily
into the preparations of thanksgiving. What a cheerful spectacle it
mnst have been to see the Indian guests appearing, carrying a many
branched buck or a pretty doe, possibly hung across the stalwart
shoulders of some giant red man? Shall one doubt that the Pilgrim
"ravity
was for a moment dispelled, when the Indians approached
0
'
with th·eir delicious contribution to the feast? Can't we bear the
welcoming cheer that arose from the throats of those Englishmen, or
the clapping of the hands of the younger women as those Indian athletes entered the camp? It is also recorded that from their Indian
guests the Pilgrims received clams, oysters, fish and vegetables. What
a feast this must have been!
The .warriors remained with the Pilgrims for several days, and
contended with them in various games or feats of strength and·agility.
Perhaps :Uassasoit unbent from his kingly dignity to sho11· ho·.r
~traight he could send an arrow at some improvised target. :.Ia_rbe
~ome Puritan maiden laughingly tried her hand on au Indian bow.
Possibly, too, in the military drill which J [iles Standish with his
famou:; regiment of twenty gave, there "·as iutencion on the part of
the stout little warrior to show the Indian 11·hat a formidable foe tlw
,rhite man might be if provoked. At any rate. the friendship, hallowed by thanksgiving hospitality, continued unbroken for nearl~· half
a lentury.
\i'hat a noble, inspiring picture is the history of this first Thanksgiring Day-a picture of piety, of human brotherhood, and of poetn·.
for which the universal heart of man, when realizing its profound
significance, must gladly and proudly give thanks.
For many years this autumnal "feast of ingathering" was merely an
occa~ional festival, as unexpected prosperity or hoped for aid in adversity moved our Pilgrim fathers to a special act of prai~e. It was not
until after the Revolutionary War that this day took on a national signifa:ance. George Washington issued the first proclamation in 1795.
Thi.~ will be read by many with deep interest, e~pecially in Yie11· of
1he fact that somr. prr~ons belieH: that a national Thanksgivin.~
proclamation is a recent invention in our countr:1·. 1\fter this date it
was only oceasionally obserrcd until 1863. It was our Civil ar
wh ich awakened our national conscience, and since that time everv
P resident of the U nited States has issued a Thanksgiving Proclama·tion, which l1as in turn been issued to the different states by their
re~pedin~ governors.

"r
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Thanksgiving is a uniYersal holiday; it is for all the people. As
heretofore, each year brings new households, enlarged families, increased affections, comfortable homes, plentiful tables, abundant har,1ests, a beneficent go,emment, free schools. and religious liberty.
There is much to be grateful for in our national history. 1Yhate,er
may ham been our sense of past duty, it is the priYilege of all to
thank Goel that He has gi,en us the unexpected and unsought for
opportUDity to relieve much oppression and to extend the blessings of
good go,ernment and £air freedom to many milliom of people.
It is a wonderful opportunity, and no people on the face of the
globe have a stricter sense of duty than our great country. 1Ylc! may
be far from perfect if tried by the highe~t standards, but 1rherc shall
we find a nation which less desires to rule, and desires to rule more
justly, giYing liberty to all? ,re as a generation have lived to see
what may be the greatest epoch in the world's history. Truly the
seeds of this han-est were smn1 years ago by our Pilgrim fathers. For
such mercies what soul will not raise its thanksgi~•ing to God? Let
us as teachers of the state of X ew Jersey teach our children the;:c
great truths, and enter rrith an open mind and a ..,.rilling heart into
each Thanksgiving festival, ancl let us all try to inculcate in the hearts
of our pupils this significant brotherhood.
TUE FESTIVAL CO)Il\IITTEE

Let the history of this great Thanksgiving Feast be tlrn background
ancl setting for your play-festival. Let it be the duty of teachers to
see that the program for this celebration is inspired by patriotism, by
a. re,erence for God, .who has been most gracious to us as a, pegple.
For social r easons, it will be rrell to let some particular gracle prepare
the program for the festival. The other grades of the school will be
in the audience, ancl thus the whole school will be united into one
large social group. Before it is decided which grade shall be selected
to prepare the program the principal ancl teachers should meet and,
after talking over the preliminary plans, appoint the festival committee. It is important that the proper kind of machinery for this
festival work be constructed. It will be the duty of this special committee to keep in mind such objects of the play-festival as the promotion of a keener appreciation and a more reverent remembrance of
great events and great men and women of our history; the promotion
of a deep national patriotism; the promotion of a sense of deep gr:ititnde that we live in such a bountiful and beautiful earth. The play-
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fc&tirnl should be lopkcd upon as a means of moral, social, cultural
esthetic education.
Keeping these things in mind, the play-festival should be invented
nlmo,::t entirely by the children. who will present the program. Of
course this will require the .w atchful guidance of teachers and committee. A play or program that has been already planned for the
oe:caoion may be taken, but even in such a program the scenes should
be planned lJ,Y the class. I£ this plan is followed almost any of the
rearh-made plays may be adapted for any grade from tl1e kindcrgart~n to the high school. The wealth of historic material which
readily eonforms to the Thanksgiving program is abundant. There
is no ,chool that cannot act some scene, pantomime, tableau or the
like. with but little thought and drill. The results obtained by
bringing any class in touch with some of our masterpieces of history, literature, art, music, or sculpture. cannot be easily estimated.

;ud

PREP.AlUXG THE PROGRAM

.\. good method of preparing the program is to bring before the
cl,h's ,Yho ha8 been decided upon to render the festival the fact that
thi- gr,ulc has been appointed to do this bit of patriotic service. 'l'ell
them about the festival, its simple aims; about the historic material
on whith the day is founded. Have• .the pupils write their ideas
ahont deYeloping the progrJm. These may be discussed. and the
bc,-t $Ugge"tions can be used about whic4 to form an outline. This
i;; admirable training for the pupils. Not infrequentiy surprises
occur; unsmpccted talents are discovered; and ·often the children
who haYe appeared as dullards in thei11 regular school subjects will
take ,m intere~t ,,hich will lead to salutary results. Manr times
children will enjoy working on such plans and develop a new intere,t in their studies. The children should also be asked for suggc,tion~ as to developing the stage scenery. costumes, etc. Frequent]~- their suggestions, with slight modifications, have an effectiYene~s he_\'Ond the reach of the teacher. Of course we as teachers
mu~t be Fatisfied with rather crude suggestions, and work up to a.
~atisfadory result.
The "tage ~etting sl10uld always be simple, but suggestive. Often
a pla:r-fc.,tival may be rendered with little or no scenery. In fact,
most of our pre~ent school programs are given without even a ·semblance of ~c·enery or decorations. Some simple stage setting, scenery,
or decoration~ will add wonderfully to the effect of your program, and
5
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this will be found easy to accomplish. This is particularly true of the
Thanksgiving. Day program. In the rural districts, especially, can be
found the proper materials for this day. Such things as cornstalks,
pumpkins. apple:=:, fruits, cereals, and vegetables of many kinrls will
meet your need~. Whatever is good for a hanest home celebration
may be used to celebrate rrhanksgiving.
It is desirable, also, to have simple costumes. 'l'he teacher ~hould
not be burdened: with the making of the costumes. Arouse the interest of your class, and they will take home this interest. 'I'he result
will be that the teacher will get more than he had hoped or suggested.
The work of preparing the music should be done during the period
of the day when si nging is usually done. The music is very valuable.
'l'he whole school appreciates music and singing. It is the one unifying influence within the reach of the school. I£ all 1.he various classes
are used to promote the play-festival a practical correlation of the
work of the school may be profitably accomplished.
THE l'ROOlUl\f

Beloll' i~ submitted a type program for the Thanksgiving Day
Festival. 'I'his is suitable for fifth and sixth grade pupils. 'T his type
of program may be easily changed so that it rna_v be rendered by pupils
of the first grade or ·by students of the high school. Care should always be exercised that the plan of the program is easily understood
by the class who renders i( Scenes should be molded to meet the
needs and capacities of the grade that is to perform. · The dialog or
monolog should also be adapted to the ages of the pupils who are
to do the acti11g-. Below will be found a list of scenes which b~•
thoughtful manipulation may be made to fall withiu the command of
pupils from the kindergarten to the high school. The bibliography
given will furni~h much information.

THA NKSGIVIN"G EXERC!ST<:S

I n Charge of Grnde VI

'rlieme : 'l'he Harvcft
Song-"America," by the Echool
Prayer
Readi ng-"George Washington's Tha nksgiving Proclamation of 1795"
Song- "Harvest Home." by the school
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.\ ct I. Getting ready for seed time
Scene I. I ndians showing the Pilgrims how to plant corn
S cene JI. R esting (a ('amp scene)
song-"Th a nksgi ving Day," by the school
Recitation-"Thank sgiving," by a pupil

Act II. A corn busking bee (place, a New England barn)
Scene I. Huski ng corn
Scene I l. The frolic
Scene Ill. Going home
Song-"Star Spangled Banner," by the school

The following scenes ma~· be made appropriate for the different
grade» by changing the quality and quantity of lhe scenery. Pantomimes are especially lo be recommended for use in our school programs. )fany of these scenes will lend themselves to this purpose.
Hints for the preparation of these scene;: ma!· be gained from the
great paintings or tlieir reproduction;:.
Autumn Memories
The Pilgrims
An Indian Camp
An Indian Village
Miles Standish and his Warriors
The Pilgrim's Town Meeting
The Pilgrims going to Church
The Pilgrims Hunting
The Pilgrims Fishing
T he Husking Bee
The Dying Year
Thanksgiving at Home
The Harvest Home ( Old English)
The Country Dance
The Love Scene of Priscilla and John Alden
Miles Standish's Home
Many Indian Scenes from Hiawatha
Many Harvest Home Scenes

BIBLIOGRA PHY
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LINCOLN'S BIRTHDAY
February 12

_\ gain thy birthday clawni', 0 nrnn belorcd.
Dawns on the land thy blood was shed fo save.
_\ nd hearts of milliom, by one impulEe 1110Yed,
Bow and fre"h laurels lay upon thy graYc.
I da l'ose 1Voodburg

LINCOLN'S BIRTHDAY
cn.U!LES A .

p IIILJIOWER, SUPl~lW!SING PJUNClP ,\L, W ES'J'FH:LD

'L'he oboeryance of Lincoln's birthday as a ~ational .holiday has
. steadily until twenty-four states have designated 1t by statute
~ro11 n
.
,
f
t·
1
a• a holidav. The great emancipator is today our oremost na. 1ona
.
Ilis ~10,t unusual career from the log cabin to the White Ilouse
I1ero.
•
.
:;et, ambition and hope of attamment before the moi-:t lowly and the
)110~·t fa"orabll'
.,
• en,·ironed alike.
There arc many salient reasons why the boys and girls of our schools
~houlcl ,tudy the life of this great hero. He ~stablished 0!1Ce and
for all time the now inalienable right of life, liberty, and the pursuit
of happiness to all mankind. Early in life he was dubbed by his
friends and neighbors with the enviable title of "Hone~t Abe.'' On
the frontier we find him inuring himself to toil. He 11a.s thoroughly
acquainted with that slogan always necessary to success, "hard work."
His life was pure, untainted with the vices which spring from luxury,
the Just £or gain. the greed for fame. Simple in living, steadfast in
purpose, kindly in spirit, he towered among his fellows, exemplary
of that manhoorl toward which all boys who would be of worth to
mankind should aspire.
.\ t the pre::ent time it is especially opportune that Lincoln's birthday be celebrated most impressively. The freedom for which we have
ju~t been :fighting- is a greater freedom than that of '61. That was
for the freedom of the slave, this for a greater freedom of men already
free; that was freedom for a part of mankind, this a freedom for all,
for the democracy of the world. The principles for which he stood
are the principles for which we must ever stand, but the application
of those principles is limitless in its scope. It is for us to see that
tho~e who haYe sacrificed their lives in this gre11t cause shall not have
died in vain. It is for the boys and girls in our schools today to
rarry to a sucee~~ful issue this great project of making the world safe
for democracy and democracy Fafe for the world, and no small part
of thi~ work lies on our shoulders as teachers of boys and 0o-irls who
will be c·itizens tomorrow.
. The law requires that on the la.st school clay pre(;eding Lincoln's
birthday appropriate exercises be held for the development of a hio-h
spirit of patriotfam. The whole day should cente;· around the life
(71)
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of Lincoln. For the afternoon a special program should be prepa
and the pa.rents of the school children invited by special le
written by the pupils of the school. The pupils of each school sho
assist in working out the program. In some schools, in the up
.grades the pupils should be held responsible for much of the work
program making. Each teacher and principal should arrange
work of the day and the special program ·to one end, that of utiliz'
the great spirit and profound wisdom of a wonderful man to
establishment of a greater patriotism and the working out of
national problems before us.
'l'he following general suggestions indicate the
to be considered in making a Lincoln program.

•

Poiut out the significance of the flag salute
Analyze the pledge ·
Sing patriotic songs
The songs of today
'rlie songs of the past
Study Lincoln's boyhood. His career from the log cabin to the
House is phenomenal
Lincoln the lawyer and politici~n
Emphasize the work and honesty in the life of Abraham Lincoln
President of the United States and statesman. His great speech
Read, study and memorize the Gettysburg speech. Each child sh
have a copy
Learn quotations, and know their meaning and application
Collect a number of pictures of Lincoln
Call special attention to the best statuary
Gutzon Borglum's Lincoln before the Court House in Newark,
Jersey, and the statue by Saint Gaudens in Lincoln Park, Chi
are the most worthy and should be particularly noted
"O Captain, My Ca.ptain," by Whitman, and "The P erfect Tri
by Mary Shipman Andrews, should be read by the teacher
L'o not neglect the great humor in bis life; children enjoy a joi
Pupils will enjoy writing acrostics on the name of Lincoln
The Lincoln Highway and the National Lincoln Memorial are
monuments to the honor of this great man
Let. the decorations of the room be in keeping with the celebraU
Lincoln posters may be made in the drawing class
The younger pupils· will be interested in collecting the stamps
Lincoln's picture
Civil War veterans, Civil War pictures, Civil War newspapers,
War correspondence, will make vital contributions in vivifying
life of Lincoln, inci\Jents of the War, and this special obser
Invite veterans to come in ~nd make brief speeches.
pupils to bring old newspapers, old correspondence, ·war relies
the like with the assurance that they will be cared for and
returned

S ,UNT GAUDE:Vs' LINoot:v

Lincoln Park, Chicago
Copy r Jgh1 by Underwood & Underwood. N. Y.
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Read Iet~ers fr om boys wh o wer e :it the front. Collect war pictu
from t he Sunday n ewspaper s. Remember the boys from your co
mun'ity who went to war. Contr ast the present wa r sit uation
p ractices wit h th ose of the Civil War. Classr oom activity of tbl
k ind may continue for t he whole week.
SUOGESTIO~S FOlt USE OF TIIE ::IIA'l'EllIAL WEICH

P reparatory to the observance of Lincoln's birthday teach careful}
and thoroughly Vie Gettysburg Speech. Each pupil from the fift
grade through the high school ought to know this great ma:sterpi
Teach the occasion on which it was given, which brought fort h th·
great production, the significance of the speedi then and now, an
:finally have each child give it from memory. A contest in the deli\'e
of Lincoln's Gettysburg Speech would interest the school and th
public. The winner should appear on the holiday pr9gram.
The placing in schools of Lincoln }.fomorial Bronze Tablets co
taining the Gettysburg Speech will give special significance to th
obsenance. 'fhis practice should be promoted. Every new schoo
should have its Lincoln Uemorial Tablet.
The most interesting persons in the eyes of children arc childre
They are most concerned with what kind of a boy Lincoln was. Boo
such as "Life of Abraham Lincoln for Boys and Girls," by C.
Moores, and "The Boy's Life of Abraham Lincoln," by J. G. Nicola
should be made available. Pupils should be encouraged to tell to t
class what the_y have found of interest in the accounts of his boyhood
Incidents of his honesty, his desire for learning, and habit of har
work, will be brought forth and no effort should be spared to cmphasi
these most important characteristics. Strive for enthusiastic ad
miration, and the imitation of these most desirnblc qualities wi
follow.
Stories from his life, incidents in his experience, and periods in
his career, such as the twenty-two years on the farm, the twcnty-se\'en
years in intellectual pursuits. and the seven years in national ,ervice,
will give profitable material for work in English . Ora 1 a11d written
reproductions ~hould be taught for some time before the holiday o
sernnce and the best of these used on this occasion. )fr. J udd Stew
art's suggestions (given on another page) respecting the study o
Lincoln's Engli~h arc very va lua blc.
Give aii exercise or two in acrostic 11Titing with the aim of ,etting
forth in a succinct way his admirable character and laudable accom
1)lishments. A problem of this type appeals to children and has value
in it.
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'J'hl' hu morous storie» o.f Lincoln should ?ot be neg_lected . There
i- "reat need for high standards of humor, Jokes and Jests wilh boys
· "i · l" El'crr. one should be able to tell .a goou story well. . The
an< g1r •.
. ·
Lincoln ·s life presents good material for such teaching.
)Jumo1 10
. .
.
.
.\ "Ludy and memorizrng of quotat10ns may be begun early lll the
f· 11 . in fad, .uC'h s tudy should be pursued throughout the whole
rour,e. If this is done many pupils will be able to gi,·e on
February f wel rth their C"hoice f1:om among Lincoln\•. saying" with
rea,on~ for Owir Felerlions and ,r1th statements rcspecl111g lhc $Ource
of tlwir aumirntion. E,·er~· pupil should ha,e a "tock of Lincoln
,a,ing, a t hi,; c·ornma n,1. The,c selected lhoughb ,hould be a part
or· thr thinking of hoy.- 1111d girl.~.
Ht•:11lin!!~ for the week prerec1 ing the holiday oh~errnnc-e can be
nw,le from ti I' following hrief publications:

.:\JI);,!

"Lincoln Centenary Ocie," Per cy MacKaye
"Commemorative Ocie," James R ussell Lowell
"Abraham Lincoln," Carl Schurz
"Abraham Lincoln," George Bancroft
"The Perfect' T ribute," Mary Shipman Andrews

The , eledion,; should be read in their entirety. in most cases by
the trad1er to the clas~. If there i,: a pupil who is a ,·cry goorl reader,
~u<'h n pupil 111ny Llo it effectively. 'Each ~chool libr111·,v ought lo have
a good , eledion of Linc-olnia from II hich the pupils t"ould draw books
for out,.ide r<'a<li ng. Books sut'l1 as these .,hould be read by the class
, 11pplemental to the study of the Civil W11r period .
. \ good tcM·hcr is able fo read well " O Captain, ~l,v Captain," and
,he read,- it often to her pupil;:. Ultimately the children wiil get the
' ) irit of the poem and rnme will be able to read it well or give it
from memory. 'I'he Yarious poems herein mentioned are worthy of
~imilnr treatrnrnt.
.\, the Gctty,-burg- ::;pce~·h is ~tu<lied. o should the Cidl War songs
he ,tndiccl. T he " Battlr Hymn of the Republic.. ~hould be sung witl,
all lh<' f pe] in1r which ils meaning iR capablr of conYcying. .\s much
,-houhl he dmH' with "Tenting on the Old Camp Ground." The alJu,-ion here is rpn· impres~i,·e. 'rhe sentiment is the ~OD<Y the tune
i, a mode of rxp1.'ession.
""
E,wh , ~hool in the ,:late should have a picture of Lincoln. It
,houl<l he hun~ h_,· the pupils wl1ere it can he seen ln the rnungest as
11·c•ll ns t he olclC'sl.
A ehi lrl does ll'Cll in havi ng a definite acquaintance
with the ru,.rirctl, kindly fa ce of L ineoln. ,\ look at !hi~ picture ~houlcl
giie rcneweil <•m pha, i~ to his sbrndards of living an,1 the grent prrn-
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ciples l\'hich he established. Not long since a teacher said to me,
"When I have a case of discipline where the pupil bas difficulty in
getting the right point of view I often say to the boy, especially if
he be of the upper grades, 'Go out into the hall and look for a few
minutes at the fatherly face of the great Lincoln and then come back
to me and tell roe what you think he would say in this case.'" Such
procedure is extremely effective, particularly when the pupil is acquainted with Lincoln's sayings and the great principles for which
he stood. Marshall's "Lincoln" is a fine portrait for schools.
The decoration of the classroom will present demands for drawing
and handwork activities such as picture frames, draperies, red, white
and blue chains, and flag decorations. Much can be done in the
making of posters with :water colors and crayons, in the artistic ornamentation of- Lincoln· picture mounts on drawing paper, and in the
lettering and decoration of Lincoln acrostics. The use of Lincoln
picture cutouts; the drawing or painting of flags, the state seal and
shields, the American eagle; perspective drawings of t he log cabin,
the White House and the Capitol are suggested activities. Postage
stamps containing Lincoln's picture may be used in connection with
handwor~ and drawing activities. Booklets for acrostics, anecdotes,
quotations, brief biography or history incidents, with appropriate cover
·design, initial letters and simple ·illustrations will afford attractive
and profitable projects.
Many other ways and means of presenting the life o-f Lincoln will
suggest themselves to the active, thinking teacher. The whole object
is to help boys and girls to know Lincoln as he lived, to make his lifo
function in making their lives better and more wort~ while through
his great thoughts, high ideals and indefatigable spirit of work.
The following programs, selections, suggestions and bibliography are
intended to make available some selected material which in many
cases may not be accessible.
ASSEMBLY PROGRAM
,Organization of school for exercises

1. School or chestra
2. Two color bearer s at each entrance to auditorium
3. One color bearer with honorary guard of two at each side of
platform
4. Color bearer for flag salute-cen ter of platform
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Salute flag draped over Lincoln portrait
song, "America"
Story of Lincoln's life told by pupil*
Reading "Gettysburg Address" by teacher
Solo "When The _Boys Come Home"
Reading Civil War letter
Solo, "Star Spangled Banner," school joining in chorus
Talk by Civil War veteran
Chorus sung by school, "Keep the Home Fires Burning"
Salute
Formal dismisEal in keeping with assembly

GE~ERAL PROGRA}I FOR CLASSROO}[
Place JD front of the room the picture of Lincoln veiled with th~
American Flag
Un veil picture
Pupils Etand in saluting posture ten seconds
Quote in concert, verse from Ida Vose Woodbury's "Lincoln's Birthday"
song, "Battle Hymn of the Republic"
Brief story of life of Lincoln (compare autobiography). (Told by an
older pupil-not longer than five minutes)
At least three incidents from Lincoln's life given by intermediate
pupils
Damage to borrowed book
Returning of right change
Lincoln and the pig
Long walk to school
Wood chopping for log house
Lincoln and his sums
Illustrate on sand table Lincoln's log house and the clearing of forest
land
Recitation, "Gettysburg Speech"
"O Captain, My Captain" read by teacher·
· Song, "My Country 'Tis of Thee"
Salute flag and give pledge: "I pledge allegiance to my flag, and to
the republic for which it stands; one nation, indivisible, with
liberty and justice for all"
•Jt would be well to have seYera l puplls take pal't In this. each pl'eseut!ng a
J){'riod In Lincoln's lite.
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I~'l,ERMEDIA'rE GRADE PROGRAM
Reading of acrostics, using letters of Li ncoln's name
Malm Lincoln bool,lets
Conversational lesson in which each child contributes wh at be knowa
or was able to find about Lincoln, the teacher add ing interesting
items
Lincoln's Gettysburg Speech recited by one child
Civil War newspaper articles read
Patriotic songs chosen by children sung
Pledge-"! pledge allegiance to my flag, and to the republic for which
it stands; one nation, indivisible, with liberty and justice
for all"

PRLY[ARY PROGRAM
Picture of Lincoln in front of room
Sal ute and pledge
Song, "America"
Stories about Li ncoln selected and read by children from books
brought from home or library
Recitation, "A Prayer fo r our Soldiers and Sailors," by Orlola
Johnson
Marching and military exercises wi th flags
Lincoln's early boyhood told by pupil. A few
\'!ritten by pupils. Request that each child take h is com position
home and read it to his parents
Song

KINDERGARTEN OBSERVANCE
l. :.llorning Circle

Singing
'l'one plays about flag, etc.
Hail to the flag (Gaynor)

2. Morning ta.U, about Lincoln

Get from the children what they know about Lincol n.
until they know something of his life, laying emph asis on bis
kindness, obedience, thoughtfulness, bravery. Hint as to bow
these much admired qualities may be used by little children

3, Tabl e Work
Gift period
Make soldier hats from squares of newspaper .
log house

Build Lincoln
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4• Games "Soldier Boy, where are you going?"
(a )
Parade for Lincoln's Birthday
( b)
Chl)ice by children of best kindergarten soldiers to carry
the flags in parade; use drum

;;. '!'able Wor!,
occupation period
)fake crayoneinc frame around picture of Lincoln
TakP picture home
G. Sing •·America," at )east one verse

GETTYSBURG SPEECH
Four score and seven years ago our fathers brought forth on this continent a new nation, conceived in liberty, and dedicated to the proposition
that all men are created equal. Now we are engaged in a great civil war.
testing whether that nation, or any nation so conceived and so dedicated.
can tong endure. We are met on \I, gr eat battle-field of that war. We
haYe come to dedicate a portion of it as the final resting-place of those
who here gave their lives that that nation might Jive. It is altogether
fitting and proper that we should do this.
Dul in a larger s':lnse, we cannot dedicate-we cannot consecrate-we
cannot hallow-this ground. The brave men, living and dead, who
struggled here, have consecrated it far above our poor power to add or
detract. The world will little no te nor long remember what we say here.
but it can never forget what they did here. It is for us, the living, rather,
to be dedicated here to the unfinished work which they who fought here
have thus far so nobly advanced. It is rather for us to be here dedicated
to the great task remaining before us- that from these honored dead we
take mc1·eased deYotion to that cause for which they gave the last full
measure of devotion ; that we here highly resolve that these dead shall
not have died in vain; that this nation, under God, shall have a new
birth of freedom; and that the government of the people, by the people.
for the people, shall not perish from the earth.
Abraham Lincoln

SECOND I~AUGURAL ADDRESS
[Lincoln's ideas respecting t]le injustice of the principles of slavery
and the honesty of purpose in waging the Civil War are set forth in th<l
Second Inaugural Speech. This passage is probably the most beautiful.
the most chaste, the most profound, the grandest; ever uttered by an
American.]
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Fellow-countrymen : At this second appearing to take the oath of
presidential office, there is less occasion for an extended address
ther•e was at the first. Then a statement somewhat in detail, of :i cou
to be pursued, seemed fitting and proper . Now, at the expiration of t
years, duri!lg which public declarations have been constantly called to
on every point and phase of the great contest which still a bsor b<i the
tention and engrosses the energies of the nation, little that is new
be presented.
The progress of our arms, upon w!'lich all else chiefly depends, ta
well known to the public as to myself; and it is, I trust, r easonably
isfactory a nd encouraging to all. With high hope for the future, no
diction in regard to it is ventur ed.
On the occasion corresponding to this, four years ago, a ll thoughts w
anxiously directed to an impending civil war. All dreaded it; all so
to avert it. While the inaugural address was being deliver ed from
place, devoted altogether to saving the Union withou t war, insur
agents were in the city seeking to destroy it without war-seeking to
solve the Union, and divide effects, by negotiation.
Both parties deprecated war; but one of them would mak e war ra
than let the nation survive, and the other would accept war rather
let i t perish. And the war came.
The prayer of both could not be auswered- those of neither have
answered fully. The Almighty h as His own purposes. " Woe unto
world because of offenses! for it must needs be that offenses come;
woe to that man by whom the offense cometh."
If we shall supporn that American slavery is one of those otre
which, in the providence of God, must needs come, but which, ha
continued through His appointed time, He now wills to r emove. and
He gives to North and South th is terrible war as the woe due to t:
by whom the offense came, shall we discern therein any departure
those divine attributes which the believers in a ·Jiving God always a
to Him"?
Fondly do we hope, fervently do we pray, that this mighty scourge
war may soon pass away.
Yet, if God wills that it continue until all the wealth piled by
bondsrium's two hundred and fifty years of unrequited toil shall be
and until .every drop of blood drawn by the lash shall be paid by an
drawn with the sword, as was said three thousand year s ago, so s
must be said, "ThP, judgments of the Lord are true a nd righteous
gether."
With ma:ice toward none. with charity for all, with firmness In
right, as God gives us to see the right, let us strive on to finish the
we are in; to bind up the nation's wounds; to care for h im who
have borne the battle, and for bis widow and for his orphan; to do
which may achieve and cherish a just and lasting peace among oursel
and with all nations.
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_\.BRAHAM LINCOLN'S AUTOBIOGRAPHY
The following autobiography was ~ritten by _Mr_- Lincoln's own
. d at the request J. W. Fell, of Spnngfield, Illmo1s, December 20,
h;~9 In the note which accompanied it the writer says: "Herewith
!_ ;; l.ittle oketeh, as you requested. TbP.re is not much of it, for the
I> a,
' not rnuch of me."
rea;:on. I suppose, that there 1s
was born February 12, 1809, in Hardin County, Kentucky. My
1
parents were both born in Virginia, of undistinguished families-second
families, perhaps I should say. My mother, who died in my tenth year,
was ot a farnilY of the name of Hanl,s, some of whom now reside in
Adams County, and others in Mason County, Illinois. My pate rnal grandfather, Abraham Lincoln, emigrated from Rockingham County, Virginia,
to Kentucky, about 1781 or 1782, where, a year or two later, he was killed
bY Indians. not in battle, but by stealth, when he was laboring to open a
farm in the forest. His an_cestors, who were Quakers, went to Virginia
from Berks County, Pennsylvania. An effort to identi.fy them with the
New England family of the same name ended in nothing more definite
than a similarity of Christian names in both families, such as Enoch,
Levi, Mordecai, Solomon, Abraham, and the like.
My father, at the death of his father, was but six years of age, and grew
up literally without any education. He removed from Kentucky to what
Is now Spencer County, Indi ana, in my eighth year. We reached our new
home about the time. the state came into the Union. It was a wild region,
with man y bears and other wild animals still in the woods. There I
grew up. There were some schools, so called, but no qualification was
ever required of a teacher beyond readin', writin' and cipherin' to the
rule of three. If a straggler, supposed to understand Latin, happened to
sojourn in the neighborhood, he was looked upon as a. wizard. There was
absolutely nothing to excite ambition for education. Of course, when I
came of age I did not know much. Still, somehow, I could read, write,
and cipher to the rule of three, but that was all. I have not been to
school since. The little advan ce I now have upon this store of education
I have picked up from time to time under tbe pressure of necessity.
I was raised to farm work, at which I continued till I was twenty-two.
At twenty-one I came to Illinois, and passed the first year in Macon
County. Then I got to New Salem, at that time in Sangamon, now
Menard County, where I remained a year as a sort of clerk in a store.
Then came the Black Hawk War, and I was elected a captain of volunteers-a success which gave me more pleasure than any I have had since.
I went into the campaign, was elected, ran for the Legislature the same
year (1832), and was beaten-the only time I have ever been beaten by
the people. The next and three succeeding biennial elections I was
elected to the Legislature. I was not a candidate afterward. During t h e
legislative period I had studied law, and removed to Springfield to prac-
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tice it. In 1846 I was elected t o the Lower House of Congress.
a candidate for r eelection. From 1849 to 1854, both inclusi ve, practt
law more assiduously than ever b~fore. Always a Whig in politics
generally on the Whig electoral ticket, making active canvasses.
losing interest in politics when the repeal of the Mi ssour i Compro
aroused me again. What I have done Ei nce then is pretty well know
If any personal description of me is though t desir able, it may be
I a m in height six feet four inches, nearly; lean in flesh, weighing, on
average, one hundred and eighty pounds; dark complexion, with c
black hair and gray eyes-no other marks or brands recollect ed.

i

THE BIXBY LETTER
Executive Mansion, Washington,
Dear Madam:
I have been shown in the files of the War Department a statement
the Adjutant-General o.f Massachu:;etts, that you a r e the mother ot
sons who have d ied gloriously on the field of battle. I feel h ow weak
fruitless must be any words of mi ne whi ch sh ould attempt t o beguile
fr om th~ grief of a loss so overwh elming. But I cann ot refrain fr om
der ing to you the consolation that may be found in the thanks of the
public they have died to save. I pray that our Heavenly Father may
suage the anguish of your bereavement, and leave you only t he chert
m emory of the loved and lost, and the solemn pride that m ust be you
h ave laid so costly a sacrifice upon the altar of freedom .
Yours, very sincerely and respectfully
To Mrs. Bixby
Boston, Massachusetts

SAYIXGS FRO:.\I L I XCOLN'S SPEECHE~
Let us have faith that ri ght makes mi ght; and in t hat faith let u~
the end, dare to do our duty as we understan d it.
I i ntend no mod ification of my of t-expressed wi sh that all men e-r
where should be free. '
A house divided against itself cannot stand. I believe t his governm
cannot endure permanently half slave and half free.
T take the official oath today with no mental resenation ard with
purpose to construe the constitution by any hypercrit ical ruleE.
You can have no oath r egi stered in heaven to destroy the go\·ernm
while I shall have the most solemn one to "preserve. protect and
fend" it.
The mystic chords of memory stretching from ever y batt lefield
patri"ot grave to every living heart and hearthstone all over this b
land, will yet swell the chorus of Union, when agai n touch ed, as s
they will be, by the better angels of our nature.
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iving freedom to the slaves we assure freedom to the free-honorIn gl'k in what we give and what we pr eser ve.
able a I e
.
horses in the mi ddle of tbe stream.
oo not Swap
.
fool part of the people all of the time, and all of the people
v ou can
f the ume; but you cannot fool all of the people all of the time.
doo not think much of a man who is not wiser today than be was

pa;t

vest erdaY·
.
.
. .
· Tbe leading rule for the man of every callrng 1s diligence; never p ut
ntil tomorrow what you can do today.
off! : ever Jet an idea escape, but write it on a piece of paper and put it in
a drawer. In this way I sometimes save my best thoughts on a subject.
w ealth is a superfluity of what we do not need.
c ome what will, I will keep fai th with friend and foe.
Faith in God is indispensable to successful statesman ship.
God bless my mother; all I am or hope to be I owe to her.
1 will study and get ready and maybe my ch ance will come.
Be sure you put your feet i n the right place and then stand firm.
And having thus chosen our course, wi thout guile and with pure pm·pose. let us renew our trust in God, and go for wa r d without fear a n d
with manly hearts.
Nothing valuable can be lost by taki ng time.
f t is all in that one word-thorough.
Let us strive on to finish the work we are in.
When you can't remove an obstacle plow ar ound it.
The way for a young man to rise is to improve every way be can, never
suspecting that anybody wishes to hinder bim.
To add brightness to the sun or glor y to t be name of Washington is
alike impossible. Let none attempt it. In solemn awe pr onounce the
name and in its naked deathless Eplendor leave i t shining on.

0 CAPT.:-\.IN ! :HY CAP1'AIX !
0 Captain! my Captain! our fearful trip i s done;
The ship has weather'd every rack, the p rize we sought is won;
T he

port is near, the bells I hear, the people a ll exulting,

While follow eyes the steady keel, the vessel grim a nd dari ng.
But O heart! heart! -hear t!

0 the bleeding dr ops of r ed,
Where on the deck my Captain lies,
Fallen cold and dead.

0 Captain! my Captain! rise up and bear the bells;
Rise up-for you the flag is flung-for you the bugle trills;
For YOU bouquets and ribbon'd wreaths-for you the shores a-crowding;
For You they call, the swaying mass, their eager faces turning.
·
Here, Captain! dear father!
This arm beneath your head!
Jt is some dream t h at o_n the deck,
You've fallen cold and dead.
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My Captain does not answer; his lips are pale and still:

My father does not feel my arm; he has no pulse nor will.
The ship is anchor'd safe and sound, its voyag~ closed and done;
From fearful trip the victor ship comes in with object won.
Exult, 0 shores, and ring, 0 bells!
But I with mournful tread,
Walk the deck my Captain lies,
Fallen cold and dead.

THE U:KFIXISHED WORK
The crow:i was gone, and to the side
Of Borglum's Lincoln, deep in awe,
I crept. It seemed a mighty lide
Within those aching eyes I saw.
"Great heart," I said, "why grieve alway?
The battle's ended, and the shout
Shall ring forever and a day. Why sorrow yet, or darkly doubt?"
"Freedom," I plead, "so nobly won
For all mankind, and equal right,
Shall with the ages travel on
Till time shall cease, and day be night."
No answer-then; but up the slope
With broken gait, and hands in clench,
A toiler came, bereft of hope,
And sank beside him on the bench.

Joseph Fulford Ji'o

ACROSTIC
(Written by a fifth grade child)
L
I
N
C
O
L
N

is for Lincoln, braYe and true
is for the Iron nerve which helped him through
is for Nation whose tongue sings his praise
is for Colors on his birthday we raise
is for Oration or speech he gave
is for Liberty given the slave
is his Name which ever we'll save

STATUE OF LINCOLN BY GU TZON BORGLUM

In front of Court House, Newark
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THE BOY TlL\'L' IIt;XOERED FOR KXOWLEDGE
Tn his eagerness to acqui re knowl@rl~e. youn g Lincoln had borrow
Mr. Crawford, a :!eighboring farm-er, a copy of Weems' Life or w
ton-the only one known to be in existence in that section of the
Before he had finished reading the book, i t had been left, by a not
natural oversight, in a window. Meantime, a rain storm came on, anct
book was so thoroughly· wet ns to makP it nearly worthless. This m
caused him much pain; but l:e went. In all honesty, to Mr. Crawford
the ruined book. explai ned the calamity that bad happened througll
neglect, and offered, not having sufficient money, to "work out" the
of the book.
"Well, Abe," said Mr. Crawfor d,. aftcr due
won't be bard on you. Just come over ancl
clays, ancl we will call our accounts even."
The offer was readily accepted. and the engagement literally ru
As a boy, no less than since, Abraham Lincoln hacl an honora ble
scientiousncss. integrity. industry, and au ardent lovE' of know ledge.

Lincoln could not rest for an Instant under the consciousness
had, ev-en unwittingly, defrauded anybody. On one occasion, v.•hlle
Ing in Ofl'utt's stor e, at New Salem, Illinois, be sold a woman a little
goods, amounting in value by the reckoning, to two dollars six a nd &
ter cents. H e r eceived the money, and tbe woman went away. On ad
the items of the bill again, to make sure of its correctness, h e found
he had taken Elx and a quarter cents too much. rt was night a nd cl
ard locking the store. he started out on foot. a distance or two or
miles, for the hom,a of bis defrauded C'ustomer, and, de:i,,ering over
tbe sum whose posseEsion had so much troubled him, went h ome sa
On another occasion, Just as he was closing the store for the nl
woman entc rl'c!, and askPd for a half pound of tea. The tea was w
out :md paid for, al.id thE> 8tore wa~ left for the night. The next mo
Lincoln entered to begin the duties or the day, when be discovered a
ounce weight on the scales. H e saw at once that he had roach) a ml
a nd. shutti ng the store. he took a long walk before breakfast to delive
remainder of the tea. Thc~e a r e very humble incidents. but they Ill
tlie man's perfect conscientiousness-his sensitive honesty-better
than th<'Y would if they werl.l of greater moment.

YOrXG LIXCOLX'S Kf\'DXE8, OF RE.\BT
An instance of young Lincoln's practical humanity at an early pert
h is life Is J'ecorded, as follows:
One evening. while returning from a "raising" in his wide nelghbo
with a number of companions, he discovered a straying horse, with
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•"die upon him. The horse was recognized as belonging to a man
ctistomed to excess in drink, and it was suspected at once that
hO was ac
w
. ,·as not far off. A short search only was necessary· to confirm
the ow11e1 '•
icions of the young men.
the SUSP • drunkard was found in a p".lrfectly helpless condition, upon the
TLC pool
ill • grotInd • Ab raham's companions urged the cowardly policy of leavch ~im to his fate, but young Lincoln would not hear to the proposition.
fpg
equest the miserablP. sot was lifted to his shoulders. and he actuAt his r
' '
·ed him eighty rods to the nearest house. Sending worn to his
allY carrl
.
.
.
that he should not be back that mght. with the reason for his abfalher ,. a•te nded and nursed the man until the morning, and had the
sence 1k '
.
.
eJie,,;ng that he had saved his life.
pfeasure Of b
·
I
and bl

.\ BIT OF UL\IOR FROi\I THE RG, Y LIFE OF LDWOLN
Two persons who had been arguing with each other how Jong a man's
legs should be in proportion to his body, stepped into Lincoln's office and
asked bim to settle the dispute.
To them he replied: "After much thought and consideration, not to
mention mental worry and anxiety, it is my opinion, all side issues being
swept aside. that a man's lower limbs, in order to preserve harmony of
proportion, ~hould be at least long enough to reach from his body to the
ground.''

HOW LIXC'OLX AKD JUDGE B . . . . . . SWAPPED HORSES
When Abraham Lincoln was a lawyer in I llinois, be and a certain judge
onro got to bantering each other about trad ing horses, and it wa;, agreed
that the next morning at nine o'clock they should make a trade, the horses
to be um;eeu up to that hour, and no backing out, under a forfeiture of $25.
At the hour appointed the Judge came up, leading the sorriest-looking
specimen of a horse ever seen in those parts. In a few minutes Mr. Lincoln was seen approaching with a wooden s11,whorse upon his shoulders.
Great were the shouts and t he laughter of the crowd, and both were greatly
Increased when Mr. Lincoln, on surveying the.Judge's animal. set down hi s
sawhorse. and exclaimed : "Well, Judge, this is the fir~t time I ever got
thP wor~t of it in a horse i rade."

The iollo,ring paragraphs are quoted from a small pamphlet of

llr. .Judd Stewart of Plainfield, )rew J ersey, entitled "Suggestions for

a Text Book for Students of English." )[r. Stewart is a profound
student
of Linc·oln. and without doubt has the laracst
private collec•
0
hon of Linecolnia in the Dnited States.
It wa5 recently suggested to me by n. lieutenant in the navy, a graduate
of Annapolis. that in teaching English the writings and speeches of Lin•

coin would be a very propl'r text-book. This appeals to me most forcefully

bec~use all school children know who Lincoln was, know something of his

Gettysburg Address, know him as the Emancipator of the Slaves and prob-
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ably a majority of them .admire h im. Therefor e, it seem s to me
text-book based upon, or rather made up from Lincoln's speech
letters would be of g reat interest to the majority of children
having such a text-book they would learn histor y and good e~p
English at the same time and in a most interesting way.
The suggested text-book would consist of: The Hquse Divided A
Itself Speech, in 1858; The First Debate with Douglas Speech in
The Cooper Institute Speech, 1860; The First Inaugural, 1861; The
Message to Congress, 1861; The E mancipation Proclamation, 1863·
Gettysburg Address, 1863; Th e Letter to Mrs. Bixby, 1864; The
Inaugural, 1865.
Lincoln spent 49 years of h is life in preparation, six year s in t he
plishment of his work. The study of his life is commended and
mends itself to all thinking people.
Why should we not teach h is thoughts, h is m odes of speech , his
plicity of expression to those who -with t h ei r child ren a nd descendant&
ages will remember Abraham Lincoln, the E man cipa tor, the Martyr,
Greatest American?

s

Attention should be given to the great statue of Lincoln before
Court House in Newark, New J ersey. It presents our most ad ·
statesman seated on a bench absorbed in thought. 'l'he statue •
wonderful work of art. From every angle it is unique, beautiful,
a masterpiece. At all times of day passersby may see t he children
the city sitting in his arm, lovingly admiring the fatherly face.
his knees and on the bench they gather, children of all races, rejoi
in the freedom which he gave to mankind.
The statue was conceived and made by the Sculptor Gutzon Borg}
for Amos II. VanIIorn, the donor. It was presented to the Lin
Post on May 30, 1911, by Chancellor jylahlon P itney. Colonel
dore Roosevelt received it in behalf of the Post, and l iayor HuS3
made the speech of acceptance.
Pass on, thou that hast ove.rcome. Your sorrows, 0 people, are
peace. Your bells and bands and mufl!E,d drums sound t riumph in his
Wail and w~ep here; God made it echo joy and triumph there. Pass
Four YE''l.rs ago, O Illinois, we took from your m idst an u nt ried man,
from amo.._o- the people. We return him to you a mighty conqueror.
thi!!e any rn.Jre, but the Nation·s: not ours, but the world's. Give b
place, 0 ye prairies. In the midst of this great continent his dust
rest, a sacred treasure to myriads who shall pilgr im t o that shrine
ldndle anew their zeal and patriotism. Ye winds t bat move over
mi ghty places of the West , chant his requiem. Ye peop le, behold a m
whose blood as so m any articulate words, p leads for fidelity, for Jaw,
liber ty.
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\ VASH [NGT ON'S BIRTHDAY
February 22

It was almost unconsciously that men learned to cling to Wa
ton with a trust and faith sneh as few other men have won,
regar~ him with a. reverence which still hushes us in presence o
memory.

\VASHINGTON 'S BIRTHDAY
][L's!!) \\'. FOS'l' l•:R• SUl' l-:l!VlSl:N"O l' lll::SCII'.I L ,

soc·rn
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• ., i- the rrrca test month for the teaching of patrioti,,m. 1'be
·
"
.
.
. . 1 hcroc,, \Y<1shingto n and L111t:oln. whose buthdays we C'clena uon,i • n 1·~r1·nction to two o.£ its
· CtllY~.
'
'The time
·
f a11 s l1app1·1Y 111
·
brate. 1!1" 1 1'
•
•
•
·
:
. .
hen 1rn1ul, and tcac:her;; alike need mspuabon for a new
n\111,ear. 11
. .
.
.
.
:
I
1·
,
, taincd effort requHmg determrnatlon and y1gor.
p1•rI0l 0 , 11
It ha~ lil•cn ,l1own Yery dearly i.hat through iLs sch oob a nat ion
be tniincd in iclcahc which will gO\·ern national life and conduct.
;;~ther \\'a,hington nor LinC'oln. howc,·er, owed his heroic quality to
:dlool, : hut thry did ow~ it to the ,·cry same ideals for which our
hool- ,tand. Tuckrd. their greatest sen·ice i.o mankind i~ the fact
that they inearnatcd those ideals.
It i, not ,o ea~.\' to Yenerale abstract principles and to ;;ubmit one's
life ro them a, it is to imitate great pe rsonalities who::e deeds haYe
rmboclird tho,e ] rnwiple~.
Bet·an,c 11 r lo, e our national heroc,- and ,enerate them personally.
thl'r ,till lire ancl work through us. 'J'he pri nciples of democracy arc
e,.t~oli,llC'd eternall) in their deeds and in ours.
The c-hilcl wl10 write~ an appreciation of \\'ashington. or ret-ite~
from hi~ addres,e~, or renders a poem c:ommemornting him, or dramatize, ,omcthing from h is life, enter;; into his spirit, and in the child
\ra,font.rton li,·e, again.
The Dec·laration of Independence ,merts the lofty principle of
C'<tualit.r in liberty. All men arc created free. and equal in th e 1·ighl to
life. liberty and the pursuit of bappin~s. It is a declaration of
right~. not of dutic~. Eac:h 11er,on ha,- a right to hi.s life. his liberty.
thr pur~uit of his happiness. The deeds of Wa~l1 ington embodied not
only rhc"'-' principle~. but emphasized the duty of scrric·c. In our
time our rnuntry ha,- fully ju,,tified a new statement of po-Jitical faith,
whieh \\'a,hi ngton 1i,·ecl. .\ 11 men a rc born equal in the right to
opportunity~,1C'h to make the best of himself-~o t hat he mav render
the I e, t ,t•rrice.
•
• ,.

}-t'ur ll,11 .

Think not of the reward ! On the whole, serdce is requite<l accord_ing lo ib worth. Too rnn1w want to do ·what they can 't do, ancl
wont clo what they can do '. It may he pride. or it may be looking for
(91)
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an undeoen-ed reward. 'l'he school should train for sen ·iee, and
self-respect in doing the best that one can in the thing for w •
is best fitted. Washington sought no reward; but be comman
undying veneration, not only of .his countrymen, but of all ma
peaking of the retirement of Washington. at a time when
spirit against. the policy of the great founder and preserver of
Republic was calculated to arouse bitterness in a less noble
Knight, in his "History of England," says: "Had his nature
different, bad his ambition been less under the control of his ·
he might have b1ken up his sword and, sweeping away his enemy,
raised himself to supreme power upon the ruins of hi:. co
liberty. He retired to his estate at Mount Vernon to pass the
of his day~ as a private citizen.
Washington's :;che
glory was realized. H e had been a ruler of free men, ruling bj
power of law. He laid down his authority when he had done
work to which he was called, most happy in this, that ambitio
a selfish order could never be justified by his example."
Washington's point of view as a ruler of men was unique at
period in the world's histor y.
We need to teach from the life of Washington that same res
English ideals of government which he maintained and def
e,·en by re,olting again t the English king. Too many of our
have grown up in hatred of England, through the story of the
olution and the War of 1812, and the unfortunate attitude of
tocratic England in our Civil War.
How does England, the heart and brain of England. regard us ?
we know that she sympathizes with our ideals and her heart has
with us all the time, shall we not feel safe with her, and fin4
Englishmen brothers with whom we ·may WQrk for the good of
world?
English hi:;torians have an appreciation o( Washington which
cannot surpASs. Writing English history for the instruction of
lish boys and girls. and men and women, the,v justify our Revolu
and laud our national hero as a world hero. Xo American o
has eyer magnified Washington in more laudatory termi- than a
be found in Green's "History of England." Green says : "Washin
more than any of his fellow colonists represented the clin~ing
the Yirginia land owner to the )fother Country, and hi" accep
of the command proYed that even the most moderate of them had
hope now save in a.rms."

STUART'S WASHINGTON
Copyr i ght by Underwood & Underwood, N. Y.
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For the future we shall need a better understanding 01 our E
brothers. This cannot better be attained than by knowing well
our ideals are held in the same regard b~' them as by ourselves.
There was one man who was the chief instrument in the ha
Pro,·idence for conducting the war, by his energ_v, prudence, ancl
stane:y, to that triumphant assertion of Independence which has
up the great X orlh American republic. To Washington the h'
naturally turns, as to the grandest object of contemplation, wh
laid aside his Yictorious ~word-that sword which, with those b
worn in his earlier career, he bequeathed to his nephews with
characteristic of his nobleness : "These swords are accompanied,.
an injunction not to un;.heathe them for the purpose of s-hedding
except it be for self-defence, or in defence of their C'ountrv
rights, and in the latter c-a,e to keep them unsheathed, a~d
falling with them in their hands to the relinquishment thereof.
The rrni!ed Colonies in America had such a man as \Yasb'
to control lhe destinies of our country in the making. The new
had such a man for a leader during the earl_r year,, of tria
promise. The nation today has the records, accomplishmen
deeds of the national hero, Washington, to ever honor, ,·enera
imitate. The school children of the great state of Rew ,Tersey s
be happy to learn from the life of this great man le~rnns of
respect for Ja,r and order. truthfulness and patriotism.
QeOTATIONS

.

:\ccording to Gaptain irercer, the following describes
"he~ he tcck hi'> seat in the House of Burgesses in 1759:
"He is as straight as an Indian, measuring six feet two inches
stockings, and weighing one hundred and seventy-five pounds. Hla
is well shaped, though not large, and is gracefully poised on a
neck, with a large, and straight rather than prominent nose; blu
penetrating eyes, which ar e widely separated and overhung by
brows. A. pleasing, benevolent. though commanding countenance,
brown hair, features reg~1lar and placid, with all the muscles und
trol, with a large mouth. generally firmly closed."
Houdon's bust accords with this description.
To the man or all men for whom his manly heart felt most tend
to Lafayette. it is that be wrote the beautiful l etter of F'ebruary 1,
unaware that his rest was only temporary, and that be was to b
the first President of the country he had given life to:
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.. Jeugtb, my dear marquis, l am become a private citizen on th'?
At f tbe Potomac, and under the shadow of my own vine and my own
O
ban k s free Crom the bustle of a ~amp and the busy scenes of public life,
flit·:ese~Jacing myself with those tranquil enjoyments of which the soldier
I ai . ver in pursuit of fame, t~ statesman whos:e watchful days and
"·ho
. dev1s1ng
. .
· 1s e ni""bLs are spent 10
scb emes to promote the welfare of
sJeepJ~ss pe;baps the ruin of other countries, as if the globe was insuffibiS 0 \\ n,
.
.
for us all . . . can have very llttle conception. I have not
c1en_t retired fr om all public employments, but I. am retiring within myonl> and shall be able Lo view the solitary walk of private life with heartself, sat isfaction. E nvious of none, I am determined t o be pleased with
and this, my dear friend, being the or der for ruy march, I will move
al 'u , down the stream of life until I sleep with my fathers."

te:~

gen )

J . J . Jusserand

.\ mom; these men whose union in purpose and action mad e the str ength

aud stability of the r epubiic, Washington was fil'St, not only in the larger,ess of his n~ture, the loftiness of b is desires, and the vigor of bis will,

but also in that representative quality which makes a m an ablfl to stand
as the t rue hero of a great people. He had an instinctive. power to divine,
amid the confusions of rival interests and the cr ies of factional strife, the
uew aims and hopes, the vital needs and aspirations, which were the
common inspiration of the people's cause and the cr eative forces of the
American nation. The power to understand this, the faith to believe in
it, and the unsellish courage to.live for it, was the central factor of Washington's life, the heart and fountain of h is splendid Americanis m.
Henry van Dyke

"How did George Washington look?" ask ed Nell;
"What was he lik e? W on't you please to tell ?"
Thus I answered: "A courtly man,
\Vearing his honors as heroes can.
Erect and tall, with hi,; six feet two;
Knee-br eeches, buckles, frills and queue;
Powder ed brown hair ; blue eyes, far apart;
Strong-limbed and fearless, with gen tle hear t;
Gracious in wanner towa r d ever y oneSuch, my Nellie, was -''asbington.''
Washington one day came across a small band of soldiers working very
hard at raising some military works, under command of a pompous little
officer. who was issuing llis orders in a peremptory style indeed.
Washington, seeing the very arduous task of the men, dismounted from
his hor se, lent a helping hand, perspiring freely, till the weight at which
they were working was raised.
Then, turning to tbe officer, he inquired why he, too, had not helped,
and r eceived the iDllignaut reply: "Don't you kuow I'm the corporal?"
"Ah, wen:· said Washington, "next time your men are raising so heav~•
a weight, send for your commander-in-chief.'• And he strode off, leaving
lbe corporal dumbfonnded.
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An America.n sailor landing in I<.::ngland shortly after the cl
the War of the Revolutio.n took a first-class seat in a stage
but was told to get out, as such seats W!:)re reserved for gentlemen.
a gentleman," said the sailor. "Who made. gentlemen out of fellow
8
you ?"
. ask ed the coach guard . "Georga Wash"mgt on," sa1"d the sailor;
lie kept his seat.
No nobler figure ever stood in the forefront of a nation's life.
ington was grave and courteous in address; his manners were
and unpretending, his sile.nce a.nd the serene calmness of his
spoke of a perfect self-mastery; hut there was little i.n h1s outer
to reveal the grandeur of soul which lifts his figure, with all the
majesty of an ancient statue, out of the smaller passions, the m
impulses of the world around him. What recommended him for 00
was simply his weight among his fellow landowners of Virginia, &lid
experience of war which he had gained by service in border contests
the French and the I.ndians, as well as i.n Braddock's luckless ex
against Fort Duquesne. It was only as the weary fight went on that
colonists learned little by little the greatness of their leader, his
judgment, his heroic endurance, his silence under difficulties, his
in the hour of danger or defeat, the patience with which he waited
quickness and hardness with which he struck, the lofty and ser ene '
of duty that .never swerved from i ts task through resentment or jea
that never through war or peace felt the touch of a meaner ambition,
knew no aim save that of guarding the freedom of his fellow coun
and .no personal longing save that of returning to h is own fireside
their freedom. was secured. It was almost unc:;onsciously that men I
to cling to Washington with a trust and faith such as few other men
won, and to regard him with a reverence which stili hushes us in pr
of his memory. Even America hardly recognized his real greatness
death set its seal on "the man first in war,'first in peace, and first In
hearts of his fellow countrymen."
Washington is the mightiest name oo earth, long since mightiest
the cause of civil liberty, still mightiest in moral reformation. On
.name a eulogy is expected. It cannot be. To add brightness to the
or glory to the name of Washington is alike impossible. Let none
tempt it. In solemn awe pronounce the name, and in its naked, d
less splendor leave it shining on.

WASH I NG TON'S BtRTf·l 11J\ Y

LIFE OF W.:-\ Slll XGT0\1"
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1

•orv of George Washington's life has been often told. but it is
The S• ·
.
.
.

h repeating. It was a:n active, bu~y life from h1s earliest days, t:e"0r\n as it did a way lntck In Colonial times when the country was wild
:Settled. \\'ash ington was born in ,vestmor e hnd County. Virginia,
an
~~-, There 1s no reliable r ecord or his early education, but it has
ID 1 ,.,~.
i,een supposed that the fi rs t school he ever attended was a little old field
l!<'hcol lrept by one of his father's te nant;;, named Hobby, who was both
eei:ton and schoolmaster. l~ven at this early age George was fond or
s;Javlcg at war. He used to divide his play mates Into parties and armies.
; of them was called the French ancl the othe r American. A b'g boy
00
uamed William Bustle comma~1ded the French, and ~orge commanded
thE' Am~ricans. Every day, with corns talks for muskets and gourds for
dnims. the two armies would turn out and march and fight.
George was not remarka ble as a scholar, but he had a liking for m'lthemat:cs. He was of a more serious turn of mind than most boys ot his
ai:e. His J:ist t,, o yea rs at school were devot ed to engineering, ge:>mt-try,
trigor:ometry, a nd &uneying, nnd at sixteen ye1r;; o r age he was appointed
• publ:c sun·eyor. His new e mployment brought him a handsome salary.
ar.d well it might ; tor it t ook h im into the perils and hardships of the
,vllderne~s. often meeting s~vage chieftains, or fording swollen stre1.ms,
climbing rugged mountains, breasting furious storms, wading through
,nowdrifts. sleep·ng in the open air , and li\•ing upon the coarse food of
hunters nnd of I ndians. But e ve rywh er e he gained the admiration of the
baekwoodsruen and the Indians by h is manly bearing and bis wond ~r[ul
E'Odurance.
In the year 1751 the frontiers of the colony of Virginh were const:rn tly
being attacked by t he French and the lndians, so It was decided to divide
tbe colony into military districts under a major; and when he was but
nineteen, George \\ ashington received one of these appointments. Two
years later he was sent to the French, ,, ho were becoming threatan ing,
to find out their intentions and to warn them against invading Virgi11hn
territ:;ry. This important miss·on made it n ecessary for him to journey
1h: hundred miles th rough the wilderness; but be carried out his lnetructloos 1mccessfully, and traveled the whole distance withou t an
eacort. . . .
In 1755 George Washington served under the Dritish officer. Genera.I
Braddock, showing great bravery under lire at the b1ttle of l\lonong;1.hela,
agaln~t the French and Indians, ,\ h ic.h would probably not have been lost
If the general ha.d taken Washlngton's advice.
In 1n9 Washingtc n married a widow named :\fartha Custis, witi1 two
children, John an d :\lartha Parke Custis. He was a great fa\'Orite with
the two Youngsters , and used to order toy:-;, dol!s, and gingerbreads fc,r

gin;

C 'Reprint•~ 1_:,v perml•sic n from "ThP Book <
,r IT oli 'nys," hy J. W. ~l cSpndd<•n.
opyrli;ht 1.11, J,y Thoruus Y. C'ro" <II Compnnr.
7
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t hem from London. !\Irs . Custis had a large estate and so had
iugton, and the m:lnagement cf them tcok up all of his t '. me.
\.Yhen foe disputes between England and the American colonies
at the:i: height, in 1774, he became a member of the F irst Cont1n
Congress, and the follow ing year was chosen by that body Comm
lu-Chief of the Continental army. For this position his training and
surveying experiences had thoroughly fitted h im. He took commane
the troops at Cambridge, Massachusetts, on July 3, 1775; but It w
poor army that he found under him. It was i n want of a rms, ammunt
a nd general equipment. 11\'ashington, h owever, k ept it t ogether
patience and skill during the trying years of the Revolution. The
lasted six years and ended with the surr ender of the British comm
Cornwallis, at Yorktown, Virginia, in 1781. During all this time Wi
ington had had to contend with the greatest difficulties. The troops
poorly paid or equipped; ofteu there were disputes a mong the 0
and Congress did not know the army's needs; but the General al
kept the confidence of his men until v ictory was assured. .
I n 1783 \Vashington ba de farewell to his army, and for the next
years lirnd the simple life of a co.nntry gentleman on his estate a t
Ver nen, attending to the affairs of h's homestead and property.
In 1789 he was again called frcm private life, to become first pres!
of the United States. Congress was sitting at New York, for which
he started, in April. He disliked fuss and ceremony, but the p
coulcl not be r estrained from showing their love and admiration.
progress through New J ersey was amid constant cheer.ing, ringing:
bells, and the booming of cannon. At Elizabethtown he embarked
splendid barge, followed by other barges and b oats, making a long
procession up the Bay of New York , the ships in the h arbor being cl
rated with colors, and firing salutes as it passed. The inaugu
took place en April 30, 1789, at the old City Hall, in Wall Street,
Street being crowded with thousan ds cf people as far as the eye
r each. In 1793, he was r e-elected for a second term of four years,
which he bade fa rewell to the people and r etired into pr ivate life.
t he 12th of December, 1799, he caught a severe cold in m:iking
round of bis plantations and died two days la ter, in his s ixty-eighth
In number of years he had not lived a long life, but how much
crowded into it!
Most of the portraits of Washington show him as a serious-loo
gentleman in a wig, and the earliest biographies of him would lead
to bel:eYe that he was always on his dignity. But our first preelcl
was, i n fact, a very genial man, with a hearty laugh, who enjoyed g
to the theater, was fond of fox-hunting and was a thorough sports
and, as he himself admitted, had a h ot temper. Towards young P
and children be was always very gracious and kind.
Like Lincoln, Washington was very athletic. Both of our two
presidents were tall men: Washington was six f eet two inches;
coln was six feet four. When he first visited the Natur a.I Bridge.
Virginia, Washington threw a stone to the top, a distance of about
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hundred fe et, a
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nd climbing the r ocks, carved his name far above all
'

othe r \ ~he. p~sitions which he was called upon to fill, in h is r emarkable
In a betber as host at his home, as sun-eyor. as genera l, or as presil!fe, wWashington showed the same d esire to give the best that was in
d~n\or his people, bis countr y, and for humanity at lar ge. He endear ed
b'.:self to the lowly and he gained the admiration of the gr eat. He
bl
ever influenced by mean motives, and those who were under him
hi.nl- Thus it was that among Americans he came to be r egarded
10'~•First in war, first in peace, first in the hear ts of his countr ymen; "
::d when his death became k~own on the other side of the Atl~n~ic
the armies of Napoleon Ill France, and the fleet of Great Britam,
11 '
oceaformer
enemy, did homage to his memory.
1
b ~asbingtou•s birthday was celebrated even during his lifetime, and
be bad the satisfaction of receiving the congratulations of bis fellow!Uzens many times upon the r eturn of this day, frequently being a
c uest at banquets given in honor of the occasion. In fact, after the
~evolution, ·washington's birthday practically took the place of the
birthday of the various crowned heads of Great Britian, which had always
been celebrated with enthusiasm during colonial times. When independence was established, a ll these r oyal birthdays were cast aside,
and the birthday of Washington naturally became one of the most
widely celebrated of American holidays.
Let us not forget what we owe to Washington, or make him merely
a name--an excuse for a holiday. Let us re member him as a real,
flesh and blood man---one of the gr eatest known to history.

wa:':

He gave us a .nation to make it immortal ;
He laid down for Freedom the sword that h e drew;
And bis faith leads u s on through the uplifting portal
Of the glflries of peace and our destinies new.

J. Wa/,ker Mcspadden

SELECTIOXS FR01I THE RULES OF CIVILITY
(Copied by Washington at the age of fourteen froni an old translation

of a Fren ch book of 1595. )

Show not yourself glad at the misfortune of another, though he were
your enemy.
When :,ou see a crime punished you may be inwardly pleased; but
always show pity to the suffering offender,
Superfluous compliments and all affectation of ceremony a r e to be
avoided; yet, where due, they are not to be neglected.
When a man does all he can, though it succeed not well, blame not
ltlm that did it.
Ee not hasty to believe flying reports to the disparagement of any.
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In your apparel !Je modest, and endeavor to accom1nodate N
rather than to procure admlratiou; keep to the fashion of Your eq
Associate yourself with men of good quality, if you esteem Your
reputation; for 'tis better to be a lone than in bad company.
Speak not injurious words neither in jest uor in earnest; 8
none, although they give occasion.
Gaze not at t he marks or blemishes of others, ana
came. What you may speak in secret to your fr iend,
others.
Nothing but harmony, honest industry, and frugality are ne
to make us a great people. First impressions are generally the
lasting. It is therefore absoluteJ~- necessary, if you mean to m
figure upon the stage, that you should take the first steps right.
There is a destiny which has the control of our actions not to
s isted by the strongest efforts of Human Nature.
Let your heut feel for the afflictions and distresses of everyone,
let your hand give in proportion to your purse; r emember:ng alwa
widow's mite, but that it is not everyone who asketh that d
charity; all, however, are worthy the
suffer.
I consider storms and victory under the' direction of a wise
deuce. who no doubt directs them for the best purposes, and to
round the greatest degree of happ:ness to the greatest number.
Happiness depends more upon the internal frame of a person's
than on the externals in the world.
To constitute a dispute therP. must be two parties. To unders
well, both parties and all the circumstances must be fully heard;
to accommodate differences, temper and mutual forbearance are req
Idleness is disreputable under any circumstances; prod active o
good, even when unaccompanied by vicious habits .
It is not uncommon in prospercus gales to forget that adverse
blow.
Flccnomy in all things is as commendable in the manager, as it Is
ficial and desirable to the employer.
It is unfortunate when men cannot or will not see danger at a
tance; or seeing it, are undetermined in the means which are nee
to avert or keep it afar off.
Every man who is in the vigor of life ought to serve his count
whatever line it requires, and he is fit ior.
Rise early, that by habit it may become fan:ilia.r , agreeable. h
and profitable. Tt may, for a while, be irksome to do this, but that
we:i.r off; and the practice wiil produce a rich harvest forever
after, whether in public ::ir in private walks of life.
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S AID BY "\YASJU~GTOX
To be prepared for war is one of the most effectual means of prervfng peace.
seThere is a rank due to the United States among nations which will
be withheld, it not absolutely lost, by the reputation of weakness.
be propitious smiles of Heaven can never be expected on a nation
disregards the eternal rules of order and right which Heaven itself

tb:t

bas ordained.

.
Tbe ,·erY idea of t he power and right of the people to establish government presupposes the duty of every individual to obey the e!:-tabIisbed government.
If there was the same propensity in manldnd for investigating the
mctl\·es, as there is £or censuring the conduct, of public characters, it
would be found that the censure so free ly bestowed is oftentimes unmerited and uncharitable.
Wbere is the man to be found who wishes to r emain indebted for
tbe defense ot bis own person and property to tlle exertions. th e bravery,
and the blood of oth ers, without making one generous effort to repay
the debt of honor and gratitude?
There is no truth mor e thoroughly established thalil that there exist'3
In the ecomony and course of nature an indissoluble union between
,·irtue and happiness, be tween duty und advantage, between the genuine
maxims of an honest and magnanimous policy and the s:>lid reward:; cf
public prosperity an d felicity.
•
Against t he insidio us wiles of foreign influence the jealousy of a
rree people ought to be constantly awake.
The name American must always exalt the just pride of Patriotism.
To the efficacy an d permanency of your union ti g0-.,ernment for the
whole is indispensable.
Every attempt to alie natE- any portion of our c::iuntry from the rest
should be indignantly frowned upon.
Let us impart all the blessings we possess, or ask for 01Jrselves, to the
whole family of mankind.
Let us erect a standard to whkh the wise and honest may repa·r.
'Tis substantially true that virtue or morality is a necessary spring
of popular government.
It is incumbent upon every person of every description to contribute
to bis country's welfar e.
It would be repugnant to the vital principles of our government virtually to exclude from public trusts, talents and v:rtue, unless accompanied by wealth.
Gi\·e such encouragements to our own navigation as wi!J render our
commerce less dependent on foreign bottoms.
I have never made a n appointment from a desire to s erve a friend or
relative.

Labor to keep alive in your breast that little spark of celestial fire,
conscience.

'
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\VASHIXGTO~'S FARE\YELL '1.1 0 .'rHE Alf\1Y
(Dated at Rocky Hill, near Princeton. New Jersey. 1\'oi:ember 2. 17,

It is ~miversally acknowledged, that the enlarged prospects of happ
opened by t.he confinnati<m of onr independence and sover eignty,
exceed the power of description. And shall not the brave men who
contributed so essentially to these inestimable acquisitions, retirt
torious from the field of war to the field of agricultur<:!, participate
tJ;e blessings which have been obt3.ined? In such a republic, wbo
exclude them from the rights of citi~ens and the fruits of their la
To those hardy soldiers who are actuated by t!1e spir it of adve11
the !lsheries will afford ample aud profitable employment; and t
tensive and fertile regions of the West will yield a m:,st happy
to those who, fond of domestic enjoyment, are .seeking personal lnde
ence.
Little is now wonting to enable the soldier to change the 111W
cl,aracter into thl t or a citizen but that steady and decent behavior
has distinguished not only the army under this imme:l:ate command;
the different deta~hments and separate armies through the course 0
war. To the various branches of the army the General takes thia
and solemn oppo1·tunity of professing h:s inviolable attachment and
ship. He ca~ only a.gain offer in their bellalf his recomme:idations to
grateful country and his prayers t:; the God of armies. 1\fay ample J
be d·one them h ere, and may favors, both here and hereafter, attend
who, under the llivine au:opices, lave secured innumerable blessin
others!
Wi01 these wishes and lh:s benediction the commander-in-chief Is
to retire from service. The curtain of separation will soon be drawn
1
the military sce1'.e to him will be closed forever !

WASHI~GTOX'S F ARE\YELL ADDRESS
( To the People of the Un'ited States-September 17, 1796)

F'riends and Fellow-Citizens:
The period for a new election of a citizen to administer the exec11
Government of the United States being not far distant, and the
actually arrived when your thoughts must be employed in desig
the person who is to be clothed with that important t rust it app
me proper, especially as i t may conduce to a more di stinct expre
of the public voice, that I should now apprise you of th e resolu
have formed, to decline being consider ed among the number of t
out of whom a choice is to be made.
In looking forward to the moment which is
tbe career of my publi<: life my feelings do not
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the deep acknowledgment of that debt cf gratitude which I owe
belornd country for the many honors it has conferred UJ)Cn Ille•
more for the steadfast confidence with which it ha:, supported
111
for the opportunities I have thence enjoyed of m:rnifesting my In
attachment, by services faithful and persevering. though in use
unequal to my zeal. H benefits have resulted to our country rroin
services. let it always be remember ed 1,0 your praise, and 113
structive example in our annals, that under circum:,tances in
the passions, agitated in every (\ireclion, were liable to mlslead
appeara.nces sometimes dubious, vicissitudes of fortune often di~
irrg, in situations in which not unfl'equently want of success baa
tE:nauced the spirit of criticism, the constancy of your support
Rssential prep cf the efforts, and a guarantee or the plans by
they were effected. Profoundly penetrated w:th this idc:i, I shall
it with me to my grave, as a strong incitement to unceasing vow
Heaven may continue to you the choicest tokens of its benefl
that your union and brotherly affection may be perpetual; that th
Constitution, which is the work of your hands. m)Y be s:i.credly
tained; that its administration in every dep:.rtment may h a s
with w'.sdam and virtue; that, in fine, the happiness of the p
tllese St'ites, under the auspices of liberty, may be made comple
so careful a preservation ood so prudent a use or this bles,ing, 88
acqu lre fer them the glory of re::cmmending it to the appbuse.,
affection and adoption of every nation which is yet a stranger tci 1t,
Here, perhaps. I ought tc stop. But a solicitude for your w
which cannot end but with my life, and the apprehension of d
r.atural ta that solicitude, urge me, on an occasion like the prese
offer to your solemn contemplation, a.nd t0 recommend ta your f
review, some sentiments, which art the result of much reflecU
r;o inconsiderable observation, and which appear to me all Im
to the permanency of your felicity as a People.
Interwoven as is ihe love of liberty with evElrY ligament of your
no recommendation of mine is necessary to fortify or ccnflrill t
tachment.
The unity of government. which constitutes you on'al people,
now dear to you. It is justly so; for it is a main pillar in the ed
your real independence, the support of your tranquility at home,
peace abroad; of your safety; of your prosperity; of that very If
wh ich you so highly prize. But as it is easy to foresee thl.t from
ferent causes and from different quarters much pains will be
many artifices employed, to weaken in your minds the conviction of
truth; as this is tbe point in your political fortress against which
batteries of intemal and external enemies will be m ost constantly
actively (though often covertly and insicliously) directed, it is of
finite moment that you should properly estimate the immense val
your national Union to your collective and individual happiness;
you should cherish a cordial, habitual, and immovable attachment t«
accustoming yourself to think and speak of it as of the palladi
your political safety and prosperity; watching for its preservation
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xietY' d iscountenancing whatever may suggest e ven a susus an,
,
that it c1t1, in a ny e vent, be abandoned; and indignantly frownptcton
the fir"'t dawning of every attempt to alienate any portion of
·
1ng upcnitr y from
t h e r est, or t o enfeeb!e the sacred ties which now link
our cou1
.
tber t he various parts.
wge this you have every inducement of sympathy and interest. Citi•
For b birth or choice, of a common country, that country has a right
,ens,oncentrate
y
· s. 'l'b e name 'A mencan,
.
• w h.1ch b e Iongs t o
your a f',ec t 10n
to c in you r natio::rnl capacity, must always exalt the just pride of patriotyou roore t han any appeJJation derived from local discriminations. ·with
Is~ht shades of differ ence, you have the same religion, m3.nners, habits,
sti: olitical principles. You have in a common c3,use fought and t;•].
an
together; t he independence and liberty you possess are tne wor!c
~~folnt counsels, a nd joint efforts, of common clange rs, sufferings, and

j ea10

:ed

successes.
But these cons:i\E>ratim:s, ho\\'ever powerfnlly they address themselves
to your sensibility, ar e greatly outweighed by those which apply more
Immediately to your interest. Here every portion of our country finds
tbe most commanding motives for carefully guarding and preserving the
union of the whole.
•ro tbe efficacy and pe rmanency of your union a. government for the who!~
18 Indispensable. N,.9 arnances. however strict, between the parts can
be an adequate ~ubstitu te ; they must inevitably experience the infractions
and :nterruptions which all alliances in all times have experienced.
sensible of this momentous truth, you have improved upon your first
ay by the adopt :on of a constitution of government better calculated
688
tban your for mer for an intimate union and for the efficacious m 3 nagement of your common concer r. ~. This government, the of.fspring of our
own choice, uninfluence d and unawecl, adopted upon full investigation
and mature deliberation, completely free in its principles, in the distribution of its powers uniting security with energy and containing withil:
Itself a proYision for its ewn amendment, has a just claim to your confidsnce and your support. Respect for its authority, compliance with its
laws, acquiescence in its measures, are duties enjoined by the fund:;i.mental
maxims of true liberty. T he basis of our politic-al systems is the right of
the people to make an d to alter their constitutions of governm ent. But
the constitution which a t any time exists, till changed by an explicit and
authentic act of the whole people, is sacredly obliga t ory upon all. The
\'ery idea of the power a nd the righi of the people tn establish governn1ent prcsu ppcses the duty of every individual to obey the est9.blishec1
go\·ernment.
All obstructions to t h e eirecution of the Jaws, all combinations and
ass1ciatioas, under wh a tever plausible character, wit h the r eal design
to direct, control. coun t eract, or awe the regular de liberation and action
cf t 11e constituterl authorities, are destructive of this fundamental principle and of fatal tendency. They serve to organize faction, to give an
artificial and extraor ctin ary force: t o put in the place of the de legated
'I\ ill of th e nation. t h e will of a party, ofte n a small but artful and enter•
prising minor ity of the commun ity; and, according to the alternate tri-
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umpbs of different pa-rties, lo :o:iake the public administration the
of the ill-concerted and incongruous projects of faction, rather tb
organ of consistent and wholesome plans digested by common cou
a nd modified by mutual interests. . . .
Towards the preservation of your government, and the perman
your present happy state, it is requisite, not only that you steadU
<:ountenance irregular opposition to its acknowledged authority, but
tbat you resist with care the spirit of innovation upon its Prin
however specious the pretext. One method of assault may be to
in the forms of the constitution, alterations which will impair the
of the system, and thus to undermine what cannot be directly overtb
Jn all the changes to which you may be invited, remember that time
hab:t are at·least as necessary to fix the true character of governm
of other human institutions: that experience is the surest stan
which to test the rea l tendency of the existing constitution of a co
that facility in changes, upon the credit of mere hypothesis and op
exposes to perpetual cha1!ge, fl·om the endless variety of hyp()tbes
opinion; and remember, especially, that, for the efficient mana
of your common interests, in a country so extensive as ours, a
ment of as much vigor as is consistent with the perfect security of I
is indispensable. Liberty itself will find in such a. government,
powers p roperly distributed and adjusted, its surest guardian. It I
deed, little else than a name, where the government..,is too feeble to
rtand the enterprise of faction, to confine each member of the
within the limits prescribed by the laws, and lo maintain all in the
and tranquil enjoyment of the r ights of person and property. . .
Of all the dispositions and habits which iead to politi~al pros
r eligion and morality are indispensable supports. In vain would:
man claim the tribute of patriotism who should labor to subvert
great pillars of human happiness, these firmest props of the du
men and citizens. 711e mere politician, equally witb the pious man,
to respect and to cherish them. A YolumP, could not trace all theb'
nections with private and public felicity. Let it simply be ashd, w
is the security for property, for reputation, for life, if th€' sense of re
obligation desert the oaths which are the instruments or investlgat
courts of justice? And let us with caution indulge the supposition
morality can be maintained without r eligion. \1/batever may be con
to the influence of refined education on minds of peculiar struc
r eason and experience both forbid us to expect that national mo
can prevail iu exclusion of religious principle.
Promote, then, as an object of primary importance, instituti011s (OJ:
general diffusion of knowledge. In proportion as the structure
government gives force to public opinion it is essential thai P
opinion should be enlightened.
As a very important source of strength and security, cherish
credit. One method of preserving it is to use it as sparingly as po
avoiding occasions of expense by cultfrating peace, but remem
a lso that timely disbursements to prepare for danger frequently pre
much greater diobursements to repel it; avoiding likewise tbe a
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f debt, not only by shunning occasions of expense, but by vigorous
0
111tio~ , 1-n time of peace to discharge the debts which unavoidable
e:i.·ertionsY have occasioned, not ungenerously throwing upon posterity
" ars roa
d"D which we ourselyeg ought to bear. The execution of these
the ~ur ~elongs to your representatives, but it is necessary that the
111altJIDS
. opinion should cooperate. . . .
pubh\rve good faith and justice towards all nations; cultivate peace
Ob~armonY with all. Religion and morality enjoin t:tis conduct; and
• nd It be that good policy does not equally enjoin it? It will be worthy
can f ee eulightenc,d, and, at no distant period, a great nation, to give to
of a kind
r • the magnanimous and too novel example of a people always
=ed by an exalted justice aud benevolence.

TRIBUTES
The life of our \Vasbington cannot suffer by a compar'.son "ith those

<,f other countries who h:tve been most celebrated and exalted by fame.

The attributes and decorations of royalty could bave only served to
eclipse the majesty of thorn virtues which made him, from bei ng a
modest citizen, a more resplendent luminary.
~lalice could never blast his honor , and enyy made him a single exception to her universal rule. For h imself he had liYed enough to life and to
glory. For bis fellow-citizeus, H their prayers could have boen answered,
he would haYe been immortal. His example is complete. and it will teach
wisdom and virtue to magistrates, citizens, and men, not ·only in the
present age, but in future generations. as long as our history i,hall be reacl.
J ohn Aclams

Washington stands alone and unapproachable like a s now peak rising

above its fellows into the clear air of morning, with a dignity, constancy,
and purity which have made h im the ideal type of c,vic virtue to succeedIng

generations.

James Bryce

First in war, first in peace, first in the hearts of his countrymen, he
was second to none in the humble and endearing scenes of private life,
pious, just, humane, temperate, and sincere, uniform, dignified, and commanding, his example was as edify:ng to all around hjm, as were the
el!ects of th1t example h\gting.
Henry L ee
Others of our great men have been appreciated-many admired by all.
l1ut him we love. Him we all love. About and around him we call up
no dissentient and discordant and dissatisfied elements, no sectional
rrejudice nor bias, no party, no creed, no dogma of politics. None or
these shall assail him. When the storm of battle blows darkest and rages
highest, the memory of Washington shall nerve every American arm and
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cheer every American h eart. lt shall relume that Promethean
sublime flame of patriotism, that d evoted love of country, w
words have commended, which his example h1s consecrated.
R11f118 C

Let a man fasten himself to some gre!Lt idea, some large truth,
noble cause, even in the affairs of this world, and it will send b
ward with energy, w ith steadfastness, with confidence. This la
Emerson meant when he said: "Hitch your wagon to a star."
are the potent, the commanding, the enduring men-in our own
men like Washington and Lincoln. They may fail, they may be d
they may perish; but onward moves the cause, and their souls go
ing on with it, for they are part of it, they have believed in it.
Brave without te'meritr, laborious without ambition, generous
r,rodigality, noble without pride. virtuous without severity-Wash
seems always to have confined himself within those limits wh
virtues, by clothing themselves in more lively but more ch:mgeab
doubtful colors, may be mistaken for faults. Inspiriug raspect, he In
confidence. and his smile is always the smile of benevolence.
Marq1iis Oha8te

Great without pomp, without ambition brave,
Proud, not to conquer fellow-men, but save;
F1:iend to the weak, a foe t o none but those
Who plan their g reatness on t heir bretbren's w<;e:,;
Aw' d by no titles-unclefil'd by lust Free without faction-obstinately just;
Warm·ct by religion's sacred. genuine ray,
Tb!!t poin t s to future bliss the unerring way;
Yet ne'er control"d by superstition's laws,
That w,;rst of tyran ts in the nobles t cause.
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ARBOR DAY
Serond Friday in .\ pril

TREES
I think that I shall never see
A poem lovely as a tree;
A tree whose hungry mouth is prest
Against the earth's sweet flowing breast;
A tree that looks at God all day
And lifts her leafy· arms to pray;
A tree that may in summer wear
A nest of robins in her hair;
Upon whose bosom snow has lain,
Who intimately lives with rain.
Poems are made by fools like me,
But only God can make a tree.

ARBOR DAY
FOHE\\"OHD IX P.UIPHLET OX .\.HBOR D.\Y ISS"GED IX 1913
The foll owing are the prorisions of the statutes of the State con-0,, the obsernmce of a\rbor Dar:
1

~mo
The day In each year known as Ar bor Day sha ll be sui tably observed in
tbe public ,chools. The Commissioner of Education shall from ~ime to
t1me prepare and lssue to schools such circulars of information, advice and
struction with reference to the day as he may deem necessary.
1
For the purpose of encouraging the planting of shade a nd for est trees.
the second Friday of April in each year is hereby designated as a day for
thfe general observance of such purpos3, and to be known as Arbor Day.
On said day appropriate exercises shall be introduced in all the schools
or the state, and It shall be tho dn ty of the sever al county a nd ci ty superintendents to prepare a program of exercises for that day i n a ll the schools
under their respective jurisdiction.

°

You will notice that Arbor Day now occurs on the second F riday
of .\ pril. the Legislature of 1912 having changed the dale.
I t is belic,·ed that Arbor Day may not only be de,oled to the conoideration of the value of trees and iore~ts, including, of course, the
111anting of trees and shrul>s, but that it may also be med to direct
attention to birds and their protection. to the importance of the school
garden, and to other related matters. The conserrntion of some of
our naturnl resources might well be considered as the broad theme of
the day, the main emphasis, however, being placed on trees.
)Iuc-h of the contents of this pamphlet will afford suggestiYe material for the use of teachers at any appropriate time. The general
information gi,en may ba of help to many teachers throughout the
, rning month,;. 'l'he discussions of the rnrious subjects presented
may afford rnluable reading material in the grammar schools.
'fhe main purpose of the pamphlet is to give an impetus to the
mo,·emcnl for a greater interest in our natural resourc:es, and the
mo,·ement for a greater appreciation of the opportunities offered b_r
rural or ~cml-rural life. It is hoped that the suggestions made arc
~uc·h as may appeal to the interests of children.
It is hopc>d that Arbor Day may be a profitable one to the pupils in
the school~. It i8 further hoped that the influence of the content~ of
the pamphlet may not be confined to any one day, but may be cxl<'nded to many day~ of the school year.

X. KESD,\LL
Commissioner of .Education

C.1LTIS
<111)
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LE'rTER ISSUED 'l'O SCHOOL OFFI CL\LS IX 19 19
Arbor Day will occur this year on Friday, April 11. _\n anno
ment coJlcerniug it may be found in the' )Iare:h number of the
cation Bulletin.
It has been happily suggested by Secretary Hou;;ton of the De
·meut of Agriculture at Washington that the clay be ob,cned in
this year by planting trees upon our roadways, in our yards, and
our pleasure places, each tree being 11amecl for a soldier who
fa llen in the late War. Such trees would be appropriate memo·
·to these soldiers.
I suggest Urnt this particulnr year there be wide-spread Jllan ·
of trees dedicated to those who£e lfres have been sacrificed in
War. The planting of the trees should be marked with wme ap
priatc exercises and these exercises should take on more than a 5
significance. 'l'he whole community should be invited by the sch
to take part.
I trust there may be a generous re,ponse on the part of the sch
of X ew Jersey to this idea.
CALVI~ N. KEKDAT.L

Commissioner of Educat

TREES A~D FORESTS
ALFRED GASKILL, STATE FORESTER

Save What We Have, Let Planting Come After
\\-hen the farmers of Nebraska, led by J. Sterling )forton, eF
fohecl Arbor Day in 1872, they rnught the threefold blc~sing t
trees always give- shade from the summer sun, shelter from win
winds, and wood. These men found the broad prairies of the Mi
West practically treeless and they soon discovered that unless na
fault was remedied the homes they hoped to make could be nei
pleasant, nor secure, nor successful.
In New Jersey, as in all parts of the East, conclitiom were
are different. 'fhe whole state was originally unbroken forest,
the task of the pioneers was fo make room for fields and ~ettlem
Xcarly half our area (46 per cent) is still forest, though the g
part has been reduced to a woefully poor condition. Thus if
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. -al is to serve our needs, we will celebrate Arbor Day in such a
fl'• t n,
". tlrit we shall learn to improve the forests we have rather than
w·11
'
: ·1-: to make more; to protect and care for the trees we have as well
~e to plant more; to get rid of false impressions and broaden our
ih , • tamlin" of the relations between tree life and human socictv.
unc1e1 ,
"'
•
Sew J er~ey cannot spare more land for forests. She now has upward~ of two million acres, and if we apply the rule that a state with
: per ecnt of her area i1~ forests is well off, we shall reduce the lotal
10
to ahout a million and a half acres. But this will adjust itself; our
ll"e,cnt concern is to stop the waste of our forest resources and bring
:hem to serrc one of the most highly organized communities in the

nation.
,Yith respect to trees, as distinguished from fore~ts, this intensive
life and concentrated population make it imperati,c that cities and
towns be provided with parks and as much street shade as po:-sible.
Thu~ there are two ample fields for study and work. the one dealing
with trees and their social bearings, the other with fore~ts and their
ec·onomic relations.
The art of caring for trees is called arboricultme, and one who clerotes him~elf to it an ai·borist. 1'he art of producing and developing
tree c-ommunities, or forests, is silviculture or forestry.
HOW TREES LIVE A.ND GROW

The intimate study of trees is full of interest. The sap, consisting

of raw food material gathered by the root hairs from the soil. courses

11p\l'ard, through the newer wood cells of trunk and branch, to the
leal'es; there, under the action of sunlight, it is as,;imilated with carbon dioxid. and, so }lTCpared as tree food, passes downward through the
newer bark. Thus, the process never entirely su~pendecl, eren in
winter. but Yarying in Yigor with the searnns, the tree grows in statme
b~· producing new shoots each year. N"o part of a tree that lias conduded a sea~on's gro1Yth is ever c!ongate<l, but remains fo;ecl, and ·
length is added to its terminal by the development of new buds. This
is why a branch alll'ays remains at the height at which it started. On
ac-connt of this fact the age of a tree or branch may be determined
hy counting back from the terminal one year for each ~ection of <'levelopment. On most deciduous trees this is hard to follow for more than
a few year~, but on the evergreens, which produce their branches in
whorl~, it is easy. On the other hand, diameter growth may continue
indefinitely and is exhibited on any cross-"ection in a ~cries of annual
8
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rings. A count of these rings. will gire the age of the free at
point.
Other inlel'csting things to know are the means by which trees
'port themselrcs upright, c1·en in sel'cre storms; how they support
weight of hca,·y branches; and how the various species differ in
form, color, texhne of their bark. Then the floll'ers and fruits.
people know that the early spring awakening of the sihcr maple
marked by the appearance of its fto,,ers weeks before the leaves c
out. or that pines and oaks have floll'ers at all. And so with the f ·
willows produce catkins; chestnuts, burs; elms,
cones.
KXOWJXG THE TllEES

And then one who is fond of trees will not be satisfied until
can recognize and name at least the commoner kinds. This is fi
work for man_v ~easons, for the Yariations as well as the fixed cha
ters must be ob~ened, and there are at least a hundred species to
found in X e11· Jersey. The student will soon want a handbook •
Collins and P reston's "Key to Trees," but without that he will ·
tinguisb the two great groups-e,ergreen and deciduom. The ev
greens arc also called conifers because the fruit of most of them is
cone. Almost all are ornamental but none is suitable for the st
'rheh wood is commonly called ~oft, though that of many species
quite lrn rd, and .forms the great bulk of coarse lumber used for hui
ing, etc.
Deciduous trees are so called because their learns fall at the he •
ning of winter. There are many more kinds or species of these th
of eYcrgrccns and their forms and characters are more varied. A f
have recognized values as shade trees; many more are interesting
attractiYe in the park or on the lawn; others are ue,er fonncl outsi
the forest. Bv 11·ay of contrast with that of the conifers, the w
of deciduous trees is called hard, though many kinds arc quite s
and the trees thernsclres hard11·oocls. Hardwood lumber is often v
beautiful, and is used for many purposes besides furniture, but
world could better get along without it than without soff woods.
SII.\DE TREES

One is attracted to a noble oak, a graceful hemlock, a heautif
colored maple, and want5i to live with it and its kind. This d •
de~erves to be ~atisfied, and can be satisfied by encouraging the pla
ing of trees where they will reduce the glare and heat of city @tree
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are more at home and can be treated so
on 1a,,~ns and in parks
. . they
.
b t the beauty of 1nd1v1duals and the values of groups or masses can
t ab ou"ht out. Especially should they find place upon every school
be r "'
.
.
crround ·•o that the attention of the children may be constantly drawn
to these hungry, tl1irsty, breakable, burnable, beautiful friends of man.
The kinds of trees that may be planted upon a city street are few,
for the life is ~o hard that only the hard_iest can stand it. If we ~arne
Xorwav }fople, Ginkgo, Sycamore, White Elm, Red Oak, the list of
be;t is exhaust ed. Others may often be planted where conditions
are fa,·orable, and for lawns and parks the list of availables is almost
endless, but in any case the wisest course is to avoid novelties and
o-et some one who is experienced to do the planting.
0
But more important than to plant a tree is to protect and develop
one already in the right place. rrhis applies especially to t rees beside
country roads. .A. newly planted t ree has a precarious hold on life
for sereral years, whereas an old one has survived many dangers. Let,
therefore, the care of the trees that are found in place be the first concern. Guard them from all t hat may increase their infirmities, keep
in check the insects that seek to destroy them, have their wounds attended to and t heir branches pruned where necessary. This is work
for one who knows how, not for the butcher who "tops" a tree "to make
it grow·'; or for the "tree doctor'' who uses cement without knowing
whether it will do good or do harm. Reputable men can be found to
do any work of this kind. Under wise direction there should be no
hesitation about cutting_ down a tree that is in the way. In many
places houses and streets are too much shaded.
The fundamental idea to be grasped is that every tree is an orga,nism; in oue , icw an individual, in another a community. We must
satisfy at least its strongest requirements or it cannot live. To the
extent that all are satisfied is the tree healthy and vigorous.

;he

:F ORESTS

As with trees so with the tree communities called forests. Our
duty in Xew Jersey is to improve the forests we have rather than to
concern ourselves about getting more. Of course, waste land may be
redeemed by planting with trees, but where there is a remnant of the
old forest. nature can be trusted to bring another if she is given a
fair chance. The forest secured in this way may not yield so much
lumber as one that was planted, and it will not satisfy a forester, but
it will answer our most immediate needs, and can be secured more
quickly than any other.
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And again, as with trees, let no one fear to have a forest cut off wh
its time comes. Forest trees were made for use and if they are
used as they mature, nature will get rid of them by decay. That
must be so will appear when one observes that in any piece of nati
woods room is made for young trees by the fall of old ones that ha
lived their term.
WHY FORESTS ARE GOOD

Nature clothed most of the habitable earth with forests of one kin
or another and evidently meant that they should serve mankind.
they do by furnishing wood for shelter an~ for warmth ( seven-eight
of the people of the world still use wood for fuel), by providing gra;
ful shade in summer and protection from cold winds in winter, b
preventing the soil on steep hillsides from being lost by erosion
'
regulating the flow of streams. The contention that forests cau
rainfall, or materially influence the climate of a country, is not esta
lished. The weight of evidence indicates that fore3ts thrfre in p
portion to the rainfall rather than that the rain falls in proportio
to the extent of forests. And in respect to stream flow we must d'
tinguish beh,·ecn a mountainous or hilly country and a country tha
is flat; and whether the rain commonly falls in brief, heavy sto
or in frequent gentle showers. For instance. we can sa_y with
surance that in North J erscy a forested watershed will di~charge a:
purer, more regular stream than one that is unforested, while in
South Jersey the influence of the forest upon the
ligible.
TIIE FORESTS OF NEW JERSEY

As the climate of New Jersey is much the same in all parts,
character of our forests is cletermined chiefly by soil conditions. Fo
· tunately we have a great cliversity, and between the northern and
southern sections, strong contrasts. The line separating these section,
is nowhere sharply defined but is comm011ly assumed to run more or
less irregularly from Long Branch to Salem.
The forests 0£ North Jersey, supportecl by soils of considerab
fertility, are almost universal!)· of the mixed hardll"ooc1 type commo
to the greater part of the central United States east of the Mississip
River. That is, they are composed of a variety of deciduol1s trees ·
which are many oaks, chestnut, beech, several maples. ashes, hicko ·
elms, birches, etc. As exceptions or variants to the type are swam
areas in which black spruce and hemlock are donunant, and ste ·
mountain crests bearing the pitch pine and scrub oak of the poo
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So;ith Jersey sands. Th_is ~in~ 0£ forest, in which each s~ecies oc- . . the position t o wlnch 1t 1s best adapted, and from which therernp1e~
.
.
.
•ompetitors are excluded, is considered by ecologists the most
.
!ore a11 C
'"hly developed vegetable society.
111
about and among these forests is the most folly developed hu•
~ocietv-villages,
towns and cities.
]1},l 0 •
•
Practically all these forests have been several t imes cut 01°er and
. times burned. I ndividual trees about settlements are often
1llan\
.
noble and imposing, and occasional groves of fine trees are found, but
the forest is only a reminder of what it was-and a promise of what
it may be.
In South J ersey the contrast with Nor th J ersey is emphasized in
every way. Instead 0£ hills and valleys the land is level or gently
rolling. Kear the Delaware and at numerous points in the interior
are fertile soils and thriving communities, but much of the territory
is characterized by sand and forests of pine, with an undergrowth of
scrub oak, often co,-ering hundreds of thousands of acres. This condition ju~tifies the common name of the region "1'he Pines," though
rariations in soil frequently give rise to considerable areas of tree
oaks, and Rwamps of white cedar border many of the streams.
On the sandy land profitable agricnltme is full of uncertainties; but
forestry is not, for there the pitch pine, though burned almost to extinction by the fires that £or years swept annually across the level
reaches, persists and wherever given a few years' immi.mity from fire,
sends up its arms of living green. H ere is the great forest area of
the state; one of those tracts fitted by nature to maintain trees of
a single kind, or single class. These "pure" forests, so called in contrast to the mixed forests of richer regions, are found in the southern
states, in the far :~forth and in the Rocky Mountains. They are
ea~ily developed. easily logged, and always will be, as they now are, the
chief ~ource of the world's lumber supply.

:""nd

F IRE

'l'he key to the forest problem in New J ersey, as in every state, is
the control of fi re. A few years ago it was an undenied fact that
more forest was destroyed by fire every year than by the ax. Burning
the forest lo make plow-land was justifiable when trees were an encumbrance, but the practice got us int o bad habits. From being a
servant, fire became a master. Withou t fires, we in New J ersey can
Hnd will liave all the forest we need; with fires, that which is bad
becomes worse.
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The lesson for Arbor Day, and for every day, therefore, is to u
and require that no forest shall be burned. It is good fun to
about a camp-fire, yet the danger that the fire will escape and doh
is gTeat. Even a surface-fire that apparently burns only dry leav
and is often set for that purpose, will kill the young trees that
just starting on the struggle for life. Fortunately New J crsev is
ting her fires under control. Firewardens are located where;er th
are forests; their duty is to prevent fires by every means possible,
if a fire is started they must summon men to put it out. The fo
are already responding to this protection and proving their ability
take care of themselves when relieved of the frightful handicap
has been upon them for generations.
PRACTJCAL FORESTRY

Though :fire control will make .a forest where conditions arc favo
able as here, the skill of a forester is needed to make it a good and
productive forest. Here is applied a knowledge that is more intima
than that which serves to recognize a tree or to provide for its physical
well-being. The successful forester must be a practical scientist irli
many departments; must have executive ability and be a capable b
iness man. All who cannot meet these requirements should be d"
couraged from seeking to make forestry their profession.
PARKS

Every urban community needs parks where those who l i,-e in cloaf
quarters can find fresh air. And a state with many cities must m
it possible for the people to get into the open-not for an hour only
but for days and weeks. New Jersey can do this in the woodlan
that are so near to most of the large cities. It is not alwa.-s neces
that the state take title to the land; few owners object t~ reasonabl
use and almost all would gladly remove every restriction if they w
assured that the privilege would not be abused.
The timber forests of continental Europe are univer.-:ally used a
great public parks. Good roads make all parts accessible and
tourists are so accustomed to behave themselves that no serious harJJt,
is done. We can have ample parks of this kind at no more cost th
assuring the owners' material interests.
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STATE AID

The state of Xew J ersey is prepared to help its citizens in any inThe State Forester, Trenton, will aclr~:e indi\'iduals or communities regarding the care of shade trees and
the 11ianting or management of forests. The Agricultural Experiment
'tation, Kew Brunswick, and the Department of Agriculture, Trenton,
~ill afford similar assistance upon any subject connected with farms,
orchards or gardens. Anyone who wants to know about any of these
subjects has the right to ask questions and to seek advice.
t ·est connected wilh the soil.

ARBOR DAY 1IAY BE OBSERVED BY PLAXTING A
HAMIUl'OK GROVE
CHARLES A. PHILHOWER, SlJPERYISIXG PRINCIPAL, WESTFIELD

The following fitting observance of Arbor Day, commemorating an
historic incident in the life of Alexander Hamilton, was conducted in
)Iin<lowaskin Park, Westfield, April 12, 1918. The program took its
origin from the following narrative :
Alexander Hamilton, in the year 1801, planted a grove of thirteen tree!<
at his l!ome, "Hamilton Grange," 143d Street, west of Convent Avenue,
New York City. The trees W€•re the !iquidambar styraciflua, sweet or red
gum. and were sent from the South. Each one of the thi rteen trees was
named for one of the thirteen original colonies. The group of trees was
later known as the "Hamilton Grove." Martha Washington became
greatly interested both in its upkeep a:id in its preservation.

The program was as follows.
The schools marched to the park with flags and a.ssembled en masse.
the flag was raised, the Star Spangled Banner was sung, a cornetist leading.
•\.ddress by Ilouorable Arthur K. Pierson.
Song, "Over There."
·
Planting of trees : Each of tl,e thirteen grades, from the kindergarten through the twelfth grade, planted a tree. As the trees for
the states were planted the following passages were read. iYhen the
Xew Jersey tree was planted the whole audience joined in the re~ponse.
j s

Xassachusetts
This tree we p lant as a memorial to the great state of Massachusetts,
noted for its patriots and its learning. As thy emblem, the pine tree,
points to heaven, may thy ideals lead us on.

'
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New H a.IDJ)Sblre

Land of the Great Stone Face, look over these United States of ours WI.
a watchfulness that wilJ keep us true and steadfast in the cause or d
mocracy.
Rhode I sland
Grow, tho.u tree of life, as the spi rit of religious liberty
th is broad laud of ours.
ConnecUcut
As the famous Charter Oak kept thy government free and unmolested,
may the branches of this trt:>e perpetuate to the world th e constlt uU
1mder which we as a nation live.
New York

The towering buildings of thy metropolis cry as they mount heavenwa
"Excelsior." May thy slogan be the slogan of our nation.
New Jersey

Proud are we of this the "Garden State of the Union." We love th
and the great Union of which thou art a part.
we Ii ve and serve.
Pennsylvania
Live to t he meUJory of thy founder, William
justice. This boon we would give to the world.
1Iaryland

Song- "Maryland, My Maryland."
Delaware

Long live the memory of this first state of the Union.
the worlel, "In Union there is Strength."
Virginia

Home of the father of Our Country, to thee we
Washington, give us that courage t hat held thee to
freedom .
North Carolina
The cypress tall and majestic is the tree of this state.
country of ours stand among the nations of t he world.

South Carolina
Like the palmetto which bends its branch es over all
shade, spread to all the benediction of life and liberty.

Refuge of the oppressed.
us as a nation.
Song, "America."

Georgia.
May the charity of thy founders characte~
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\ rctorrl of the planting::; was filed in the school. On each sue,
\ rhor Day each cla~s which planted a !,ree will see whether
7
·
.
1-teulll,, ·
~• i, «rowing. Should the tree perchanc:e ha,e died, another
.
JI' tr,~
"'
. .
. be planted m 1b place. Other trees than the sweet gum may be
111
"
11-11 -i>nic loc:alities with greater certainly of thriving.
·,.

u-e1

·

SL'GGE 'l'JOXS 'l'O TE.ACIIEHS
J{. c. V.\ ns, roB:, rEllLY OF fiT.l.TE .\(;UlCULTl' II .\.L COLLlmE, XEW

BRCXSWICK

.\s the -ca,on of planting is upon us and all n ature is preparing
to ~bow hrr most gorgeous drc~s, we should interest the pupil in ways
of bcautif.1 rng the ~C'hool. 'J'hcre is not a school in the land that cannot be 111,ulc better, and many of them may be improYed Yery much.
The pupils will take a great interest in the matter if thcy recei,·e a
little en1·011ragemcn l and leadership on the part of .their teachers.
Beauti fy the sch ool grounds. A woven wire trellis supporting a
thrifh· , ine would be a splendid screen for unsightly outh1rildings.
~luul;~ aLout the foundations of the school building, in the angles
of walb, and in natural clumps in the comers of the grounds 11·011lcl
adu beaulv to the school surrounding;,. A few plots not used £or pla_y
nor for /!an1en may be gras;:ed. N'cl'er scatter the trees or shrubs
open]~· about the lawn area. Retter ma,;s the shrubs in natural clumps
in angle~ 0 1· foundations, walks and borders. Use the trees along
boundary :mtl cli,·i~ion lines. .r~ative trees and shrubs arc always preferable to imported or exotic kinds.
PL.l.N"XlXO FOH ,\Rl30R DAY

.\rbor J>ay plan~ should be begun early and should include a numof lines of p reparatory work.
Send fOJ" th e bulletins first.
Draw plan;. of the ground~, measuring the lines and di;;tances to
make it rnmewhat accurate. If a class is a$signcd to this task the best
map may be framed for the future use of the school. A passeparlout
hinding. at least, may be used. This map may show the plan of phrnting- for ,c,-eral year~ if there is more to be planted than can be done
this year. T he walks, buildings, clumps of shrubs, trees, ~chool gnrileu. plavgroun cl,-, etc., should all be shown.
This II ork may he done by arithmetic or geography classes. The
.irithrnel it' rla"s may also find suitable dimen,;ions for the corn-e:onte"t
plots.
~N

'
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Have the reading classes read about birds, gardening, treell, lawns.
weeds, etc. Use the newer words in spelling exercises. Let boys an
girls both make bird-houses at home. rrhese may be ready to put up
on Arbor Day.
The corn testing and seed study should begin at once.
Trees, shrubs and seeds that are to be planted on Arbor Day, or
soon after, should be ready in advance. The roots of trees and shrubs
must be temporarily covered with soil to prevent drying out.
Some exercises in root grafting of apples may be carried out 88
described in bro of the bulletins, 113 and 408.
Tools to be used in the plantiug of school grounds may be brought
by pupils from their homes; the list available for the purpose should
be made in adYance.
Diyide the students into suitable groups for the ~rnrk, so that each
will know his part.
Imite parents and home folks to the work of Arbor Da~·, and make
it a community exercise. The men may come in the morning to work,
and the women may come with lunch baskets at noon, both staying
until the exercises arc oYer.
Plan to have some one take pictures of the children and patron&
while tlie improvement work is going on.
Do not forget to have some manure and good soil hauled in advance.
SUGGESTIVE PROGRA::\CS

1. Remarks by the teacher or a member of the school board on the value
of teaching ihe useful and beautiful as well as the classical and

historical.
2. Have five pupils stand together. The first pupil will read from this
pamphlet or tell in his own way why we should all know more
about trees; the second about insects; the third about weeds; the
fourth about birds; and the fifth about com.
3. Have iive girls stand and each tell a few things about some useful
bird.
4. Have a boy who has made a bird box tell how bird boxes are a protection to young birds, and bo;y he made his.
5. Have a boy tell of some ways of destroying English sparrows, learned
from U. S. Farmers' Bulletin 383.
6. Another boy should tell how to distinguish English sparrows from
other sparrows and common birds.
7. Have some of the best tree planters tell how to plant a tree-preparation of soil, roots, pruning and actual planting.
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·xote. In any or all of these exercises pupils may get the subject matter
fr~m this pamphlet and from bulletins referred to in it. They may make
te on paper of what they wish to say and speak from these notes. If
~:e time for preparation be very short the points may be copied and r ead
directly. Let each exercise be very short.
II
1. Announcement of outlines of contests in school or home ga'!'dening,

z.
3.
4.
5.
6.

corn growing, Ol' other work the school may be planning, and the
premiums offered for the cont1Jsts and exhibits next fall.
some pupils may tell of several benefits of trees and forests, or five
pupils may stand together and each tell of one important benefit.
Have a pupil describe how to test seed corn ):)y the individual ear
method.
Have two pupils tell of the two types of insect moths, each telli ng
how to control such insects.
Have a boy tell of three or four things necessary to improve the home
lawn. (See U. S. Bulletin 248)
Have three pupils stand and each talrn one part
(a) U8e of vines to beautify the grounds at school or home, naming some vines to use in certain places
(b) Use of trees in same way
(c) Use of shrubs in same way

THE VALUE OF OUR FORESTS
Few people ever think of a forest as a place to store water. Who would
think that "the woods" hold water as well as a mill pond or a reservoir!
But they do, although we cannot see the water they hold, except, perhaps,
as a pool here and there; and yet this is one of the most important functions that a forest can perform.
All of us have noticed in walking through the woods how soft and
springy the ground is. A thick carpet of leaves, twigs, and decayed wood
covers the earth, sometimes to a depth of several feet. It is very porous,
and it absorbs water like a sponge. When storms come and rain falls in
torrents, it does not beat directly upon the ground under the trees because
the raindrops first strike the leaves and branches above. 'l'be water then
trickles gently down and soaks into the leafy carpet. If the forest is extensive a very large quantity of water is absorbed-enough to prevent
floods except in extraordinarily long periods of rain. Gradually through
the weeks and months that follow the absorbed water oozes out of low
places as "springs," and it dashes merrily away in little brooks that continue to form creeks and rivers which flow peacefully and steadily out to

sea.

If there are no trees, no leaves to break the beating rain, no spongy
mold to hold t he water when it falls, no matted roots to prevent washing,
the big raindrops spatter upoc the earth and quickly form rushing streams
that wash the ground into gulleys. The bare earth absorbs some water, to
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be sure, but far less than the humus of the for est. If t h e rains are con.
tinued the river s a r e soon filled beyond the capacity of their banks alld
they spr ead over the nei ghboring valleys, carrying devastation with them.
After the h eavy rains cea se, the flood water s subside as suddenly as theJ
h ad arisen and the streams dwind le to insi gnificance, sometimes completely drying up in a long, hot summer.
Thus i t is that for ests act as great reservoi rs a n d ai d in preventing dl&ast rous floods a n d in maintaining the flow of st ream s at a rate t hat ls
near ly uniform a ll the year round.
Now let us see what. use is made of th e trees. The gr eatest of all Is for
firewood; bu t thi s is largely the decaying or faulty t r ees from the
far mer's woodlot, the waste product of a lumber region, or from land that
is cleared for cultivation. It is said that about 100,000,000 cords ar e Used
annually.
The greater part of the salable timber, however, is sawed into lumber,
which is used in a variety of ways. .T he first and gr eatest u se of lumber
is for building houses, barns, sheds, outbuildings and fences.
Next comes furniture of all kinds-chairs, tables, beds, and all other
h ouse, office, and school furniture; musical instruments; vehicles of all
k inds-wagons, carriages, buggies, and parts of automobiles; agricultural
implements-plows, harrows, harvesters, thrash ing machines, and other
farm implements.
Car building is another great use for lumber-frei ght cars, passenger
cars, and trolley cars. Other important uses for timber ar e as cross-ties,
poles for telegraph and telephone lines, and "sh oring" or supports in
mines. Even more trees are u sed in the manufacture of paper than for
these purposes. Then there are various small articles used in the home,
such as spools, butter dishes, frui t crates, baskets, boxes, a ll k i nds of tools,
toys, pictur e frames, matches, pencils, cloth es pins, toothpicks, etc. These .
are little t hings, but so many of th em are used that they consume a great
deal of wood. Next we derive tannic acid for tanning leather, turpentine
a nd rosi n, maple sugar, and many extracts used i n making medicines.
So valuable are th e forests that the wh ole nation i s inter e&ted In preserving them. No one is benefited more by them than the farmer. a nd no
one should be more inter ested in them.-U. S. Bureau of E ducation Bulletin. "Agricttlture and Rural Life Day"

BIRDS
" The Study of Birds and Bird Life in the Schools of New J ersey,"
by Dr. Robert G. Leavitt, of the Trenton State Normal School, published by this Department, should be consulted.
BIBLIOGRAPH Y
See Bibliography at encl of monograph. .

MEMORIAL DAY
:May 30

THE SLEEP OF THE BRAVE
How sleep the brave, who sink to rest
By all their country's wishes blessed!
When Spring, with dewy fingers cold,
Returns to deck their hallowed mold,
She there shall dress a sweeter sod
Than Fancy's feet have ever trod.

_By fairy hands their knell is rung;
By forms unseen their dirge is sung;

There Honor comes, a pilgrim gray,
To bless the turf that wraps their clay;
And Freedom shall awhile repair,
To dwell a weeping hermit there !
William Collins

MEMORIAL DAY
GEORGE C. BAKER, SUPI:llYISI:S-G PRIN"CIPJ.L, lIOOR.ESTOWN"

.'UGGE 1'IYE PHOGRA::II
Flag Salute
Song-"Battle Hymn of the Republic"
Story of 1Iemorial Day
Stories from the batlle-flel<'ts of 1861 F.nd 1918, told by larger pupils,
nclult members of the community, or solrlicr s
"The Blue and the Gray"
Song-"Keep the Home Fire~ Burning"
"The Gettysburg Acldress"
"In Flanclers l<'ields"
Soog-"America" or "The Star Spangled Banner"

Preparatory to the making and carr., ing out of a )Iemorial Day
program, the teac·her, a group of pupils or some wide-awake member
<>f the community ~hould talk about the sacrifices made by the soldiers
<>f our country during the different wars in which we ha,·c been e11gaged : what great principles they have fought for. and why we
should honor their memory in the public schools of our land.
Throughout the preparation nncl the execution of the program there
should be a consciousness of the debt we owe to those who haYe fought
and died for freedom's c:iu$e. The simplest program prepared in
this spirit will be of lasting n1lue to the children of the school and
-to the members of the community in whirh the exercises are held.
Pupils and tcacl1er~ should talk over fully the kind of progrnm to
be gircn. )Iuch responsibility !<hould be placed upon the pupils for
the making of the program. They should make all "project~'· necessary for the carrying out of the program, and should im·ite all patrons
and friends in tl1e community.
The rxercises should be a Ee1Tice truly commemorating the honored
<1eacl of our land.

ORIGIN OV :71rE1JORTAL DAY
The oh~ervanre of )[ay 30 a;; ::\Iemorial Day hacl its official origin
in an order issued in l 868 by General ,John A. Lo{:(an, then commander-in-chief of thr Grand Army of the Republic. Genrral Logan often
said aftrnrard thal the i:a!'-uing of that order was the proudest act
<>f hi,, life.
(127)
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The strewing of flowers upon griwc~ is old in ~ome counlric~. It
is said that the first decoration of gnwes of soldier,; of the Ci,·il \\·ar
was done on .\ pril 1:l. 1862, by two little girl$, daughters of a )richigan chaplain. They had been out gathering wild flower~ . and, retu rning, came across a rough, unmarked mound which co,·cred some
northern boy.
One of the girls said: "Oh, let's put our flowers on this gra,·e r
He was a soldier boy." ThC'y knelt down and rnade garlands of
flowers on that gra,e. This gra,e was in Yirginia, not far from
Mount Vernon. The next day they interested their fnrnil_v nnd
friends in a plan to decorate all the gra\"e:-. and the plan wns carried
out. Each year afterward, in )fay. they did the !'1tme whcre,er they
happened lo be. Othrrs saw them 11nd followed. their example.
The later date of )[ay 30 was cho$en by General Logan so that
flowers could be had in 1111 the northern states.
From clecorflling the grave,- of soldiers the custom ha!: extend rd to
the graves of all who harn relatives or friends to remember them.
In time the soldiers will be forgotten, but the custom of clecoraling
graves with flowers will doubtless continue ior many generations to
come. 'l'he spirit which prompt:; it i~ a noble one, which ,-hould e,·cr
be cherisl1ed.
Two years after the close of the Civil War the ~Ycrr rork Tribune
pr inted a paragraph simply stating that "the women of Columbus,
) fississippi. ha,·e shown them"eh-es impartial in their offerings made
to the memory of lhc dead. They strewed flowers fllike on the graves
of the Confederate and of the X ational soldiers."
\,hereupon the Xorth thrilled with ten<lerness and Francis )files
Finch was inspired to write his modng lyric '"['he Blue and the
Gray," which has become the credo of the Fe~tfral.
In a famouR address, Chauncey )[. Depew related the occurrence
with felicity : " \Yhc11 the "·n r was o,·er in the South, 11 here underwarmer ;;kies and with more poetic tempcrnmcnt~ symbol" and emblems arc better unclen,tooc1 than in the pn1rticfll Xorth. the wirlowe,
mother;;, and the children of tl,c Confeckrate dc11cl went out and
strewed their gra,es with flowers; at ma11y plac-rs the women ;;cattercd them imp11rtially al~o over the unknown and un11111rkrd rest ingplaces of the T"nion ~oldier:>. As the new,- of thi~ touching trihute
fla$hec1 over the Xorth it rou~ea, as nothing else could liave done,
nationfll amity and lo,· c and alla~·ed sectional animo£ity and pas,,.ion.
Thus out of sorrows common alike to Xorth and , outh come;; this
bcautifnl cu1-tom ."
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The incident, ho1YcYcr, produced no practical results nntil in :iiay,
18G8, _\.djutant-Gener al N . P . Chipman suggested to Xational Commander J ohn A. Logan, 0£ the Grand Army 0£ the Republic, that
their organization inaugurate the custom 0£ spreading flowers on the
graves 0£ the union soldiers at some uniform time. General Logan
immediately issued an order naming the 30th day 0£ :i[ay, 1868, "£or·
the purpose of strewing with flowers or othern·ise decorating _the
graycs 0£ comrades who died in defense of their country during the
late r ebellion, and whose bodies now lie in almost erery- cih·, l'illage,
or hamlet clnm·hyard in lhe land.
It is the riurpose of the
commander-in-chief to inaugurate this obserYance with the hope that
it will be kept up from year to ~-ear while a ,;uryiyor of the war remains to honor the memory of the departed."
'l1 he 'idea spread rapidly. Legislature after legislature c.n acted it
in to law until the holiday has become a legal one in all states. In
some 0£ the southern states an earl ier elate is usually cho,cn.

'l' T-TE RE YEILLE

1

Hark! I h ear the tramp of thousands
And of armed men the hum;
Lo! a nation's hosts have gathered
Round the qui ck alarming drumSay ing "Come,
Freeman, come!
Ere your h erita ge be wasted," said the quick alarming d rum.
"Let me of my h eart t ake counsel:
War is not of life the sum;
Who shall stay and r eap the harvest
When th e autumn days shall come ?"
But th e drum
E choed "Come!
Dea th sha ll r eap the braver harvest," sai d the solemn-soun ding drum.
"But when won the coming battle,
What o ( profit springs the refrom ?
·what if conquest, subjugation,
Even greater ills become ?"
But th e drum
Answer ed, "Come!
You must do the sum to prc>ve it," said t he Yankee a n swering drum.
1
l;sed by pern1is~ion of, a nd by special a r ra ng~m cn t with. H oughton ~ltnlln
Compa ny, lhc aulhorir.ed publisher s ,
9
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" What if, 'mid the cannon's thunder,
Whistling shot and bursting bomb,
When my brothers fall around me,
Should my heart grow cold and numb?"
But the drum
Answered "Come!
Better there in rleath unitf'd than in tiff' a recreant-Come!"
Thus they answered-hoping, {earlcg,
Some in faith and doubting !:aome,
Till a trumpet-voice, proclaiming,
Said. ")fy chosen people, come!"
Then the drum,
Lo'. was dumb,
For the great hea rt of the nation, throbbing. answered,
"Lord, we come!·•
Bret llarl,r.

THE BLUE A:'\D 'l'IJE GR.\.Y
By the flow of the inland river,
Whence the fleets of iron bave fled,
Wbere the blades of the grave-grass quiver,
A.sleep are the ranks of the dead:
Under the sod and the dew,
Waiting the judgment-day;
Under the one, the Blue.
Under the other, the Gray.
These in the robings of glory,
Those in the gloom of defeat.
All with the battle-blood gory.
In the dusk of eternity meet:
Under the sod and the dew,
Waiting the judgment-day;
Under the laurel, the Blue.
Under the willow, the Gray.
From the silence of sorrowful hours
The desolate mourners go,
Lovingly laden with flowers
Alike for the friend and the foe:
Under the sod a nd the dew,
Waiting the judgment-day;
Under the roses, the Blue,
l,;nder the lilies, the Gray.
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So with an equal splendor,
The morning sun-rays fall,
With a touch impartially tender,
On the blossoms blooming for all:
Under the sod and the dew,
Waiting the judgment-day;
Broidered with gold, t he Blue,
Mellowed with gold, the Gray.
So, when the summer calleth,
Or. forest and field of grain,
With an equal murmur falleth
The cooling drip of the rain:
Under the sod and the dew,
Waiting the judgment-day;
Wet with the rain, the Blue,
Wet with the rain, the Gray.
Sadly, but not wHh upbraiding,
The generous deed was done;
In the storm of the years that are fading
No braver battle was won:
Under the sod and the dew,
Waiting the judgment-day;
Under the blossoms, thP- Blue,
Under the garlands, the Gray.
No more shall the war cry sever,
Or the winding rivers be red;
They banish our anger forever
When they laurel the graves of our dead!
Under the sod and the dew,
Waiting the judgment-day;
Love and tears for the Blue,
Tears and love for the Gray.
Francis Miles Finch

RECESSIO)J AL
God of our fathers, known of oltiLord of our far-flung battle lineBeneath whose awful hand we hold
Dominion over palm and pineLord God of Hosts, be with us yet,
Lest we forget-lest we forget!
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The tumult and the shouting dies,
The captains and the kings depart;
Still stands thine ancient sacrifice-An humble and a contrite heart.
Lord God of Hosts, be with us yet,
Lest we forget-lest we forget!
Far-called, our navies melt away;
On dune and headland sinks the fire.
Lo! all our pomp of yesterday
Is one with Nineveh and Tyre!
Judge of the nations, spare us yet,
Lest we forget-lest we forget!
If, drunk with sight of power. we loose
·w11d tongues that ha,•e not Thee in awe,
Such boasting as the Gentiles use
Or lesser breeds without the lawLord God of Hosts, be with us yet,
Lest we forget-lest we forget!
For heath,m ileart that puts her t;-ust
In reeking tube and Iron shard,
All valiant dust that builds on dust,
And guarding calls not TbP.e to guard,
For frantic boasts and foolish word.
Thy mercy on Thy people, Lord!
Amen.
Rudyard Kipling

B.\.T'r LE TTY:.\fX Oli' 'J'IIE RBPrRLTC
:\fine eyes have seen the glory of the coming of the Lord;
He Is trampling out the vintage where the grapes of wrath are stored:
He hath loosed the fateful lightning of His terrible swift sword;
His truth Is marching on.
Glory!
Glory!
Glory!
His

glory! Hallelujah!
glory! Hallelujah!
glory! Hallelujah!
truth is marching on.

I have seen Him in the watch-fires of a hundred circling camps;
They have builded Hirn an altar in the evening dews and damps;
I can read His righteous sentence by the dim and flaring lamps.
His day is marching on.
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He has sounded forth the trumpet that shall never call retreat;
He is sifting out the hearts of men before His judgment seat;
Oh, be swift, my soul, to answer Him! be jubilant, my feet!
Our God is marching on.
In the beauty of the lilies Christ was born across the sea,
With a glory in His bosom that transfigures you and me;
As He died to malrn men holy, let us die to make men free,
While God is marching on.
Julia Ward Ho1ce

·we have scattered our floral tributes today over the graves of the
patriotic dead. These frail mementos of affection will soon wither. but
let not the memory of these martyrs fail to inspire in ns a purer, holier
life! The roll-call brings to mind their faces and their deeds. They were
faithful to the end. The weary march, the b ivoua,c, the battle are still
remembered by the survivors. But your line, comrades, is growing
slenderer every year. One by one you will drop out of the ranks, and
other hands may ere long strew your grave with flowers as you have done
today in yonder cemetery. When mustered in the last grand review, with
all the veterans and heroes of earth, may each receive with jubilant heart
the Great Commander's admiring tribute "Well done!" and become with
Him partaker of a felicity that is enduring and triumphant!
E. P. Thwing

Of all the martial virtues. the one which is perhaps most characteristic
of the truly brave is the virtue of magnanimity. That sentimGnt, immortalized by Scott iu his musical and martial verse. will associate for
all time the name of Scotland's king with those of the great spir its of
the past. How grand the exhibitions of the same generous impulses that
characterize this memorable battle-field! My fellow-countrymen of the
'North, if I may be permitted to speak for those whom I represent, let
me assure you that in the profoundest depths of their natw·e, they reciprocate that generosity with all the manliness a.ud sincerity of which the~·
are capable. In token of that sincerity they join in consecrating, for annual patriotic pilgrimage, these historic heights, which drank such copious
draughts of American blood, poured so freely in discharge of duty, as
each conceived it-a Mecca for the North, which so grandly defended, a
J\Iecca for the South, which so bravely and persistently stormed it. We
join yon in setting apart this land as an enduring monument of peace,
l:,rotherhood, and perpetual union. I repeat the thought with emphasis,
\\ith sini;leness of heart and of purpose, in the name of a common country,
and of universal liberty; and by the blood of our fallen brothers, we
unite in the solemn consecration of these hallowed hills, as a holy.
eternal pledge of fidelity to the life, freedom, and unity of this cherished
Republic.
John B. Gordon
From "Gettysburg:

A Mecca for the Blue and t:1e Gray•·
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Our fathers ordained that In this Republic there should be no distinctions; but human nature is stronger than laws and nothing can prevent
this people from showing honor to all who have deJerved well ot the
country. Every man who has borne arms with credit has earned and is
sure to receive a special measure of regard. And It is our peculiar
privilege to remember that our armies and navic·s, regular and volunteer,
have always been worthy of esteem
. the Grand Army of the
Rcpublii:-soldlers and citizens whom the Republic delights to honor.
John Hay

Let no vandalism of avarjce or neglect, no ravages of time, testify to
the present or to the coming generations, that we have forgotten, as a
reople, the cost of a free and undi\·icled Republic.
John .ll.. Logan

We honor our heroic and patriotic dead by being true men, as true men
by faithfully flghting the iJattles of our clay as they fought the battles or
their day.
Davicl Gregg

.\FTJrn THE GRf~.\T ('OJIP.\XIOXS!
The race has not run ont.
We arc still men, and worthy of our fathers.
That is what :\Jeruorial Day l 91!1 says to us.
Not in pride nor vain boasting but in tearful and solemn humility we
speak, for it is our dead that prompt us. They, our kin and blood, were
not afraid to die.
When the Destroyer came, the obscene Dragon, with breath of poison
gas, eyes of hell fire, and teeth of steel, they did not shrink. our brothers,
but played the man, and struck, and dying struck again, and flung their
sl,redded bodies into tbe breach, and "filled the gap up with our English
dead."
We are or such.
\Ve put our arms arnuud our dead. and bold them proudly up to Goct,
and glory before all wen that thi!> h; our breed.
The lies of the Accuser are disproved. llis s!anders ran from us. We
are not s laves of greed, money grubbers, aoft aud lily-livered. \Ve know
1'ow to suffer an,1 to die. \Ve, too, can follow the gleam.
0 Greeks of :\farathon, room for us! 'l'hrough Chatea u Thierry and
the wood of Argonne we have come up to stund by your side, and dare
to call you Brothers.
You t~lve Hundred of Balaklavn, meet these boys from Kansas and
• ·ew York, who also rode blithely into the ,·alley of death. They are
your kind.
You men of Bunker Hill, of Gettysburg and 01 San Juan, place! place
for these. our neighbors' sons. our friends and playmates!
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For them also the lau rel, and the royal requiem! For them the Cross
of Honor, and the Divine Halo!
They a r e ours: Ours! Dear Cod, we will be worthy of them. Thus
cries the poet of America:
"Allons ! After the great Companiolls, anu to belong to them!
"Allons ! through struggles and wars!
"Have t he past struggles succeerled?
"\Vhat has succeeded? yourself? your nation? Nature?
"Now understand me well-it is provided in the essence of things that
from any fruition of success, no matter what, shall come forth somethinii;
to make a greater struggle necessary.
"Alions! the road is before us!'·
Dr. Frank Crane

'l'TTE SERYlCR FLAG
The service flag is not an official flag of the United States Governmenr.
The idea was, so far as we are advised, au entirely novel one, the creuit,
for the conception of which appears to be due to R. L. Queisser, of
Cleveland, Ohio, who desigued and patented tile prei,ent flag. It has.
however, taken such firm r oot in popular ~entilnent and has been of such
beneficial inf1uence that it is officially recognized, anµ everyone who is
entitled to fly it is encouraged and urged to do so.
Mr. Queisser was formerly captain of the ,nachine gun company, 5th
Ohio fnfantry (now 14f>th United States Infantry), from which he was
retired because of an accident. He thus states thb origin of the flag:
"Shor t ly after April 6, 1917. when war with Germany was declared. tbi
thought came to me that both of my sons. wllo were still officer s in the
gua r d. would again be called out, and I wondered if I could not evolve
some sign or symbol by which it might be known that they were away
i,t their country·s se1•,•ice, and one which would_ be to their m other a
visible sign of the sacrifice her sons were making. The inspiration of
tbe service flag came to me in that manner."
Official U . S. Bulletin

THE RRRYICE F L.\G
A field of gleaming white,
A border r uby red,
And a bla~ing star
That is seen afar
As it flutters overhead.

From the window of a cot.
From the mansion on the hill,
8ends that banner fair,
Beyond ccmpare,
Its loyal message still.
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"A man beloved and dear,
0 Ianci, I've given to ) ou.
He has gone to fight
On the side of right;
To Old Glory he·n be true!··
It fl.oats from learning's hall,.,

And within the bm1y mart,
Where Its crowded stars
Form growing bars
'fo rejoice the droopir.g heart.
l!!ach star stands for a life,
To the nation gladly given.
For an answered prayer
To those "over there:•
Though a mother's heart be riven.
,ve pas:.1 with kindling f>YC
Beneath your colors true:
A nation',; love.
A nation's hope
Are bound in the h eart of you!

Josephi,1 e JI. Fa!Jricant

I IL\YE .\ sOX '
t hnve a son who goes to France
Tomorrow.
I have clasped his hancl~Iost men will \lnderstandAnd wished h!m, smiling, lucky chance ii" France.
My son!
At last the house Is stillJust the dog and I in the garden-darkStars and my pipe's reel sparkThe house his young heart used to fill
Is still.

He said one <iay, "I·,·e got to go
'fo France--Dad, you kno,, how I feel!··
T knew. Like sun and steel
And mornini. "Yes," T said, "1 know
You·n go."
•Repl'intc<I from th~ ~at111·day F:,· ,•nln~ l'ost. PhlludPl(lhla.
bf the Ctntls l'ubll~hlo{:' Com1iuny. l'hihtdelphlu.

C'opyright,•d J!'lli
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I',l waited just to hear him speak
Like that.
God, what if I had had
Another sort o[ lad,
Something too soft and meek and weak
To speak!
Aud yet !

H e could not guess the blow

H e 'd struck.
'\Vhy, he's my only son!
And we hacl just begun
To i:Je dear lrie nds. But I dared not show
The blow.
But now- tonightit's right;
I n ever had a righter thir,g
To bear. Aud men must fling
Themselves away in the grieving sight
Of right.
);o, 110;

A h andsome buy--but I, who kne"
His spirit-well, they cannot mar

The cleanness of a star

'l hafll shine to me, always and true.

'\Yho knew.

l"Ye given him.
Yes; and had I more,
I'll give them "too-for there's a love
That a sking, asks above
The 1111·r nan m<easure of 01.11· storeAnd more.
Yes; it hurts!
Here in the dark, alone-No one to see my wet old eyesI'll watch the morning riseAnd only God shall hear my groan
Alone.
I have a son who goes to France
Tomorrow.
I have clasped his handMost men will understandAnd wished him, smiling, lucky chance
In France.
Emory Pottle
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1~ F'LA~DEHS FIELDS 1
In Flanders fields the poppies blow
Between I.be crosses, r ow on row,
That mark our place: and in the sky
The larks, slill bravely singing, fly,
Scarce heard amidst the guns below.
We are the dead. Short day1; ago
,-v e Jived, felt dawn, saw i,unset glow,
Loved and were loved; and now we lie
In Flanders fields.
Take up our quarrel with the foe!
To you from failing hands we throw
The torch. Be yours to hold it high !
If ye break faith with us who die
\Ve shall not sleep, though poppies grow
In Flanders fields.

John McOrae

.\1IERICA'S AKS1'.ER
Rest ye in pe ace, ye F landers dead.
The fight that ye so br avely led
We've taken up. And we will keep
True fa ith with you who lie asleep,
vVith each a cross to mark his bed,
And poppies blowing overhead,
Where once his own life blood ran r ed.
So let your rest be sweet and deep
In !<'landers fields.
Fear not that ye have died for naught.
The torch ye threw to us we caught.
Ten million hands will hold it high,
And freedom's ligllt shall never die!
We've learned the lesson that ye taught
In Flanders fields.

R. W. Lillard

'From •·111 l•'lan<lers Fields ."· hJ" Lieutenant-Colonel John :\IcCrae. comtesy
G. P . I'utaa01·s Sons, put lishcrs.

or
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_'lt\(ERICA~ SE~TL\JEXT8
It is a fearful thing to lead this great, peaceful people into war, into
the most terrible and disastrous of all wars, civilization itself seeming to
be in the balan<>e. But the right is more precious than peace, and we
shall fight for the things whieh we have always carried nearest our hearts
--for democracy, for the right of those who submit to authority to have
a voice in their own go1·ernments, for the rights and liberties of small
uations, for a universal dominion of right by such a concert of freP
peoples as shall bring peace and safety to all nations and make the world
itself at last free.
To such a t'.lsk we can dedicate our lives and our fortunes, everything
that we are and everything that we have, with the pride of those who
know that the day has come when Americ·a is privileged to spend her
hlood and her might for the principles that gave her birth and happiness
and the peace which she has treasured. God helping her, she can do
no other.
Wooclrow Wilson

\Ve came into this war for ourselves. It is a war to save Ame1ica, to
preserve self-respect, to justify our right to live as we have lived, not
as some one else wishes us to live. It is more precious that this America
shall live than that we Americans should live.
Franklin K. Lane

No nation has a right to its freedom if it is unwilling to fight for the
freedom of others, and fer its own.
The cost of war is not to be measured in money. [t is in the slow paid
price of the human heart- in the blood drops, one by one.
Charles C. Gorclon
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'rHE STAHR AND STRIPES

It i~ not a painted rag. It i:s fl whole national histor,Y. It i;: the
Constitution. It j,, the GoYernment. lt is the free people that ~tand
in the Governrnen~.. on the C'on;:titution.
Tlenry lfartl Beecher

FLAG

DAY

l[.\:SS.\H JI. CHE\r, l'RINClP.H, CULVER SCHOOL, .\llI,LVILJ,E

'l'he great war has brought more forcibly to us a realization of the
neces~it.1· for training the yo1tth of our land to a greater respect for,
and a fuller knowledge of our national emblem.
Where,·cr the flag f-loat~, children rnnst be taught to love it and
to respect its significance.
Kew Jersey long ago required that the flag be displayed on school
buildings, and the flag salute be gi\'en daily, but no statute can make
.certain that the spit·it of the law is emphasized .
The teachers of the children of the state bear the resporn,ibility of
training for patriotism, and the future of democracy depends upon
the patriotic ideals nurtured in the public schools. We shall haYe
more patriotic obecrnmces than formerly anc1 one of those which we
shall celebrnte with more interest will be Flag Day.
'l'he date authorized to be obserYed as Flag Day comes so near the
clo<e of the school year that it may well be used as a special occasion
on which pupil and parent join rn paying tribute to our national
-emblem.
Flag Day can be made the occasio11 of raising a new flag, or of
t aking a collectio11 to provide eilk flags or a patriotic picture for the
classroonTs. thus giving parents an opportunity to contribute to the
patriotism of the school. If a new flag i,; to be presented to the
school, Flag Day ,rill be a most appropriate time to receive it, and
-exercises can be conducted partly or altogether out-of-doors. On the
playground all pupils can take part in marches and drills rnitable to
their grade5. I n order to have the best effects, some uniformity of
costume is beft . .Any movements uniformly done in mass arc pleasing, and teachers can adapt marching :figures to their own playground
with ,![Ood effect. The pmpo,e of the teacher of the primary grades
should be to a\\"aken love and reverence for tl1e flag and to imtil
1oyalty into the mincfa and hearts of the children.
Tn the higher grades children should not only be trained to show
Joye and respect for the flag, but ehoulrl understand their duty toward
their countr_v. They Rhoulcl stnclv the flag, its l1istory, its significAncc, it,- Yarious forms and uses, tl1e correct ways of displaying it,
:and the proper manner of raising and lowering it.
(143)
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The flag of our state should also be taught, together with its history.
It is a part of our school law that the flag salute shall be a part of
the daily program. It is the duty of the ·teacher to interpret the
meaning and the spirit of the salute to the pupils, not neglecting the
correct pronunciation of the words. The salute should neYcr be rnrelessly repeated, but should be given in a serious manner, ancl only
alter children have been called to standing position.
In the making of a program, attention should be giYeu io c-urrent
e,·ents. 'l'he best of the popular songs may be sung. (Be sure they
arc the best.) Current literature will furnish some pro~e and poetry
suitable for the occasion. A real, present-day note should al1niys be
sounded. The same program should not be used year after year, but
lhe material should be selected anew each time. though some repetition in the use of standard recitations and national song-~ is to be ex}Jccted.
.A scrap-book kept for suitable material "'ill be a Yaluahle aid to
the teacher. Such a scrap-book can be made by using large em-eloJRi,
fastening them at the bottom within a cardboard coyer, and labelling
each envelop according to :its contents. As additions ai·e rna<lc to the
songs, poems, programs, etc., a catalog of the contents c-an be kept on
the outside of the envelop. It will be best to mount recitatio1is on
heavy paper in order to preserve them longer.

SUGGESTIVE P,ROCRtUI S
PHIMAUY GRADES

Opening r emarks by teacher in charge .
Singing by school, "America"
Recitation, "Our F lag'' (by May Howlister). First grade pupil
Recitation, "Your Flag and my Flag" (by Wilbur D. Nesbit), Four th
grade pupil
Song, "Our Country's Flag" (by Florence L. Dresser)
Flag Drill, All pupils
Presentation of new flag, Member of Parent-Teacher .A.ssociation
Flag Salute, Entire audier:ce: "I pledge allegiance to my flag, and to
the Republic for whi ch it stands; one Nation, indivisible, with
Liberty and Justice for all"
8ong, "The Star Spangled Banner"
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GRA11[llfAJl GR.ADES

Remarks by teacher or pupil in charge
Song. "'l'he Star Spangled Banner," School, Jed by school orchestra
Oration, "Flag Day Address" (by President Wilson), Eighth grade boy
RecitatioI!, "The Name of Old Glory" (by James Whitcomb Riley)
Song, "The Unfurli;1g of the Flag" ( by Clara Endicott Sears)
"Why we should love the Flag" (Best original speech by grade pupil)
Recitation, "Old Flag" (by Hubbard Parker)
Song, "We'll Keep Old Glory Flying" (by Carleton S. Montanye)
Flag drill and grand march, All pupils of grades 5, 6, 7, 8
Presentation of new flag by father of pupil
Flag Raising
Flag Salute : "I pledbe allegiance to my flag and to the R epublic for
which it stands; one Nation, indivisible, with Liberty and Justice

for all"
Song, Arnerica"
0

BRIEli' HISTORY OF 'l'HE AMERICA:N" FLAG
On the 2d of July, 1776, the American Congress resolved "that these
united colonies are, and of right ought to be, free and independent states;
and that all political connection between us and the states of Great
Britain is, and ought to be, totally dissolved." On the 4th of July a Declaration of Independence was adopted by the Congress, and sent out under
its authority, to announce to all other nations that the United States of
America claimed a place among them. On this 4th of July the nation was
born. Its flag, the visible symbol of its power, was not adopted till 1777.
On the 14th of June, 1777, Congress r esolved "that the flag of the thirteen United States be thirteen stripes, alternate r ed and white; that the
union be thirteen stars, white in a blue field, representing a new constellation."
'l'he natiol!al flag-our national flag-grew in the most direct way eut
of the banners that had waved over the colonists. The flag of the United
Colonies had thirteen stripes, one for each colony, and the stripes were
altt:lrnate red and white. This part of the old flag remained unchanged in
the new one. Each colony retained its stripe.
The flag of the colonies, in its union, had displayed the king's colors.
There was now no longer a king in America, but a new Union had arisen
-a Union of Thirteen States-no longer a Union of kingdoms. The
union of the old flag had been the crosses of St. George and St. Andrew
conjoined on a blue field. The new union was a circle of silver stars in a
blue sky-"a new constellation."
The flag of the United States was derived from the flag of the United
Colonies in the ~implest and most natural manner. The old flag had expressed the hopes and aspirations of thirteen colonies which had united
in order to secure justice from tbeir king and fellow-countrymen in Englana. The new flag expressed the determi ned resolve of the same thirteen
10
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colonies-now become so,·ereign states---to form a permanent Union, and
to take their place among the nations of the world. They were no longer
Englishmen; they were Americar.e.
Many suggestions have been made to account for the appearance of
stars or of stripes in the new flag. It seems unneceEEary to seek for any
explanation other than th~ one that bas just been given. The old flag of
the United Coloz:ies rxpressed the feelings and aspirations of the revolted
English colonists. They were willing to remain as subjects of the English
ki ng, but they had united t.o secure justice. The new flag expressed their
firm resolve to throw off the yoke of England and to become a new nation.
The symbols of each flag exactly expressed the feeling of the men who
bore It.
There is a resemblance between the colors and symbols of the new flag
and the symbols borl'e on the coat or arms of General Washington that Is
worthy of r emark. General Washington was a descendant of an English
family, and his aocestors bore a coat of arms that he himself used as a
seal, and fo:· a book-plate.
It has be<'n suppoi;cd that the etars of the American flag were suggested
by the three stars of this coat of arms, and this is not Impossible. General Washington was 1n Philadelphia in June. 1777, and he is said to have
engaged Mrs. John Ross, at that lime, to make the first flag, though this
is not absolutely certain.
However this may be, it Is known that the American flag or thirteen
stars and of thirteen stripes was displayed at" the siege of Fort Stanwix
in August, 1777; at the battle of Brandywine on September 11; at Germantown ou the 4th of October; at the surrende1 of the British under
General :Burgoyne on Octobe r 17. The flag had b~en adopted in June or
the same year. The vessels of the American navy flew this flag on the
high seas, and their victories made It respected everywhere. . . .
The treaty of peace between Eng land and the United States was signed
(at Paris, l<~rance) on September 3, 1783. This was the acknowledgment
of Great Britain or the independence ot her former colonies; and the
other nations of Eu rope stood by ronsentlng. Our flag was admitted, at
that time, on equal terms with the ::;tandards of ancient kingdoms and
states, to the company of the banners of the world. . . .
Jn April, l 818, the Congr('~S passed "An Act to Establish the Fl0g of the
United States.":
"Serlion I. Be it e11actecl. etc., That from and after the fourth day of
July next, the flag oi the United States be thirteen horizontal stt·!pes. al•
ternate red and white; that the Union have twenty stars, white in a blur
fit>ld.
"Section IT. Ancl be it further cnacte<l. That on the admis£ion of every
oew state into the union, one star be added to the union of the flag; and
that. such addition shall take effect on the fourth of July next surceeding
such admission. A71prove<l, Apri l 4, 1818."
):o chang"s (other tJ:ian the addition of new stars) have been made tu
the nl'tional flag since 1818. The stars have been added, one by one, until
!n 1898 there are fOt'ty -five in all. Every state has its star: each of tho
original thirteen states has Its stripe.
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So Jong as the United States exists the flag will remain in its present
form, except that new stars will be displayed as the new st:.>.tes come in.
It will forever exhibit the origin of the nation from the thirteen <:oloniei:>,
and its growth into a Union of sovereign states.
Edward S. Holden

MAKERS GF THE FLAG
This morning, as I passed into the Land Office, The Flag dropped me
a most cordial salutation, and from its rippling folds I heard it say:
"Good-morning, l\Ir. Flag-Maker."
·•1 beg your pa r don, Old Glory,'' I said, "aren't you mistaken? I am not
the President of the United States, nor a member of Congress, nor even
a general in the army. I am only a Government clerk."
"I greet you again, Mr. F lag-Malrnr," replied the gay voice. " I know
you well. You are the man who worked in the swelter of yesterday
straightening out the tangle of that farmer's homestead in Idaho, or perhaps you found the mistake in that I ndian contract in Oklahoma, or
helped to clear that patent for the hopeful inventor in New York, ·or
pushed the opening of that new ditch in Colorado, or made that mine in
Illinois mor e safe, or br ought relief to the old soldier in Wyoming. No
matter; whichever one of these beneficent individuals you may happen
t0 be, I give yon greeting, i\lr. F lag-1\faker."
I was about to pass on, when t h e Flag stopped me with these words:
"Yesterday the President spoke a word that made happier the future
of ten million peons in l\Iexico; but that act looms no lar ger on the flag
than the struggle which the boy in Georgia is making to win the Corn
Club prize this summer.
"Yesterday the Congress spoke a word which will open the door of
Alaska; but a mother in Michigan worked from sunrise until far into the
night, to give her boy an education. She, too, is making the flag.
"Yesterday we made a new law to prevent financial panics, and yesterday, maybe, a school teacher in Ohio taught his first letters to a boy
who will one day write a song that will give cheer to the millions of our
race. We a re all making the flag.''
"But," I said i mpatiently, "these people were only working!"
Then came a great shout from 'fhe Flag:
"The work that we do is the making of the flag.
"I am not the flag; not at all. I am but its shadow.
"J am whatever you make me, nothing more.
"I am ·y our belief in yourself, your dream of what a people may become.
"l live a changing life, a life of moods and passions, of heartbreaks and
tired muscles.
"Sometimes I am strong with pride, when men do an honest work,
fitting the rails together truly.
"Sometimes I droop, for then purpose has gone from me, and cynically
I play the coward.
"Sometimes I am loud, garish, and full of that ego that blasts judgment..

/
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"But always I am all that you hope to be, and htwe the courage to try
for.
"I am song and fear, struggle and panio, and ennobling hope.
"I am the day's work of the weakest man. and the largest dream of
the most daring.
"I am the Constitution and the courts, statutes and the statute
malters, soldier and dreadnaught, drayman and street sweep, cook,
counselor, and clerk.
"I am the battle of yesterday. and the mistake of to-morrow.
"I am the mys tery of the men who do without knowing why.
"I am the clutch of an idea, and the reasoned purpose of resolution.
"I am no more than what you believe me to be and I am all that you
l.Jelieve I can be.
"I am what you make me, nothing more.
"I swing before your eyes as a bright gleam of color, -:,, symbol of yourself, the pi::tured suggestion Gif that big thing which makes this nation.
My stars and my stripes are your dream and your labors. They are
bright with cheer, brilliant with courage, firm with faith, because you
have made them so out of your hearts. ll'or you are the makers of the
fla~ and it is well that you glory in the making."
Franklin K. Lane

'rHE NAME OF OLD GLORY 1
Old Glory! say, who,
By the ships and the crew,
And the long, blended ranks of the gray and the blueWho gave you, Old Glory, the name that you bear
With such pride everywhere
As you cast yourself free to the rapturous air
And leap out full-length, as we're wanting you to?Who gave you that name, with the ring of the same,
And the honor and fame so becoming to you?Y0ur stripes stroked in ripples of white and of red,
With your stars at their glittering best overheadBy day or by night
Their delightfulest light
Laughing down from their little square heaven of blue!vVho gave you the name of Old Glory?-say, whoWho gave you the name of Old Glory?
The old banner lifted, and faltering then
In vague lisps and· whispers fell silent again.
•From the Biographical E(llfion of the Complet e Works or James Whitcomb
Riley, copyright 1913. Used by special permission of the publishers, The BobbsMerrill Company.
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Old Glory--speak out!-we are asking about
How you happened to "favor" a name, so to say,
That sounds so familiar and careless and gay
As we cheer it and shout in our wild breezy wayWe-the crowd, every man of us, calling you thatWe-Tom, Dick and Harry-each swinging his hat
And hurrahing "Old Glory!" like you were our kin,
When- Lord!- we all know we're as common as sin!
And yet it just seems like yon humor us all
And waft us your thanks; as we hail you and fall
• Into line, with you over us, waving us on
Where our glorified, sanctified betters have goneAnd this is the reason we're wanting to know( And we're wanting it soWhere our own fathers went we ar e willing to go)Who gave you the name of Old Glory-O-ho!Who gave you the name of Old Glory?
The old flag unfurled with a billowy thrill
For an instant, then wistfully sighed and was still.
Old Glory: the story we're wanting to hear
Is what the plain facts of your christening wereFor your name--just to hear it,·
Repe:!t it, and cheer it, 's tang to the spirit
As salt as a tear;And seeing you fly, and the boys marching by,
There's a shout in the throat and a blur in the eye
And an aching to live for you always-or die,
If dying, we still k eep you waving on high.
And se, by our love
For you, floating above,
And the scars of all wars and the sorrows thereof,
Who gave you the name of Old Glory, and why
Are we thrilled at the name of Old Glory?
Then the old banner leaped, like a sail in the blast,
And fluttered an audible answer at last.
_\nd it spake, with a shake of the voice, and it said:
By the driven snow-white and the living blood-red
Of my bars, and their heaven of stars overheadBy the symbol conjoined of them all, skyward cast,
As I float from the steeple, or flap at the mast,
Or droop o'er the sod where the long grasses nodMy name is as old as the glory of God .
. . . . . . . . So I came by the name of Old Glory.
James Whitcomb Rile11
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WE'LL KEEP OLD GLORY FLYI.r 0
Song

We'll keep Old Glory flying fair,
No matter where we are;
We'll let the breeze caress each stripe
And proudly kiss each star.
'Twill never know the despot's heel,
This Banner of the Free.
We'll keep Old Glory flying high,
For Home and Liberty!
No matter where we go, or when,
No matter where we go,
Our starr y flag in grandeur proud,
To us the way will sh ow.
On foreign shores, afar from home,
We'll carry it on high,
And let the foeman know its mightTo honor it or die.

Oarleton S. Montanye

OUR COUNTRY'S FLAG
Song

Beneath our country's flag today,
We stand a children's band,
And to it now in loyalty
We pledge each heart and hand.
We Jove its colors as they wave
Beneath tJhese summer skies,
The flag our fathers fought to save
Is sacred in our eyes.
Our country's flag, the dear old flag,
To it, ev'ry heart beats true!
We will follow far each gleaming star,
Our own red, white and blue.
'Neath each clust'ring fold, ~sin days of old,
It will gather those oppressed,
And secure from harm and from a)l alarm,
It will bid them safely rest.
To its slightest call, we will rally all;
Ev'ry pledge it makes to keep;
And it leads us forth over lands afar,
O'er the ocean's blue so deep.

Florence L. Dresser
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OLD FL.\.G
What shall I say to you, Old F lag?
You are so grand in every fold,
So linked with mighty deeds of old,
So steeped in blood where heroes fell,.
So torn and pierced by shot and shell,
So calm, so still, so firm, so true,
My throat swells at the sight of you, Old Flag.
What of the men who lifted you, Old F lag,
l'pon th<' top or flun ker Hill?
'Mid shock and roar and crash and scr eam,
Who crossed the Delaware's frozen stream,
Who starved, who fought, who bled, who died,
That you might float in glorious pride, Old Flag?
What of the women brave and true, Old Flag,
Who, while the cannon thundered wild,
Sant forth a b nsband, Jover. child,
Who labored i n the fie ld by day,
Who, all the night long, knelt to pray,
And thought that God great mercy gave,
If only freely you might wave, Old Flag?
What is your mis~ion cow, Old Flag?
What but to set all people free,
To ri d the world of m isery,
To guard the right, avenge the wrong,
And gather i n one joyful throng
Beneath your folds in close embrace
A 11 bu rcl1>ned ones of every race, Old Flag.
Right nobly do you lead the way, Old F lag.
Your stars shine out for liberty,
Your white stripes stand !or purity,
Your crimson claims that cou rage high
!<'or Honor's sak<' to fight and die.
Lead on against the alien shore!
We'll follow you e'en to Death's door, Old Flag!
Hubbard Parker
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'l'HE U~FURLING OF 'fHE FLAG
Song
There's a streak across the skyline
That is gleaming in the sun,
Watchers from the lighthouse towers
Signalled it to foreign Powers
Just as daylight had begun,
Message thrilling,
Hopes fulfilling_
To those fighting o'er the seas.
"It's the flag we've named Old Glory
That's unfurling to the breeze."
Can you see the flashing emblem
Of our Country's high ideal?
Keep your lifted eyes upon it
And draw joy and courage from it,
For it stands for what is real,
Freedom's calling
To the falling
From oppression's hard decrees.
It's the flag we've named Old Glory
You see floating in the breeze.
Glorious flag we raise so proudly,
Stars and stripes, red, white and blue,
You have been the Inspiration
Of an ever growing nation
Such as this world ne.ver knew.
Peace and Justice,
Freedom, Progress,
Are the blessings we can seize
When the flag we call Old Glory
Is unfurling to the breeze.
When the cry of battling nations
}:ieaches us acrosa the space
Of the wild tumultuous ocean,
Hearts are stirred with deep emotion
For the saving of the race!
Peace foregoing,
Aid bestowing,
First we drop on bended knees,
Then with shouts our grand Old Glory
We set flaunting to the breeze!

Clara Endicott Sears
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YOUR FLAG AND MY FLAG
Your flag and my flag,
And how it flies today
In your land and my land
And half a world away!
Rose-red and blood-red
The stripes forever gleam;
Snow-white and rnul-whiteThe good forefathers' dream;
Sky-blue and true blue, with stars to gleam arightThe gloried guidon of the day; a shelter through the night.
Your flag and my flag!
And, oh, how much it holdsYour land and my landSecure within its folds!
Your heart and my heart
Beat quicker at the sight ;
Sun-kissed and wind-tossedRed and blue and white.
The one flag-the great flag-the flag for me and youGlorified :i.ll else beside-the red and white and blue!
Your flag and my fiag!
To every star and stripe
The drums beat as hearts beat
And fifers shrilly pipe!
Your flag and my flagA blessing in the sky;
Your hope and my hopeIt never hid a lie!
.
Home land and far land and halt the world around,
Old Glory hears our glad salute and ripples to the sound!
Wilb1tr D. Nesbit

OUR F LAG
There are many flags in many lands,
There are flags of every hue,
But there is no flag in any land
Like our own Red, White, and Blue.
Then "Hurrah for the flag!" our country's flag,
Its stripes and white stars, too;
'l'here is no flag in any land
Like our own· Red, White, and Blue.
Mary Howlister
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This flag, which we honor and under which we serve, is the emblem of
our unity, our power, our thought and purpose as a nation. It bas no
other character than that which we give it from generation to generation.
The choices are ours. It floats in majestic silence above the hosts that
execute those choices, whether in peace or in war. And yet, though silent,
it speaks to us- speaks to us of the past, of the men and women who
went before us, and of the records they wrote upon it.
We celebrate the day of Its birth; and from its birth until now it has
witnessed a great history, has floated on high the symbol of great events,
of a great plan of life worked out by a great people. We are about to
carry it into battle, to lift It where it will draw the fire of our enemies.
We are about to bid thousands, hundreds of thousands, It may be millions,
of our men-the young, the strong, the capable m en of the n::itlon-to go
forth and die beneath it on fields of blood far away.
Woe be to the man, or group of men, that seeks to stand in our way in
this day of high •resolution, when every principle we hold dearest Is to be
vindicated and made secure for the salvation of the nations. We are
ready to p lead at th~ bar of history, and our flag shall wear a new luster.
Once more we shaJI make good with our lives and fortunes the great faith
to which we were born, and a new glory shall shine in the face of our
people.
l•'rom Flag Dny Address, June 14, 1017

Woodrow Wilson

STORY OF THE " TAR SPAXGLED BAXKER''
In the War of 1812, when an attack was being made upon Fort McHenry,

:\Ir. Key and his friend were on board an American vessel just In sight

or the enemy's fleet and the flag of Fort McHenry. They remained on
board all through the night, holding their breath at every shell that went
careering over among their countrymen In the fort, and every moment expecting an explosion.
.
Suddenly the firing ceased, and as they bad no connection with the
enemy's ships they could not find out whether the fort had been ahlmdoned, or the siege given up. For the remainder of the night they paced
to and fro upon the deck in t errible anxiety, longing for the r eturn of the
day, and looking every few moments at their watches to see bow long they
must wait for It.
Light came at last, and they could see that our flag was still there.
At length they were told that the attack had failed and that the British
were re-embarking.
The words of the "Star Spangled Banner" were written by Mr. Key, as
he walked the deck In the darkness and suspense.
In less than an hour after It went Into the printer's hands it was all
over town, was hailed with joy, and at once took its place among our national pieces.
Ferdinand Durag, an actor, saw it, and catching up a volume of flut~
music, he whistled tune atter tune; at length, he chanced upon one caJled
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"Anacreon in Heaven," and as note after note fell from his lips, he cried,
"Boys, I've hit it!" Then, taking up the words, there rang out for the
first time the "Song of the Star Spangled Banner." How the men shouted
and clapped!
The actor sang it in public. It was caught up in camps, sung around
bivouac fires, and whistled in the streets. When peace was declared and
the people scattered to their homes, it was sung around thousands of
firesides.

THE STAR-SPANGLED BANNER
Ob, say, can you see, by the dawn's early light,
What so proudly we hailed at the twilight's last gleamin g,
Whose broad stripes and bright stars, through the perilous fight.
O'er the ramparts we watched were so gallantly streaming?
And the rockets' red glare, the bombs bursting in air,
Gave proof through the night that our flag was still there.
Oh, say, does that star-spangled banner yet wave
O'er the land of the free and the home of the brave?
On the shore dimly seen through the mists of the deep,
\Vbere the foe's haughty host in dread silence reposes,
What is that which the breeze, o'er the towering steep,
As it fitfully blows, half conceals, half discloses?
Now it catches the gleam of the morning's first beam,
In full glory reflected, now shines on the stream;
'Tis the star-spangled banner; oh, long may it wave
O'er the land of the free and the home of the brave.
Oh, thus be it ever, when freemen shall stand
Between their loved homes and the war's desolation,
Blest with victory and peace, may the Heav'n-rescued land
P1·aise the Power that hath made and preserved us a nation.
Then conquer we must, when our cause it is just,
And this be our motto: "In God is our trust!"
And the star-spangled banner in triumph shall wave
O'er the land of the free and the home of the brave.

Francis Scott Key

A man came from Europe to this country, and went to Cuba in 1867.
He was arrested as a spy, court-martialed and condemned to be shot. He
sent for the American and English consuls, and proved to them that he
was not a spy. They went to one of the Spanish officers and said, "This
man you have condemned to be shot is an innocent man." The Spanish
• officer said, "The man bas been legally tried by our laws and condemned,
and the law must take its course and the man must die." The next morning the man wa s led out; the grave was already dug for him, the black
cap was put on him, the soldiers were there ready to receive the order
"Fire," and in a few moments the man would be shot and put in that
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grave. Then the American consul took the American flag and wrapped it
around the prisoner, and tho English consul took the English flag and
wrapped it around him, and they said to those soldiers, "Fire on those
flags If you dare!" Not a man dared. Why? There were two great gov-

ernments behind those 'fta,gs.

Let us love our flag, because behind It Is "the greatest of the best and
the best of the great of all goYernroe~ts."

I have told the story of the making of an American. There r emains
to tell how I found out that he was made and finished at last. It was
when I went back to see my mother once more and, wandering about
the country of my childhood's memories, had come to the city of El
slnore. There I fell ill of a fever and lay many weeks in the house of
a Criend upon the shore of the beautiful Oeresuud. One day when the
fever had left me they rolled my bed into a room o,·crlooking the sea.
The sunlight danced upon the waves, and the distant ruountams of
Sweden were blue against the horizon. Ships passed under full sail up
and down the great waterway of the nations. But the sunshine and the
peaceful day bore no message to me. I Jay moodily picking at the coverlet, sick and discouraged and sore-I hardly knew why myself. Until ali
at once there sailed past, close in shore, a ship flying at the top the flag
of freedom, blown out on the breeze till every star in it shone bright and
clear. 'fhat moment I knew. Gone were illness, discouragement and
gloom! l<~orgotten weakness and suffering, the cautions of doctor and
nurse. 1 sat up in bed and shouted, laughed and cried by turns, waYing
my handkerchief to the flag out there. They thought l had lost my kead,
but I tolrl them no, thank God! I had !ound it, and my heart, too, at
last. I knew then it was my tlag; that my children's home was mine,
indeed; that I also had become an American in truth. And 1 thanked
Ood, and, like unto the man sick or the palsy, arose from my bed an.I
went home, healed.
Jacob A . I-liis

From "The Making of an American"

THE FL.\.G GOE

BY

Hats off!
Along the street there comes
A blare of bugles. a ruffle of drums,
A flash of color beneath the sl,y:
Hats off!
The Hag is passing by!
Blue and crimson and white It shines,
(:)ver the steel-tipped, orrlered lines.
Hals off!
The colors before us fly;
But more than the flag Is passing by.
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Sea-fights and land-fights, grim and great,
Fought to make and to save the State:
,,v eary marches and sinking shipi,;
Cheers of victory on dying lips;
Days of plenty and years of peace;
March of a strong land's swift increase;
Equal justice, right and Jaw,
Stately honor and reverend awe;
Sign of a nation, great and strong
To ward her people from foreign wrong;
Pride and glory and honor- all
Live in the colors to stand or fall.

r

Hats off!
Along the street there comes
A blare of bugles, a ruffle of drums;
And Joyal hearts are beating high:
Hats off!
"' The flag is passing by!

Henry Holcornb Bennett

RULES FOR FLAG ETIQUETTE
In no case should the flag be permitted to touch the ground, nor should
it be marred by advertisements, nor desecrated on the stage.
For indoor decorations the flag should only be used as a drapery; it
should not be used to cover a bench or table, or where anything can te
placed upon the flag.
No words, figures, pictures or marks of any kind should be placed upon
the flag.
When our national flag and state or other flags fly together, or are used
in decoration, our national flag should be on the right.
Whenever possible the flag should always be allowed to fly in the
breeze from a staff or mast, but if it should be necessary to fasten it to
the side of a building or platform, it should hang with the blue fi eld at the
upper left hand corner. If hung where it can be seen from both sides, the
blue field should be toward the east or north.
The correct salute to the flag as required by the regulations of the
United States army i s :
Standing at attention, rai se the right h and to the forehead over the
right eye, palm downward, fingers extended and close together, arm at an
angle of for ty-five degrees. Move hand outward about a foot, with a
quick motion, then drop it to the side.
The oath of allegiance to the flag, adopted by the N. S. D. A.. R., and by
our military schools, the Boy Scouts and other organizations, and which
should be taught in all our public schools is:
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"I pledge allegiance to my flag, and to the Republic for which it stands:
one Nation indivisible, with liberty and justice for all."
When the colors are passing on parade or in review, the spectator
should, if a man or boy, stand at attention and uncover.
When the "Star Spangled Banner" is played, all present should rise and
stand at attention until the ending.
When the flag is displayed at half mast, for mourning, it is lowered to
that position from the top of the staff. It i s afterward hoisted to the top
before it is finally lowered.
When the flag is flown at half stat'I: as a sign of mourning it should be
hoisted to full staff at the conclusion of the funeral.
When used on a bier or casket at a funeral, the stars should be placed
at the head.
Our most important holidays (when the flag should be displayed.at full
staff) are: Lincoln's Bi rth_day, February 12; Washington's Birthday,
I·'ebruary 22; Arbor Day; :\femorial Day, May 30; Flag Day, June 14;
Iw;!ependence Day, July 4; Columbus Day, October 12; Thanksgiving
Day, and State Day.
The flag should not be hoisted before sunrise or allowed to remain up
after sun set.
At "retreat," sunset, civilian spectators should stand at "attention" and
the men should remove theii• hats during the playing of the "Star
Spangled Banner." Military spectators are required by regulation to
stand at "attention" and give the military salute.
When the national colors are passing on parade, or in review, spectators
should, if walking, halt, nnd if sitting, rise and stand at attention, the
men removing their hats.
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